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Abstract
This thesis report investigates a central problem to natural language process­
ing, namely the problem of semantic ambiguity. The type of semantic ambiguities 
that are considered are those that are generally resolved by speakers o f a given 
language by relying on common knowledge. Typical o f this is the problem of pro­
noun resolution. In this report we investigate the thesis that the semantic theory o f 
Richard Montague can be extended to accommodate the use of world knowledge. 
We propose an extension to Montague’s notion of contexts of use, and to the 
meaning representation. Meanings are represented as complex structures contain­
ing several features including the denotation. The method uses these structures 
to build contexts, and discourse structures that are then used in the dialogue to 
resolve certain types of ambiguities.
iv
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“ ... It is best to provide the machine with the best sense organs that money can 
buy, and then teach it to understand and speak English. This process could fol­
low the normal teaching of a child. Things will be pointed out and named, etc. “
Alan Turing, 1950.
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1 Introduction
I.l Natural Language Processing
Since the beginning of man-machine interaction, there has been a constant 
move from machine-dependent computer languages to more machine-independent, 
or so called high-level languages. This evolution of computer languages together 
with the concurrent move to a declarative style, suggests a trend towards speci­
fying problems and problem solutions in natural language.
The impact of having an adequate natural language understanding system 
(NLU) on the information sciences can not be overestimated. A recent study 
of future trends [36] indicated that natural language processing w ill be one 
o f the major technologies of the 1990s. The immediate applications of such 
research is natural language interfaces (NLIs) to database and information retrieval 
systems, as well as the development o f translation systems. From the theoretical 
point of view, NLP research is the key to new developments in such fields as 
knowledge representation and artificial intelligence (AI). For instance, McCarthy 
[291, reflecting on previous AI work, states that common sense knowledge 
representation is the key problem in AI. In this regard, McCarthy suggests that 
work towards formalizing the notion o f ‘context’ might prove to be fruitful.
The more general problem o f knowledge representation, according to Abbot 
I l [ ,  can never be solved until we have a generally accepted semantic theory 
for natural languages. Essentially, the argument here is that it is necessary to 
have a formalism for representing words and sentences in order to represent 
facts, concepts and ideas. Consequently, what is required is a formalism that 
accounts for the various phenomena that are involved in language processing
l
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such as common sense reasoning, the role of context, concept learning, and so 
on, all o f which are currently at the heart of AI research.
1.2 Levels of Language Processing
The process of language comprehension is thought j6] to be done at several 
levels: acoustic-phonetic, lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic as shown in 
Figure 1. Each o f these levels o f analysis is viewed to be at a higher-level from 
the one preceding it [38]. Thus, one can view semantic analysis to be a function 
o f the output from the syntactic analysis (p3 in Figure 1), which is usually a 
derivation tree, or an abstract syntax tree, that is to be transformed into a logical 
form. Pragmatics then, can be viewed as a high-level control mechanism that 






Figure 1 Levels of Language Processing.
T.iis notion of ‘ further analysis’ on the output o f the semantic analysis 
phase is useful in programming languages. For example, the pragmatics of a 
typical programming language should ‘ flag’ the meaning of an expression as 
unaccepted (error), i f  the value o f the sub-expression N was 0. Failure rules (or 
condition rules) in Knuth’s attribute grammars [27, 26] are one such mechanism. 
This view of pragmatics, as referring to a theory o f language use, separates 
pragmatics from semantics, in that pragmatics is not concerned with meaning 
analysis, rather with the use o f meanings.
Another view of pragmatics was also proposed by Bar Hillel [20], who 
suggested that “ pragmatics concern itself with the so-called indexical express' mv” .
2
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An indcxical expression is an expression that can not be interpreted without 
knowledge of the context of use. This view o f pragmatics was later adopted 
by Montague [31] in his ‘coordinates’ approach to semantic analysis, which also 
came to be known as indexical semantics.
The basic idea behind the coordinates approach is that besides coordinates 
specifying a possible world and a point o f time, a pair which is often referred to 
as an index or a point o f reference, other coordinates arc defined for every context- 
dependency phenomena to be treated. For example, a coordinate specifying a 
(possible) speaker is added to interpret indexical terms such as the pronoun /. 
The coordinates approach to context-dependency in the Montague tradition is 
discussed in some detail in appendix B.
1.3 The ‘Semantic Problem’
The syntactic issues in NLP, although not completely resolved, are by now 
fairly well understood. This is due in part to the well established theory o f 
formal languages. On the other hand, there seems to be little agreement on a 
unified semantic theory for natural languages, owing in part to various influences 
from a number of disciplines. Generally however, semantic approaches can be 
divided into two categories: formal and informal. Formal semantics have their 
basis in mathematical logic and are some variations on the semantics o f first-order 
logic and the lambda-calculus. Owing to some ‘perceived’ shortcomings o f the 
logic-based approaches, alternative representations have been suggested. These 
approaches center primarily on the use o f highly structured representations, the 
purpose of which is to capture meanings that are often implicit in natural language 
phrases. Proponents o f these approaches argue that the ‘meaning’ o f natural 
language phrases can not be reduced to the evaluation of truth values. Moreover,
3
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it has often been suggested that truth-conditional semantics do not account for 
‘world knowledge’ which is often used in understanding natural language text.
In summary, it is generally accepted that the ‘bottleneck’ in NLP is in 
representation and semantic interpretation. Often, the ‘ semantic problem’ is 
seen from different perspectives, and is linked to the study of behavioral and 
cognitive processes, memory organization, learning, reasoning, deduction, and so 
on. Various semantic models and theories have been proposed, corresponding to 
the various perspectives on ‘ the process o f language comprehension’ . There is 
a great deal o f work in the literature regarding this subject, which can not be 
presented here. However, a very brief overview o f the various approaches to 
natural language semantics, and the role of knowledge representation has been 
carried out by the author o f this report and is available in a survey 135]. The 
survey was done as part o f the background review to the work described here.
1.4 The Problem Addressed in This Report
1.4.1 The General Problem of Semantic Ambiguity
The work described in this thesis report investigates an approach to resolving 
certain types of semantic ambiguities, and in particular the types o f ambiguities 
that are involved in pronoun resolution.
The general problem of semantic ambiguity in NLP is central to many other 
issues of concern in NLP such as quantifier scoping, inference and pronoun 
resolution. These issues, that are still the subject of investigation in NLP, 
are briefly reviewed in appendix A. The common theme among the examples 
presented in the appendix is that an adequate semantic theory must accommodate 
the representation and processing o f world knowledge. Basically the problem 
can be stated as follows: “ how can we use general ‘world knowledge’ to resolve
4
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.semantic ambiguities in a systematic manner?” . The following example illustrates 
the problem:
did Hall and Galileo discover any moons'? 
yes.
(1.4.1.1)
(«) which planets are orbited by them?
(I) ) which moons were discovered by them?
Assuming that the first question was processed and the answer yes was given as a 
result, then the question could be followed by either (a) or (b). The problem here 
is in resolving the pronoun them in the context of the previous question. Clearly, 
them in (a) is to be interpreted as a reference to the moons that were discovered 
by Hall and Galileo, while them in (b) is to be interpreted as a reference to Hall 
and Galileo. A more difficult problem is one where the possible referents are of 
the same semantic type (say both humans, or both moons, etc.). In both cases, 
the resolution of the pronoun requires the use of contextual world knowledge. 
Another aspect of the problem can be illustrated by the following examples:
did Galileo discover any moon o f  mars'!
who discovered most o f  the moons that orbit a red planet? (1.4.1.2)
mars is orbited by a moon o f  Galileo's.
In these examples, the interpretation of ‘o f  is some relation that is implicit in the 
text. For example, a moon o f mars is to be interpreted as a moon that orbits mars, 
while a moon o f Galileo's is interpreted as a moon that was discovered by Galileo. 
Clearly, the interpretation of ‘of’ is context-dependent, in that the denotation is 
determined by using contextual world knowledge.
5
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1.4.2 The Thesis
The thesis that we defend in this report is the following:
The semantic theory o f Richard Montague can he readily exteruled to 
accommodate the use o f'w orld  knowledge' in semantic analysis.
The motivation for extending Montague semantics to accommodate world 
knowledge in semantic analysis are the following:
1. There is a need for sound and formal investigations o f the role o f contextual 
world knowledge in semantic analysis.
2, Maintaining the advantages o f a Montague-like formal semantic theory.
We propose an extension to the meaning representation of classical compositional 
semantics, where meanings often referred to simple denotations. It is shown 
that by extending Montague’s notion o f contexts o f use, and by extending the 
meaning representation, the type of problems discussed here, and most o f the 
issues that are discussed in appendix A, can be handled with relative ease. The 
experiments that have been conducted as part o f this investigation have also 
shown that such extensions suggest an avenue for exploration o f some of the more 
involved problems such as those involved in the interpretation of belief sentences.
1.5 Outline of the Proposed Solution
1.5.1 Extending the ‘Meaning Representation* in Montague’s Approach
The solution described in this report involves extending Montague’s approach 
to the interpretation of natural language by extending the representation of mean­
ings. Meanings in our approach are represented as complex structures rather than
6
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simple denotations of various types. These complex structures (which w ill be 
referred to as intensions) are used to define dictionary-like semantic knowledge 
of a range of concepts. The intension of a given concept is regarded as a set 
o f features that define the ‘meaning’ of the concept, where the denotation of the 
concept is just one of these features.
The work is original in the following respects:
1. The integration o f knowledge-based techniques with a formal semantic ap­
proach to natural language interpretation is novel.
2. The development o f a computational model for knowledge-based composi­
tional semantics is novel.
A major part o f the defense o f the thesis is provided by an existensional proof. We 
have built an experimental natural language interpreter, called KBCS, which is 
based on an extension of Montague’s semantics and which uses world knowledge 
to resolve various types o f semantic ambiguity.
1.5.2 Background to the Implementation of KBCS
The development of KBCS was inspired by earlier work in integrating natural 
language processing, attribute grammars, and pure functional languages. This 
work was carried out by researchers at the Universities o f Glasgow and Windsor:
1. Early experimentation in the use o f pure functional languages in building 
natural language interpreters. Discussion of this work can be found in [17]. 
This work was original in two respects:
a. It was the first attempt to use pure functional languages in nontrivial natu­
ral language processing, where logic programming is generally considered 
to the be the more natural choice.
7
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b. The work reported was among the first that proposed a computational 
model for Montague’s theory, by suggesting a more efficient representa­
tion o f semantic objects and a relatively simple interpretation scheme.
2. The development of the Windsor Attribute Grammar Environment, W/AGE 
[13, 16, 15, 12, 19], that can be used in general application programming. 
W/AGE is also well suited for experimentation in semantic theories o f natural 
language. W/AGE was used in building a natural language interface, DMSG, 
that is loosely based on some of the ideas proposed by Richard Montague. 
The development o f DMSG using an early version o f the attribute grammar 
environment can be found in [18].
Thus, the implementation o f the KBCS interpreter builds on previous work that
has been described in [17], and in [18], where the author of this report has been
involved in the work. The following are the extensions that have resulted in the
KBCS interpreter:
1. A new meaning representation which allows for the representation o f world 
knowledge.
2. A set of functions to compute complex meanings, using the new meaning 
representation.
3. A new context-model, and a set of functions used in resolving pronouns in 
context.
4. A set o f functions that are used to handle reference and quantifier scoping. 
The older system completely ignored the problems of reference and scoping, 
since the general problem o f pronoun resolution was not considered.
8
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1.6 Structure of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 2, a review of 
related work is given. In chapter 3, the general framework o f the implementation 
of KBCS is described. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the implementation of KBCS. 
In chapter 6 the conclusions drawn from our experiment are outlined. In chapter 
7 we conclude with some observations regarding future extensions.
9
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2 An Overview of Existing Approaches
The resolution of semantic ambiguity is a central probiem in NLP and 
is related to many other issues that are under investigation in computational 
linguistics.
Some of the current issues in NLP, and the relation between semantic ambi­
guity and the use of world knowledge in semantic analysis, are briefly discussed 
in appendix A.
In recent years, the general theme among workers in NLP has been the need 
to account for world knowledge in semantic analysis, and for highly context- 
dependent models o f interpretation. In this chapter, we review some of the ap­
proaches that have been suggested by workers in formal semantics, computational 
linguistics, and artificial intelligence.
2.1 Formal Approaches
The semantic theory of Richard Montague 131, 39, 32] is the most widely 
accepted formal semantic model for natural languages. Some extensions to 
Montague’s approach, however, are needed to get a better computational account 
o f contexts, scoping and quantified phrases, and the use o f world knowledge in 
semantic analysis.
2.1.1 Cooper’s Interpretation of Pronouns
A context-dependent approach to the interpretation of pronouns in a Montague 
semantic framework, was suggested by Cooper in 1979 |7]. More recent work 
by Cooper [8] includes a computational treatment o f reference and quantification 
in a Montague-based semantic interpretation.
10
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Cooper states that the semantic theory proposed by Richard Montague “ pro­
vides the tools which allow us to give a precise semantic treatment for natural 
language without having to make concessions in the syntax in order to make it 
in terpretable” . The essential element in Cooper’s proposal is his realization of 
Montague’s ‘contexts of use’ , which were suggested by Montague as a tool for 
treating indexical expressions (expressions that require a context, to be under­
stood, e.g. expressions such as I, you, here, there, etc.). Cooper suggests treating 
pronouns as definite descriptions, that can be interpreted given a context o f use.
For example, consider the following discourse
A man looked up. He smiled. (2.1.1.3)
In Montague’s system, we get the following translation:
3x[M an(x) A LookedU p{x)\ A (ASmiled(x*)) (2.1.1.4)
where (^Smiled^x*)) denotes the property of ‘ smiling’ that is attributed to an 
entity . r \  whose denotation is to be resolved in a context. The context, according 
to Cooper, contains the quantified variable x in the expression
3x[A7«n(;r) A LookedUp(x)] (2.1.1.5)
Since the context contains one possible subject, the variable x* can be unified 
with x.
Although this treatment o f context is adequate in some cases, the approach 
proposed by Cooper does not solve the more difficult problems of the so called
11
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pragmatic pronouns. The point here is that Cooper’s approach does not cover the 
case where a pronoun could potentially be resolved with more than one quantified 
phrase in the context.
Regarding this problematic case, where pronoun resolution clearly requires 
use o f common knowledge, Cooper [7| states: “ ... I do not have a clear idea 
how we should set up a pragmatic theory to deal with this, but it does seem 
likely to me that much of the difficulty we have in determining exactly what such 
sentences mean might be explained by such a theory. To determine precisely 
what the value of a relation is would require a good deal more background of 
common knowledge between speaker and hearer that is normally present when a 
sentence is uttered Cooper suggests that there must be a clear definition of 
the nature o f propositions, and what it means to know the proposition expressed 
by an utterance.
2.1.2 Discourse Representation Theory
In series of articles beginning in 1984, Hans Kamp 124] developed a theory of 
natural language interpretation that uses discourse representation structures (DRS). 
The theory itself, known as discourse representation theory (DRT), was developed 
to deal with the problem o f discourse anaphora1.
In DRT there is a set of formation rules for constructing a discourse represen­
tation structure of an expression. The DRS itself is an uninterrupted structure, and 
thus logically syntactic. However, these structures can be given a model-theoretic, 
and truth-conditional interpretation [411. For example, consider the sentence:
Every fa rm e i’ who owns a donkey heats it. (2.1.2.6)
1 The term ‘anaphora’ refers io the gcncrat class o f referential terms, which need not be pronouns.
12
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The problem here is that a straight forward translation into first-order logic would 
result in the following:
V;r [ [ /unncr(x)  A 3y\doiikcy[y) A oivn(x, y)]] —» beat(x, y)] (2.1.2.7)
which would leave a free variable in the 2-place predicate ‘beat’ . In DRT, we 









The entire DRS is constructed as A => B where A  and B are in turn DRSs. 
A is called the condition structure, and is used as a context for the conclusion 
structure B. The structure is to be interpreted as “ for any value x  and y, such that 
x  is a fanner and y is a donkey, and x owns y, then x  beats y” . Note that the 
‘binding’ of the variable, and consequently the pronoun, is done explicitly using 
the condition structure as a context.
DRT is perhaps the best theory regarding the treatment of anaphora in 
discourse. However, the theory does not offer any solution to the problem posed 
by pragmatic pronouns, i.e. pronouns whose interpretation is context-dependent.
13
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That is, DRT offers a solution to the problem posed by the so called donkey 
pronouns, where the problem is essentially a problem of variable binding.
Some of the current work in DRT is geared towards allowing the discourse 
structures to carry the ‘ information content1 that is available from the discourse 
context [34].
2.13 Other Approaches in Formal Semantics
A number of researchers in computational linguistics have adopted the ap­
proach of extending the meaning representation o f Montague's intensional logic, 
so as to allow for the representation of world knowledge. For example, in [371 a 
meaning representation that allows the representation of generic concepts is pre­
sented. The representation is similar to the “ frames”  knowledge representation 
proposed by Minsky [30], However, it differs from the frame representation in 
that it is an attempt at the representation of generic ‘ linguistic1 concepts. It is 
thus an attempt to extend the notion of ‘ information content1 of classes, to that of 
other linguistic objects. Two quantifiers, y and 3, which are read, respectively, 
as a ll except fo r a negligible number o f exceptions, and a non-negligible amount 
are introduced. It is claimed that these quantifiers are well-defined only i f  the 
immediate context on which they operate is known. Another suggested interpre­
tation of the quantifiers is that they be understood as the necessity and possibility 
operators o f modal logic.
For example, a generic sentence such as all birds fly  is represented as:
°{.x<= Birds} [ f l y(x) \  (2.1.3.8)
V
In general, i f  Q =  {.x | q{x)},  then a generic sentence that has the representation
(2.1.3.9)
14
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is interpreted as being true if f  the ratio approaches 1 when \P\ is increased; 
otherwise it is false. The basic idea behind this approach is to extend the meaning 
representation so that it includes ‘general world knowledge’ that can be used, in 
appropriate contexts, to resolve references.
Apart from being a new formulation of an existing knowledge representation 
formalism, the work presented in 137] is o f value in one major respect. The new 
‘calculus’ that is being developed is a first attempt at the formal representation 
o f generic linguistic structures. For example, in most knowledge representation 
formalisms, properties and general knowledge is represented o f concepts that 
correspond to simple linguistic objects, such as common nouns and adjectives. 
It is not clear how such concepts can be combined, according to the rules of 
the language, so as to produce a generic linguistic object, with a coherent set of 
information content. For example, it is not clear how one can construct the frame 
corresponding to the verb phrase discovered a moon?
It should be noted here that such rules were not defined in [37]. Instead, 
general principles that should govern such a formulation were described.
2.2 Preference Semantics, and other AI Strategies
2.2.1 Preference Semantics
In [40], Wilks describes a system that uses four levels o f anaphor resolution 
depending on the type of anaphor and the mechanism needed to resolve it. The 
different levels correspond to the type o f information that might be required 
to resolve the reference. For example, the lowest level, level “ A” , uses only 
knowledge of individual lexeme meaning. For example, in the sentence:
15
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The monkeys ale the bananas although they 
arc not ripe, because they are hungry.
(2.2.1. 10)
each they is interpreted correctly using knowledge that monkeys get hungry (being 
animate) and bananas may or may not be ripe. I f  at this level a resolvent is not 
determined, then another level is used. In level “ B”  some inference rules are used 
to get at world knowledge that is beyond word meanings. The system uses very 
general rules, which specify PREFERRED choices.
W ilk ’s system is intuitively appealing and is considered by many to be the 
most promising. However, it has been argued [21] that W ilk’s approach is 
unnecessarily complicated and lacks formality. Despite these criticisms, W ilk’s 
system has been used in machine-translation applications, and in the development 
o f the SPAR project described in [3].
2.2.2 Contexts as Frames
In his paper, which was the first to introduce the notion o f “ frames”  for 
representing knowledge, Minsky [30] suggested that frames can be used to model 
discourse contexts in language processing. The basic idea behind the approach is 
that frames o f general knowledge can be triggered in a given context to supply 
the information needed to resolve an ambiguity.
This approach has been investigated extensively by Charniak [4], who has 
described a system that makes “ heavy use of world knowledge”  in semantic 
analysis. As an example, a PAINTING frame might be defined, as complex 
event. Associated with the PAINTING frame are slots that define the goal (of 
the event), the objects, instruments, etc. o f the event. This frame would also 
have LEADS-TO and COMES-FROM links to other frames that correspond to
16
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a painter, the paint, and so on. These frames are linked in such a way so as to 
include general knowledge of a painting event.
The system described is capable of answering questions regarding the painting 
event in an intelligent manner. A set o f statements are given to the system, and 
then a question is asked to test the “ understanding”  capability o f the system:
Jack was going to paint, l ie  got some newspaper.
Q : Why? A : To cover near by things.
(2.2.2.11)
Jack f in ished painting. He got some newspaper.
Q : Why? A : To clean the paint brush.
In both cases, the correct answer is returned using the context of each question. 
The context in this case is the PAINTING frame. Part of the knowledge stored 
in the painting frame is that ‘before painting, near by things are covered, by 
newspapers among other things, and that after painting, the brush is cleaned, with 
a newspaper among other things’ .
This approach is based on the notion o f “ procedural attachments”  [40], i.e. 
procedures that are used as slot values in the frame structures. The approach 
becomes particularly intractable in general domains, since it becomes very difficult 
to keep the correct frame, that is relevant, in current context.
In J5] Chamiak describes this problem in detail. According to Chamiak, there 
must be a method by which frames can be composed dynamically, so as to create 
the correct framc-context, containing the general knowledge that is needed in the 
text being processed. This can be very difficult to achieve however, since it would 
require some kind o f a logic o f frames.
17
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2.23 Hobbs’s Approach to Pronoun Resolution
In [22] Hobbs presents an approach for pronoun resolution that uses syntactic 
as well as semantic information in the disambiguation process. The approach uses 
semantic information represented as formulas in first-order logic.
General world knowledge is represented as formulas much in the same manner 
as is usually done in frame systems. For example, the fact that a bank is a building 
is represented as the w ff
Similarly, we can state the general knowledge that, in general, every building has 
a roof as the w ff
Corresponding to each entry in the lexicon, a set o f general rules representing 
related world knowledge is defined as formulas of first-order logic (called axioms). 
These axioms are divided into clusters according to the topic.
Interpretation of a pronoun is then carried out by using the rules, in a given 
context, to determine the ‘most likely’ antecedent. For example, in the sentence:
Vy[bank{y) —► buildiny(y)] (2.2.3.12)
Vy[3z[buil(liny(y) —+ roof{z ,y)^ (2.2.3.13)
The boy walked into the bank.
Moments later he ivas seen on its roof.
(2.2.3.14)
the pronoun ‘ it ’ is resolved as follows:
18
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1. First the lexicon is probed to see what object has a roof (this information would 
be in the meaning of ‘ roof). Using (2.2.3.13) we get the result ‘building’ .
2. The Lexicon is now searched for something which is a building, and the fact 
(2.2.3.12) is found.
3. Using the fact that a bank is building (this again would be obtained using 
the information stored as part of the meaning of ‘building’); bank(xl) is 
unified with roof(x2,y) with x l = x2. Thus, the ‘ i t ’ represented as x2 is x l 
in bank(xl), and the antecedent is located.
The problem with the approach proposed by Hobbs, is that the context could 
in general contain more than one antecedent, and thus it is computationally 
intractable to search the lexicon for each possibility, especially since each search 
would in turn involve an inference chain using all related rules.
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3 Extending the Meaning Representation in 
Montague Semantics
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, the general problem of semantic ambiguity, and 
more specifically, the problem involved in pronoun resolution has been outlined. 
Various approaches that have been suggested to solve this problem have been 
reviewed. The general feature o f many o f the approaches has been an attempt 
to extend the ‘meaning representation’ language so as to accommodate world 
knowledge in semantic analysis.
The approaches that have been reviewed in the previous chapter can be 
summarized as follows:
1. An attempt to extend formal semantics to solve the problem o f semantic 
ambiguity.
2. An attempt to use large knowledge bases in the semantic disambiguation. 
This approach has been suggested by workers in AI.
The problem with the first approach is that the extensions suggested do not 
solve the problem posed by pragmatic pronouns, since no satisfactory model for 
the representation and processing of world knowledge has been given within the 
general framework of formal semantics. The problem with the second approach 
is that it is based on ad-hoc procedures and lacks in formality and elegance.
The solution we propose is an extension to the meaning representation of 
Montague semantics, so as to allow for the representation and processing of 
intensional knowledge within the general framework of compositional semantics. 
The extension proposed has the advantage of preserving the elegance and formality
20
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of Montague semantics, while at the same time it allows for the use o f world 
knowledge in semantic disambiguation.
3.2 Extending Montague’s notion of ‘context of use’
In appendix B an overview of Montague semantics is given. Montague 
semantics need time and careful study in order to fully comprehend. However, 
the overview in appendix B is sufficient to introduce those aspects o f Montague 
semantics that are relevant to this study. An excellent introduction to Montague 
semantics is found in [11]. The entire ‘Montague program’ to semantic analysis 
is compiled in a collection of papers [ 11].
The intension ( A) and extension ( v ) of a meaningful expression (ME) in 
Montague’s intensional logic are defined as follows:
if a  G ME<» n> then ( v o r )  € MEa
(3.2.15)
if a € MEa then ( Aa) € ME<s,a>
where M  Ea denotes a meaningful expression o f type a, <  a, b >  denotes a 
function from objects o f type a to objects o f type b, and s is a pair < w ,t > 
denoting a possible world and a point in time. Thus, the intension and extension 
tire functions of the following types:
I n i  : t  —» (index —» r)
(3.2.16)
Ext : index —> r
where r  denotes a semantic type of some meaningful expression. According to this 
formulation, the denotation of a given expression in PTQ is determined relative 
to an index, or a point o f reference. This is the extent o f context-dependency in
21
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Montague’s PTQ. As an example, consider the term phrase US President. In PTQ, 
the term US President is ambiguous unless interpreted with respect to a context. 
The context in this case has two features, a possible world and a point in time. 
Thus, the meaning of US President, is a function that can be depicted as follows 
(in the following w refers to the actual world):
[[(/S President]] =
That is, given a possible world and a point in time, then [[US i  Resident]] gives 
us the denotation o f an individual ‘US President’ .
This formulation o f an interpretation relative to an index, allowed Montague 
to give an elegant solution to the interpretation of expressions in modal contexts. 
For example, Montague maintains that the sentence:
John seeks a unicorn. (3.2.18)
is ambiguous, even though it has a single syntactic derivation. The ambiguity here 
is due to the possible world at which the sentence is interpreted (In Montague’s 
IL, the verb seeks is considered to be an intensional verb and thus its interpre­
tation is done relative to an index). Essentially, the sentence has two different 
interpretations, one in a world where there are unicorns (and John is seeking one), 
and another interpretation corresponding to a world where there are no unicorns.
In general, the only types of ambiguities that were considered by Montague 
are those that could be resolved relative to a context which is simply a possible
22
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world and a poini in time2. Although this notion of a context is adequate for 
the treatment o f various types of modal expressions, it is not sufficient for the 
interpretation o f other context-dependent expressions.
Some of the extensions that have been suggested involve the addition of other 
(contextual features) coordinates into the index, as suggested by Lewis [28]. For 
example, according to Lewis, the context-dependent terms here and there can be 
interpreted i f  we add a coordinate specifying a position. Similarly, the context- 
dependent terms I  and you can be interpreted i f  we add a speaker and a listener 
coordinate and so on. However, such extensions are not plausible since there 
is in general no way of knowing in advance the sort o f contextual features that 
must be included.
3.3 Kaplan’s Treatment of Context
An alternative approach that has been proposed was put forward by Kaplan 
125]. Kaplan suggested defining an additional function, Character, which is a 
function that determines the content, or the intension in Montague’s terminology, 
of an expression relative to a context. Thus, the character, the intension and the 
extension of an expression E are given as follows:
Chnr[E)  : Coniext{E) —* Intension{E)
(3.3.19)
Inlcn.'tion(E) : Index —> Extension(E)
According to this formulation, the context o f an expression is some structure, 
the type of which depends on the rules of the language. For example, the 
context of a sentence is a sentence (the previous sentence), the type of which
2 In Montague Grammar lexical ambiguities arc not allowed. Thus, every phrase is translated unambigu­
ously into an expression of an intcnsional logic.
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is a proposition. Following the rules o f the language, the context o f a verb phrase 
is the intensional structure of a noun phrase, etc. From this, it follows that what 
is required is a suitable representation of meanings and contexts, as well as a 
method of composing and manipulating these representations.
3.4 The Representation of Intensional Knowledge
3.4.1 Intensional Structures
Kaplan uses the term ‘ information content’ in the same sense as Carnap [2|, 
and later Montague, used the term intension. However, Kaplan, together with 
many other logicians, did not concern himself with formally defining the nature 
of contents (intensions). The structure of intensions of various syntactic categories 
was defined in general terms. Moreover, it was never clear how the intensions of 
complex expressions are built from the intensions o f their constiti* mts. Carnap, for 
example, states that the intension o f Man is the ‘property of being a man’, while 
that o f Man(John) is the proposition expressed by ‘John is a man’ . According to 
Carnap, complex intensions are built up from the intensions o f their constituents 
according to the rules of the language.
The exact definitions of these notions, which according to Dowty 1111 Mon­
tague and others left to the ‘practitioners’ must however be explicitly defined 
in the implementation of an intensional knowledge base. In our approach, this 
process involved the following steps:
1. Defining the meanings (intensions) o f the lexical terms —  i.e. the dictionary. 
In this step a decision had to be made regarding the sorts of features that 
collectively define the ‘meaning’ o f a word that belongs to a certain syntactic 
category.
24
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2. Intensions of complex expressions are computed from the intensions o f the 
parts according to some well defined rules. In this step a decision had to be 
made regarding how the intensions of the parts are to be ‘composed’ so as to 
produce a coherent piece of information denoting the intension of the whole.
In the next section we consider the first point, namely the definition o f meanings 
o f individual words.
3.4.2 Intensional Structures of Basic Syntactic Categories
Corresponding to every basic syntactic category we define a frame-like struc­
ture which w ill be used to group various intensional features. These structures 
are used to define the intension, (or meaning) of words in the corresponding cat­
egory. For example, in our approach the word ‘man’, which belongs to the basic 
category of common nouns, has the following intensional structure:
These features, which collectively define the intension of the word ‘man’, can 
be explained as follows:
1. NOUN_VAL is the extension3 o f the concept. The type of this feature depends 
on the semantic object. In KBCS, common nouns are denoted by entity sets.
2. OFTYPE1 is a list o f super types o f the concept. Thus, an object which is a 
man, is also a human, since the concept man is o f type human. In general,
In our approach, one extension is required since we arc considering only one index. That is, wc arc 






selo jm e n  
[/tunum]
(3.4.2.20)
{<$> 6 O F T Y P E l(</>)) (Vx(v(ar) -» # c )) ) .
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3. PROP1 is a list of properties of that are true of a ‘typical’ man4. In general, 
[<j> 6 P R O P l( i/ ’ )) -> ( V ; r <f>(:r))).
4. GTR11 is a list o f the ‘generally true 1-place relations’ . Hence, we have 
assumed that whenever Man(x) is true, then Tnlk( j) ,  W(ilk{.r), Tli ink(.r). 
etc. are also true. In general, (p 6 G T l i l  1 (</')) —» (V.r(t/*(.r) — ► </>(■'■))).
5. GTR12 is a list of the ‘generally true 2-place relations’. Hence, we have 
assumed that whenever Man{x) and k'ood(y) hold, then Ntcd[.r ,y)  also 
holds. In general, ((7 , 0 ) G G77il2(t/’ )) -» (V.r3//(i/»(.r) A </>(;/) -+ 7 (.r,//))).
The choice of these features is not significant except to illustrate that such meaning 
structures can be used to advantage in semantic analysis. A ll types of noun clauses 
w ill have a similar structure. However, a noun clause such as:
red moon that .sjj/jj.s (3.4.2.21)
w ill result in an intensional structure that has more information content than that 
of the noun clause red moon, or that of moon that spins. The structure of the 
above noun clause w ill be as follows:
N O U NVAL Red n  Moon (1 Spin 
OFTYPEl [inanimate]
PRO PI [ red] (3.4.2.22)
GTR11 [.spm, exist)
GTR12 [(orlril, [/)/rme/])]
The values o f the various intensional features (including the extension) are 
computed as various functions of the intensional structures of the components. 
The details of these compositions are discussed in the next chapter. Note for
4 Although the features described resemble the default logic proposed in |33|, the values of these features 
arc not default values.
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example, that the extension, which is one part of the meaning, is computed 
as a function of the extensions of the components5. In general, however, the 
extension of a complex expression can be a function o f the extensions as well 
as the intensions of the constituents. The denotation of a pronoun (term phrase) 
s one such example.
3.4.3 Intensional Structures of Verbs
In our approach, two types o f verb structures are considered, corresponding to 
transitive and intransitive verbs. Basically, these verbs correspond to 1-place and 
2-place relations. The structure corresponding to intransitive verbs is similar to 
that of a noun, since both are 1-place predicates in the intensional logic. However, 
the features have a slightly different interpretation. Essentially, an element that 
belongs to the set o f OFTYPEl o f an intransitive verb, denotes the type o f objects 
to which the verb can be applied. The other features are defined as before, except 
that the definitions apply to the objects in the list o f OFTYPEl.
The intensional structure o f transitive verbs is more complex. The following 
is an example of an intensional structure of the transitive verb ‘discover’ :
In this simple definition o f the meaning of ‘discover’ we have stated that:
5 Essentially this is the extent to which compositional semantics were used. That is, it was used as 








( [k m flu ], [thing])
([/am o tis ], [ ])
([ U  1)
a u  i)
(3.4.3.23)
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1. Whenever Discovcr(x,y) holds, then Hxnnan(x), and Thin<)(\j) also hold. 
That is, objects of type ‘human’ discover objects of type ‘ thing’ . (Of course, 
this also means that ‘discover’ could be true o f any two concepts that fall 
below ‘human’ and ‘ thing’ , for example between a ‘man’ and a ‘moon’).
2. In general, the property ‘famous’ could be assumed to be true of the ‘discov­
erer’ , i.e. of the subject o f the relation.
The structures o f verbs are very important, since the structure of a proposition 
is constructed by instantiating the structure of the verb with term phrases. Since 
every sentence is a 1-place or 2-place predicate in the logical form, the structure 
of a proposition is a 1-place or a 2-place structure built around the structure of 
the verb.
3.4.4 Structures of Determinant Phrases
The structure o f a determinant phrase, such as a red moon, is similar to that 
of the noun clause, red moon\ however, an additional attribute to represent the 
quantification is added. The attribute subjects1 is used to represent quantified sets 
in a determinant phrase. The subjects I  attribute is a pair (Quant, EntitySet) where 
Quant is used to represent any of the quantifiers
• A, corresponding to a, some, any.
• EVERY, corresponding to all, every.
• THE, corresponding to the as well as proper nouns.
• NUM n, corresponding to the numeric quantifier n.
• M ANY and MOST, corresponding to many and most.
• NONE, corresponding to no and none.
Thus, the pair (/l, set — o f  — men) corresponds to the determinant phrase a man, 
the pair (EVERY, set — o f  — red f l  set — o f  -  moon) corresponds to every red
28
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moon, the pair (N U M  3, set -  o f  -  planet) corresponds to three planets, and the 
pair { T i l I f  {Gali leo}) corresponds to the individual Galileo. This representation 
o f quantified sets is essential in order to deal with the issues of reference and 
quantifier scoping as w ill become clear shortly. The features in the intensional 
structure itself are the same as those o f the noun clause being quantified.
3.4.5 Structures of Term Phrases
The structure of a term phrase is the same as that o f a determinant phrase, 
except that a term phrase could be a pronoun. In the case o f a pronoun, the 
structure of the term phrase is constructed from the context. This point is explained 
in detail in chapter 5.
3.4.6 Structures of Verb Phrases
Since there are two types of verb structures that are considered in our 
approach, namely those that correspond to transitive and to intransitive verbs, 
there are two structures of verb phrases. The structures correspond to 1-place and 
2-place relations in the set-theoretic representation. The subjects o f the relation 
are also part of the structure o f a verb phrase. In our approach, the structure 
of a verb phrase is a modified verb structure, and is represented as a 1-place 
or a 2-place structure that is built from the ‘central’ relation in the sentence, 
instantiated with term phrases.
3.4.7 Structures of Propositions
The structure of a proposition is constructed in such a manner so as to 
include the ‘ information content’ of the proposition expressed by the sentence. A 
proposition is 1-place or a 2-place structure that contains all the information of 
the term phrases in the relation. To illustrate, we give a graphical representation 
of these structures. Consider the example in figure 2. Assuming that (a) and (b)
29
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correspond to the structures of ‘ man’ and ‘moon’ respectively, then the structure in 
(c) corresponds to the proposition every moon spins, while that o f (d) corresponds 






EVERY M an Moon
Figure 2 Graphical illusiration of structures of various syntactic categories
Recall that these structures, including the structures of individual words, 
contain information such as general properties, and some of the relations that 
are ‘assumed’ to hold, as was discussed in sections 3.4 and 3.5. The structures 
are also ‘ constructed’ in way so as to carry the information content of the text. 
For example, the structure that corresponds to the proposition expressed by the 
sentence every man discovered a red moon, is similar to the structure in figure 
2 (d), but contains more information, namely the addition o f the property red to
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the term phrase a moon. We could say that this piece o f information regarding ‘a 
moon’ , namely the property red, modifies the structure o f the term phrase a moon.
The structures of propositions are also used as context structures, that are 
in turn used in resolving ambiguities. To illustrate, consider the sentence Hall 
and Galileo discovered some moons. The structure corresponding to this sen­
tence is similar to the one shown in figure 2 (d), except that the subject o f the 
‘discover’ relation is the pair {EVERY, {H a ll, Galileo}), instead o f the pair 
(EVERV,sct. — o f  — men). This structure, when used as a context for subse­
quent sentences, is used in the following manner:
The context is a sentence, the information contents o f which are as fo l­
lows: a 'discover' relation is expressed between 'Hall and Galileo' and 
1some moons’ . The information content o f the proposition also includes 
knowledge about these objects (Hall and Galileo —  objects that are o f 
type man, and moons). For example, it  contains information such that 
Hall and Galileo are discoverers, and thus could be famous, that moons 
orbit planets, that moons spin, and so on.
Such contextual knowledge can be used to resolve semantic ambiguities 
involved in pronoun resolution in a straight forward manner. For example, after 
the sentence Hall and Galileo discovered some moons, it is relatively easy to 
resolve the pronoun they in the sentences:
(а) they orbit a red planet
(3.4.7.24)
(б) they arc famous discoverers
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by resolving the pronoun they with (EVERY, {Hal l ,  Galileo}) in (3.4.7.24 (a)), 
and with (SOME,set — o f  — moot}) in (3.4.7.24 (b)). The actual process by 
which this is accomplished is explained in some detail in the next chapter.
3.5 Reference and Quantifier Scoping
The example given above also involves the issue of quantifier scoping. For 
example, it is not sufficient to resolve the pronoun they in (3.4.7.24 (a)), with 
the pair (SOME,set — o f  — moon), since the reference in (3.4.7.24 (a)) is not 
to some moons, rather to some moons that were discovered by Hall and Galileo. 
Thus, some of the elements in the set set-of-moon must be ‘ filtered out’ , and the 
result should be the set, NewSet, computed as follows:
NewSet =  {m  1 (m E set — o f  — moon) A
(3.5.25)
(Discover(IIal l , in) V Discover(Galilco,m))}
In order to get the right denotation, the subject sets must be generated according 
to the quantification used. We should note here that in our implementation, all 
possible cases of quantification were considered excluding negation.
A two place relation has two subject sets, where each subject set is a pair 
(q,set) denoting a quantifier q and a set, set. That is, a two-place relation, R, is 
generally o f the following form:
72((</l,seZl) , (q2,set2)), where q\,q2 E { E V E R Y ,T I IE ,  A, N U M
(3.5.26)
In the next chapter the quantification of term phrases is explained in more detail.
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3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we briefly described a meaning representation that facilitates 
the representation of intensional knowledge. The purpose o f this extension is 
to investigate the possibility o f extending Montague semantics to accommodate 
world knowledge in semantic analysis. As part of this investigation, we have 
built a natural language interpreter, KBCS, that is based on Montague’s approach 
to natural language interpretation.
In the next chapter, we give an overview of KBCS and the general framework 
of the implementation.
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4 KBCS: An Experimental Natural Language 
Interpreter
4.1 Introduction
The purpose of this study is to investigate an extension to Montague semantics 
in such way so as to allow for the use of world knowledge in semantic analysis. 
The claim that we are defending is that the extension to the meaning representation 
of Montague semantics, as described in the previous chapter, extends the capability 
of Montague semantics by allowing for the use o f world knowledge in resolving 
semantic ambiguities.
To investigate the extension to the meaning representation of Montague se­
mantics we have built an experimental natural language interpreter. The inter­
preter, called KBCS, is capable o f resolving certain types of semantic ambigu­
ities, including pronouns, quantifier scoping, and ‘o f’ constructs. KBCS was 
implemented using an integrated environment, called W/AGE, which integrates 
the attribute grammars and the pure functional programming paradigms. In this 
chapter, we give an overview of W/AGE, and describe the general framework o f 
the implementation of KBCS.
4.2 W/AGE: The Windsor Attribute Grammar Environment
4.2.1 Lazy Functional Attribute Grammars
The extension to Montague semantics described in this report has been 
implemented in an Attribute Grammar Environment that was built at the University 
of Windsor. The environment, called W/AGE [13, 16, 15, 12, 19, 14], is suitable 
for a wide variety o f applications and in particular for the experimentation in 
natural language interpretation.
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W/AGE is implemented in the pure functional programming language Miranda 
and supports the construction of programs as executable interpreters. The W/AGE 
library consists of several higher-order functions, the most important of which are 
the following:
1. A lexical scanning function;
2. A set of functions for applying interpreters;
3. A set of functions for building interpreters;
4. A set of interpreter combinators;
5. A function for creating attribute lists.
The advantages of this programming paradigm (lazy, functional attribute gram­
mars) have been discussed by several researchers, most notably in [23] ?.nd [12, 
14]. It is important here to note however the advantages of using W/AGE in the 
implementation of KBCS. The advantages of using W/AGE are due to the use of 
a pure functional language, Miranda, and to the use o f attribute grammars:
1. Miranda is a pure, higher-order, and strongly-typed functional language. 
Thus, it has the same theoretical basis as the intensional logic that is used 
in Montague semantics6. Both languages are based on the typed lambda 
calculus, and have the same type structure.
2. The attribute grammar formalism is suitable to implement the rule-to-rule 
correspondence between syntactic and semantic rules in Montague’s approach. 
Moreover, the attribute grammar formalism exhibits the same (denotational) 
semantics that are used in Montague’s semantic theory.
In the next section the main features of W/AGE are briefly reviewed.
6 Miranda however is an cxtcnsional language, and thus wc have not dealt with the modal and intensional
aspects of Montague's intensional logic.
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4.2.2 Building Executable Interpreters Using W/AGE
The approach to constructing programs as executable attribute programs in 
W/AGE is as follows:
1. Specify the context-free grammar o f the input language
In our case, this would oe the grammar of the fragment o f English that we 
considered.
2. Identify the attributes that are relevant to the problem
In KBCS, attributes are associated with every syntactic category and are used 
to define both semantic as well as syntactic features. The most important 
attribute, which is associated with every syntactic category, is the MEANING 
attribute. The value o f this attribute is a complex structure containing several 
features that are used to define meanings. One important feature is the ‘value’ 
attribute, which could be thought of as the extension (or denotation).
3. Define the type o f attributes in terms o f Miranda’s basic types, and!or pre­
defined attribute types
The details o f the types of various attributes are discussed in the next section.
4. Define the semantic rules fo r  each production as specified in step I
The semantic rules are of three types: (i) synthesized (ii) inherited and (iii) 
failure, or condition, attribute rules. Corresponding to every formation (or 
syntactic) rule, we define a set of semantic rules. This is the rule-to-rule 
correspondence o f Montague’s translation rules. In Montague semantics, one 
semantic (translation) rule is associated with every formation rule, since es­
sentially the translation involves the computation of one attribute, namely the 
‘ value’ attribute. However, in he attribute grammar formalism, a synthesized 
rule must be defined for every attribute.
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5. Define the attribute evaluation functions that are used in step 4
In KBCS, the attribute evaluation functions are Miranda functions that are 
defined on a domain of constructed attribute types.
4.2.3 The Type Structure
In KBCS, the semantic and syntactic features that are associated with every 
syntactic category are defined as attributes o f various types, using Miranda’s type 
structure. In Miranda, the set of all types, TYPE is recursively defined as follows:
mini, cluir, bool £ T Y P E  primitive types
if I £  T Y P E  then [ I ]  £ T Y P E  listsof objects of type t
if £ T Y P E  then ( < i 6 TYPE  tuples of objects of various types
if b . h  6 TYPE  then Ij — lj 6  TYPE  functions from objects of type
11 to objects of type tj
if 11 £  TYPE  and x Const l i  then x £  TYPE  types constructed from objects of
primitive types
(4.2.3.27)
A simple attribute that must be defined for all syntactic categories is a value 
attribute, which corresponds to the semantic type (the denotation) o f the corre­
sponding syntactic category. In KBCS, the ‘ value’ attribute o f a syntactic category 
< vat> is named <cat>_VAL. The following Miranda type definitions are examples 
o f value attributes that are defined in KBCS:
o n t i L y  num 
o n L i t y s c L  - l e n L l t y ]
v a l u o  a l r i b u t . o
: :  CNOUN VAI. o n t . i t . y s o t
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I ADJ_VAI< o n L l t y s o t .
I DET_VAL {enL iLyscL  ~> o n L l t y c u L  ->  b o o l )
I T£RMPHJOIN_VAL ( ( c n t . i t . y s c l  -> b o o l )  ->  {0 n t . i t . y 5 ci. ->  b o o l )
->  (c n t 1 l y s o t .  - >  b o o l ) )
The operator *==’ is used to define type synonym, and the type a -> t> is the type 
of functions from objects o f type a to objects of type b. In the above definitions we 
have stated that v a i u c _ a t t r i b u t e  could be c n o u n  va i ,  which is o f type e n u t y s o t .  
The predefined type e n t i t y s c t  is defined as l e n i t y i  denoting lists o f objects of 
type e n t i t y .  The type c n i t y  is defined as the primitive type num. The type o f 
a value attribute could also be defined as a function. For example, the type of 
a determiner is defined as an object o f type ( o n t l t y s o t  ->  e n t - iL ysc t .  ->  b o o l )  
which is the type of a function that takes an entity set, and returns a function that
takes an entity set and returns a boolean value as a result.
It should be noted here that the semantic types essentially define the ontology 
of the semantics. In KBCS, the types of various semantic objects are similar to 
those suggested by Montague, except for choosing a set-theoretic representation 
instead o f characteristic functions o f relations. This change has an advantage from 
a computational point o f view, since set-theoretic operations can be used instead 
o f universal and existential quantification over the universe o f discourse. This 
idea was initially suggested by Frost and Launchbury [17J.
4.3 types of Intensional Structures
As mentioned earlier, an intensional structure is defined for every syntactic 
category. The types of the various structures are defined using Miranda’s type 
constructors. The structures are a collection o f semantic features, which have the
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following type definitions
conc ep t . .1 1 ;  i nq
|| Faafcuraa uaod in th» dafinitlon of 1-place structure*.
|| For example, the structure* of nouns, 1-placs propositiona 
|| and intransitive verbs.
of'Lypel 
p r o p l  
ob j s l  
q L r l l  
qL r 1 7.





I c o n c e p t ]
| c o n c e p t ]
I c o n c e p t )
I c o n c e p t ]
I { c o n c e p t , c o n c e p t ] ) ]
|| Features used in the definition of 2-place structures 
|| such as transitive verbs, and 2-placa propositions.
o l t y p e Z  
p r o p ?  
ob j s 2  
qL r2  ] 
q t  r? .2
0KTYPK2 ( I c o n c e p t ] ,  { c o n c e p t ])
- PROP2 ( [ c o n c e p t ) , | c o n c e p t ))
~ 0BJS2  ( [ c o n c e p t  1, I c o n c e p t ] )
-• GTR21 ( [ c o n c e p t ]  , | c o n c e p t ]  )
- GTR22 { i ( c o n c e p t , [ c o n c e p t ]) [ ( c o n c e p t , | c o n c e p t ] ) ] )
The meaning of these features was explained in chapter 3. Structures of syntactic 
categories are then defined using these features, some examples of which are the 
following:
i n t e n s i o n  
: : • Al)J_STRUCT 
I ADJS_STRUCT 
! CNOUN_STRUCT
c t . c .
s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  o b j s l
s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  o b j s l
s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p r o p l  g t r l l  g t r ! 2
I TRANSVBPI1STRUCT1 s t r i n g  v b s u b j Z  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e 2  p r o p 2  g t r 2 1  g t r 2 2  




v c r b p h  s t r u c t  
s e n t  s t r u c t
These structures are associated with an attribute, called MEANING, and are used 
to define the meaning of natural language phrases, including the meaning of
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individual words.
4.4 Intensional Structures of Basic Syntactic Categories
As a first example, we define the intensional structure o f a common noun. 
The intensional structure corresponding to this category is o f the following type:
c n o u n _ s L r u c t
: : =  NOUNSTRUCT s t r i n g  
(NOUNVAL a t t r i b u t e )
(0FTYPE1 | c o n c e p t ] )
(PROPl 1 c o n c e p t ] )
(GTR11 ( c o n c e p t ) )
(GTR12 [ ( c o n c e p t ,  ( c o n c e p t ! )  ])
where ‘concept’ is a string denoting the name o f a predefined concept. These 
structures are used as a value for the MEANING attribute which is used to define 
the meaning of a common noun in the lexicon. As an example, the meaning of 
the common noun moon, which is one instance o f the above type definition, is 
a structure defined as follows:
m ea n i n g _ o f _ m o o n
= NOUNSTRUCT "moon"
(NOUNVAL s e t _ o f _ m o o n s >  
(0FTYPE1 I i n a n i m ] )
(PR0P1 [ ] )
(GTR11 I s p i n , e x i s t ] )
(GTR12 [ ( o r b i t , ( p l a n e t  1)1)
Such definitions are part o f the dictionary that must be specified. The information 
that is included as part of the meaning o f a given word depends on the application. 
According to our definition o f the meaning o f the concept ‘moon’ , we have stated 
that:
1. The extension o f the concept is the set o f all moons, set_of_moons.
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2. An object which is a moon, is also an ‘ inanimate’ object, since the concept 
moon is of type inanim.
3. Whenever Moon{x) is true, then Spin(x) and Exist(x)  are also true.
4. Whenever Moon(x) is true, then 3jr such that Planet(y) and Orbit(x,y)  are 
also true.
A ll other concepts, corresponding to words of the syntactic category of common 
nouns, can be defined in a similar manner. Implicit in these definitions is 
a taxonomy of concepts and various relationships that exist between various 
concepts. The features described thus far can also be thought o f as being various 
links defining relations of various types. The definitions o f the various concepts 
in the KBCS knowledge base are given in appendix C.
The intensional structures of adjectives are simple; they include three features 
defining the extension, the type of the concept and the sort of the adjectives. That 
is, the types of objects to which the adjective is applicable. An example of such 
a definition is the following intensional structure corresponding to one meaning 
o f the adjective blue:
moan 1ng_o  f _ d c p r e s s c d
■= ADJ_STRUCT " d e p r e s s e d "
(ADJ VAL s c t _ o f _ d o p r o s s o d )
{Ol’TYPRl [ m c n t a l _ s t a t c J )
(OHJS1 | h u m a n ) )
Note that this is one meaning o f the word ‘blue’ . Another structure corresponding 
to the color blue must also be defined. The difference in the two meanings is 
in the information content o f the structures. For example, the feature OBJS1 in 
the above definition is used to represent the fact that the adjective ‘depressed’ is 
applicable to objects of type ‘human’ .
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The intensional structures of intransitive verbs are similar to those of common 
nouns, since both define 1-place predicates. An example o f such a definition is 
the following:
m e a n i n g _ o £ _ s p i n
= INTRAN SVB_S'I’RUCT " s p i n "
(INTRANSVB_VAL s e t _ o f _ s p i n )
(OFTYPE1 [ t h i n g ] )  
t i 'ROPl I ])
(GTRi l  [ e x i s t ] )
(GTR12  [ J j
In denning the meaning o f ‘spin’ we have stated that objects that spin tire objects 
o f type ‘ thing’ and they must ‘exist’ . Since the concept ‘ thing’ is the most general 
concept in the KBCS hierarchy, we have assumed that ‘spin’ can be applied to 
any existing object.
An example o f an intensional structure corresponding to a transitive verb is 
the following definition of the meaning of ‘discover’ :
m c a n i n g _ o f _ d i s c o v e r
= TRANSVBSTRUCT " d i s c o v e r "
(TRANSVB_VAL ( t r a n s _ v c r b  r c l d i s c o v c r ) )
(0FTYPE2 ( [ h u m a n ] , [ t h i n g ] ))
(PR0P2 { f a m o u s : ( p r o p s o f  ( h um a n] ) , p r o p s o f  [ t h i n g ] ) )  
(GTR21 ( g t r l l o f  [ hu m an ] ,  g t r l l o f  [ t h i n g ] ) )
(GTR22 ( g t r ! 2 o £  [hu m an ] ,  g t r l 2 o f  [ t h i n g ] ) )
In this example the attribute OFTYPE2 represents the fact that the relation 
‘discover’ holds between an object o f type human and an object o f type thing. 
The feature P R O P 2(x,y ) defines the set, x, o f properties that are assumed to be 
true of the first object, and the set y, o f the properties that are assumed to be true 
o f the second object, whenever Discover(x,y) is true.
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4.5 The Dictionary
Before we describe the process of computing the meaning o f complex ex­
pressions, we describe the representation o f the meanings o f individual words 
(the lexicon).
Words are grouped into various syntactic categories. Corresponding to a basic 
category, cat, we define a list o f pairs (io,?n), where w is a word in the syntactic 
category cat and m is a set o f attributes that are associated with the word w, which 
are used to define both syntactic as well as semantic information.
First, consider the words that belong to the basic syntactic category ‘adjective’ . 
The words are grouped into a list, adjective J is t, defined as follows:
ad  }i;ct.i vo_  1 I at. ■
I ( " a t m o s p h e r i c " ,  IMEANING a t m o s p h e r i c ,  SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
( " b l u e " ,  [MEANING b l u e ,  SORT " a n y " ] ) ,
( " b l u e " ,  [MEANING d e p r e s s e d ,  SORT " a n i m " ] ) ,
( " s o l  I d " ,  IMEANING s o l i d ,  SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
( " v a c u u m o u s " , (MEANING v ac u u m o u s ,  SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
( " f a m o u s " ,  IMEANING f a m ou s ,  SORT " a n y " ] ) ]
Two attributes, namely MEANING and SORT are associated with each word. 
The value o f the attribute MEANING, is a frame-like structure which is used to 
group various intensional features (the nature o f these structures, which are used to 
define the intension, or meaning of the corresponding word, was described above). 
Note that we can have multiple occurrence o f a given word in the list, accounting 
for lexical ambiguities. For example, there are two uses for the word ‘blue’ as an 
adjective, one which is the color blue and the other meaning ‘depressed’ . Lexical 
ambiguity is resolved using contextual information as w ill be discussed later.
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4.5.1 The function 'translate as’
Words in a dictionary can also be defined in terms of a natural language 
phrase, o f any syntactic category. For example, consider the list t'noun J n t list, 
corresponding to words o f the basic category of common nouns:
c n o u n _ i n t . _ l . i s t  -
1 ( " m a n " , (MEANING man,  SORT " a n i m " ,  NUMBER " s  i nq 1 r*M ) ,
( " p l a n e t s " ,  [MEANING p l a n e t ,  SORT " i n a n i m " ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
( " p l a n e t ” , [MEANING p l a n e t ,  SORT " i n a n i m " ,  NUMBER " s i n q l r " ]>,
( " hu ma n” , ( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun  As NounCla  "man o r  woman. " )
n  I SORT " a n i m " ,  NUMBER " s l n t j l r " ! ) ,
( " h u m a n s " ,  ( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla  "man o r  woman . " )
t t  |SORT " a n i m " ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
( " d i s c o v e r e r " ,  ( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla
" p e r s o n  t h a t  d i s c o v e r e d  s o m e t h i n q . " }  
t+ [SORT "anim",NUMBER " s i n q l r " ] ) ,
( " d i s c o v e r e r s " , ( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla
" p e r s o n  t h a t  d i s c o v e r e d  s o m e t h i n q . " )
+ MSORT "anim",NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
( " d i s c o v e r y " ,  ( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla
" t h i n g  t h a t  was  d i s c o v e r e d  by s o m e o n e . " )
+t [SORT " inanim",NUMBER " s i n q l r " ] ) ,
. .  . e t c  ]
In addition to the MEANING attributes, in this case two attributes SORT and 
NUMBER are added to define some syntactic information. The interesting feature 
in this example is the use of the function ‘translate as', which is used to define 
the meaning o f a word in terms o f the meaning o f some natural language phrase. 
The syntax of the function is as follows:
t r a n s l a t e  < s y n t a c t i c _ c a t e g o r y _ l > As < s y n t a c t i c  c a t e g o r y  '/>  < s t . r i n q >
For example, the meaning of the word ‘discoverer’ is defined as (equated with) 
the meaning of the noun clause ‘person that discovered something’ . Indefinite 
pronouns are also defined using this function. For example, in KBCS, we have
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the following definitions:
" a n y o n e "  t r a n s l a t e  I n d e f P r o n  As D c tp h  "a  p e r s o n . "
" a n y t h i n g "  t r a n s l a t e  I n d e f P r o n  As D c t p h  "a  t h i n g . "
e t c .
" e v e r y o n e ” t r a n s l a t e  I n d e f P r o n  As D o tp h  " e v e r y  p e r s o n . "
" e v e r y L h 1nq"  t r a n s l a t e  I n d e f P r o n  As D c t p h  " e v e r y  t h i n g , "
The function translate equates the (intensional) meanings of two strings and not 
simply their extensions. Consequently, two expressions have the same meaning 
i f  and only i f  they have the same intension. The importance of this is in the 
experimentation o f Carnap’s [2] and later Cresswell’ s [10] treatment o f verbs of 
prepositional attitudes. This point is discussed in chapter 5.
4.6 Basic Interpreters
Basic interpreters are constructed from their corresponding dictionary list 
using the W/AGE function make interpreter Jrom. The syntax o f this function 
is as follows:
<: ; imp!o i n t . e r p  c a t e g o r y l >  - m a k c _ i n t e r p r e t e r _ f r o m  < i n t c r p _ c a t c g o r y l _ l i s t >
The result of this definition is an interpreter, < s i m p i e _ i n t e r p _ c a t e g o r y i > ,  that 
succeeds i f  the input was any entry in the list < i n L e r p _ c a t e g o r y i _ i i s t > .  Given 
the lists defined above, for the categories o f adjectives and common nouns, we 
can define the simple interpreters adj and cnoun as follows:
a d  i make i n l . c r p r o l . o r _ f rom d d j _ i i s t
c n o u n  make_ i n s . e r p r e i . o r _ f rom c n o u n _ l i s t
The following are two examples o f applying the interpreters adj and cnoun
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(the empty list [ ] following the interpreter name denotes the application o f the 
interpreter in an empty context, and the function ‘words’ takes a string and returns 
a list of words as a result):
M i r a n d a  a d j _ i n t  i ]  (w o rd s  " t e d  x x x x x x . " )
=> (((MEANING (ADJ_STRUCT " r e d "
(ADJ_VAL [ 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 2 2 ] )
(OFTYPE1 [ " c o l o r " ] )
(OBJS1 [ " t h i n g " ] ) ) ,
SORT " a n y " ] ,
( " x x x x x x " , " . " ] )]
M i r a n d a  c n o u n _ i n t  [] ( w o r d s  "man x x x x x . " )
=> [([MEANING (CNOUN_STRUCT "man"
(CNOUN_VAL ( 3 4 , 3 3 ,  . . . ,  6 9 , 7 0 ] )
(0FTYPK1 [ " h u m a n " ] )
(PROP1 (])
(GTR11 [ " w a l k " , " t a l k " , " e x i s t " ] )
(GTR12 [ ( " m a r r y " , [ " w o m a n " ] ) ,
( " n e e d " , [ " f o o d " , " m o n e y " ] ) ] ) )  ,
SORT " a n i m " ,
NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ,
[ " x x x x x " , ” . " ] ) ]
The result of applying the interpreter a d j  i n t  to the input string r e d  x x x x x x .  
is two attributes, MEANING and SORT. The value of SORT indicates that the 
adjective ‘red’ can be applied to objects of any sort (animate and inanimate). The 
value o f the MEANING attribute can be explained as follows:
1. The value of a d j  s t r u c t  is a string denoting the word that was processed.
2. The value o f a d j _ v a l  is the extension o f the concept ‘red’ indicating that 
entities 12, 13, 14, and 22 are red objects.
3. The value of the feature o f t y p e i  indicates that the concept ‘ red’ is an instance 
o f the concept ‘color’ .
4. The value of the feature o b j s i  indicates that ‘color’ is applicable to any 
object o f type ‘ thing’ .
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In the features defining the meaning of the word man two additional features are 
returned:
1. The value of the feature PROP1 indicates the properties that are known to be 
true of objects of type ‘man’. In KBCS, we have not assumed any properties.
2. The value o f the feature G TR .l indicates the 1-place relations that are 
assumed to be true of objects of type ‘man’ . Thus, part o f the meaning 
of ‘man’ is the knowledge that an object o f type man walks, talks and, o f 
course, exists.
3. The value of the feature GTR12 indicates 2-place relations that are assumed 
to be true of objects o f type ‘man’ . Thus, part of the meaning of ‘man’ is the 
knowledge that an object of type ‘man’ marries an object o f type ‘woman’ , 
that an object of type ‘man’ needs an object of type ‘ food’ , etc.
In both cases, the result returned is the list of attributes o f the corresponding 
entry in the dictionary list, as well as the list o f words of the rest o f the input. 
Note that basic interpreters do not make use of the context, since the meaning of 
individual words is an entry in the dictionary and is not dependent on the context.
4.7 Non-basic Interpreters
Interpreters that correspond to non-terminals in the context-free grammar 
are constructed using the W/AGE library o f functions as executable attribute 
grammars. As an example, consider the definition of the interpreter snourtcla, 
which is defined according to the context-free rule:
.•inouru: 1 a : :  noun s tru c t.
I u d js
I .id js  n o u n _s lru cL
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The following is the Miranda code o f the interpreter for snouncla:
s n o u n c l a
( c o n s i s t s  o f  [ n o u n _ s t r u c t ]
( w i t h _ a t t _ _ s y n _ r u  t o s
I ( " m e a n i n g " ,  " i s " , s a m e ,  [ ( " m e a n i n g " ,  f i s t ,  p a r t . ) ) ) ,
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " s o r t " , f f s t  p a r t ) ] ) ,
( " n u m b e r " ,  " i s " ,  s ame ,  [ ( " n u m b e r " ,  f i s t .  p a r t . )  1)1)  
( w i u h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s
[ [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " ,  s ame ,  [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  Ihr.) ) ) 1 1 ) 
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r o _ r u l c s )
S o r o l s o
( c o n s i s t s ^ o f  [ a d j s ]
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c s
( ( " m e a n i n g " , " i s " , m a k o _ s n _ s t r u c O ,  [ ( "meani  n g " ,1 1 s t  p a r t ) ] ) ,  
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t  p a r t ) ) ) ,
( " n u m b e r " , " i s " , s i n g l e  n u m b , 1 ) ) ) )  
w i t h _ n o _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r c _ r u l c s )
S o r e l s e
( c o n s i s t s _ o f  ( a d j s , n o u n _ s t r u c t J  
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c s
[ ( " m e a n i n g " ,  " i s " , m ^ s n o u n c l a ,  I ( " m o a n i n g " ,  f i s t  p a r t . ) ,
( " m e a n i n g " ,  s n d  p a r t ) ! ) ,  
( " s o r t " ,  " i s " ,  s am e ,  [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t  p a r t . ) ] } ,
( " n u m b e r " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " n u m b e r " ,  sn d  p a r t ) ] ) ] )  
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s
IE 1 , I ( " c o n t e x t ” , " i s " , s a m e , I ( " c o n t e x t " , I h s ) | ) | ])
( w i t h _ f a i i u r c _ r u l e s
I ( c h c c k _ f o r _ s o r t s ,  [ ( " m e a n i n g " ,  f .Ts i  p a r t ) ,
( " m e a n i n g " , s n d  p a r t ) | ) ] )
The interpreter is defined using the W/AGE higher-order library functions 
(identified in bold in the definition o f the interpreter):
• consists_oft used as the equivalent of in the BNF notation.
orelse, used to define alternative productions o f the nonterminal symbol on 
the left-hand-side.
• with_att_syn_rules, used to specify a set o f synthesized attribute rules.
• withjnhjitt_calc_rules, used to specify a set of inherited attribute rules. 
with ja ilure jru les , used to define condition (or failure) rules.
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In each case, three attributes, namely the attributes meaning, sort and number 
are being synthesized using different attribute evaluation functions, which are 
functions applied on synthesized attribute values of the component interpreters, 
as well as inherited attributes of the snouncla interpreter.
For example, in the third case, where snouncla is adjs followed by noun_struct, 
the attribute meaning is evaluated using the function m_snouncla, which is a func­
tion o f two meaning attributes. That is, the meaning of a simple noun clause is 
a function of the meanings of the two components.
Note that the interpreter nounstruct expects a context and thus an inherited 
attribute rule is specified in the first and third production. These rules ‘ build’ 
a context for the corresponding interpreter, and the context is passed before the 
application o f the interpreter. In this case, the context passed to the interpreter 
snouncla is passed unchanged as a context to the interpreter noun_struct.
4.8 Attribute Evaluation Functions
Attributes are computed using appropriate attribute evaluation functions. The 
main attribute is the MEANING attribute, which is associated with every non­
terminal symbol. As a simple example, consider the rules of the nonterminal 
symbol adjs defined as follows:
a d j s  a d j
1 a d )  a d j s
The interpreter o f adjs is defined in W/AGE as follows:
ad  js
( c o n s i s t s  of'  [ a d j i n t ]
( w i t h  a l l  s y n _ r u l c s
[ ( " m c a n i n q " ,  " L s " , c o n v s t ; 0 ,  I ( " m e a n i n g 11, f f s t _ p a r t )  ] ) ,
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( " s o r t . ” , " i s " ,  s amo,  i ( " s o r  L",  f f s t  p a r t )  ] ) ] I 
w i t h _ n o _ i n h _ a L t _ c a I c  r u l e s  
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r o _ r u l e s )
S o r e l s e
( c o n s l s t . s _ o f  | a d j _ i n L , a d  jo int . ]
( w i t h _ a L L _ s y n  r u l e s
1 ( " m e a n i n g "  , "  i  s " , comb i no ad Js, 1 ! "moan i r i g " , l i s t ,  p a r t . ) ,
( " m o a n i n g " ,  s n d  p . i r t i l ) ,
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e ,  1 ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t  p a r t ) )) 1) 
w i t h _ n o _ i n h _ a t t : _ c a i c  r u l e s  
( w i t h _ i a i l u r c _ r u l c s
1 ( c h o c k _ C o r _ s o r t . s ,  1 ( " m e a n i n g " ,  f f s t  p a r t . ) ,
( " m e a n i n g " , s n d  p a r t ) 1 )11 )
According to the above definition, the ‘meaning’ o f a phrase that consists 
o f an adjective, is simply the meaning o f the adjective. This is the first case 
in the interpreter defined above. The meaning of adjs in this case is computed 
by converting the meaning o f an adjective into a meaning of an adjs structure 
(the attribute evaluation functions are strongly-typed and thus this type coercion 
is necessary).
The interesting case is where adjs is two or more adjectives. In this case the 
meaning of adjs is computed as a function o f the meaning o f the components. 
The function used in the above specification is c o m b i n e  ad  jr.. This function is 
applied on two MEANING attributes and returns another MEANING attribute as 
a result. The function is defined as follows:
c o m b i n e _ a d j s  (ADJ_STRUCT s i  v l  U  o l ) (ADJS S' s2  v2 t.2 o2)
= ADJS_STRUCT ( c o m b i n o _ s t r  s i  s2>
( c o m b i n e _ v a l  v l  v2)
( c o m b i n o _ o f t y p e l  Ll t 2 )
( c o m b i n c _ o b j s  o l  o2)
The features of the compound structure are in turn computed from the features 
o f the constituents. The functions used in the construction o f the compound
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structure (meaning) are defii.ed as follows:
c om bi n e  n L r  r.) s2 - s i  i t " " t t sZ
co m bi n e  v j 1 (ADJ VAI, v l ) (ADJS VAL v2I  = ADJS_VAL ( i n t e r s e c t .  v l  v2)
co m bi n e  o f t y p e l  (0FTYPK1 l u l l )  (0FTYPE1 | t 2 ] >
0FTYPK1 I l u b  ( s t r u c t  o f  i d  t l )  ( s t r u c t _ o f  i d  t 2 ) ]
co m b i n e  ob| . - .  (OilJSl l o l l )  (ODJSl | o 2 ] )
0I1JS1 I q l b  ( s t r u c t  o f _ i d  o l )  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  o2)  1
The functions can be explained as follows:
1. The string corresponding to the compound is the strings o f the constituents 
appended together.
2. The denotation of two or more adjectives is the set intersection o f the 
denotations of the constituents. That is the phrase red solit' • worts denotes 
the set o f red and solid moons.
3. The combined type of two or more adjectives is the most general type of all 
the adjectives (least upper bound).
4. The type of an object that two or more adjectives describe, is the least general 
type of all the adjectives (greatest lower bound).
The functions used to evaluate the values of the features o f the compound meaning 
are simple in this case. However, in general these functions could be quite 
involved. This example was simply given to illustrate the process in general. The 
idea here is that the composition of meanings in KBCS involves the composition 
of denotations as well as other features of the meaning.
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5 Details of Implementation
In the last chapter the general framework of the K3CS interpreter was briefly 
described. In this chapter some detailed examples are considered.
5.1 Contexts and Meanings
The two important attributes that are computed are the CONTEXT and 
MEANING attributes, both of which are complex structures used to contain 
information. The value o f the CONTEXT attribute is a structure of a pre-computed 
meaning. Initially, the CONTEXT attribute has the value EMPTY, denoting an 
empty context. In KBCS the type of context that was considered is usually referred 
to as a local context (of course the set of all ‘ local contexts’ that are generated 
in a dialogue constitute a ‘global con* '.xt’ ). Global contexts arc necessary in 
some instances, however it is was not considered in KBCS since it presents a 
complication that is unnecessary for our purposes.
In KBCS, the interpreter o f a sentence is defined as follows:
s o n t _ i n t
= ( c o n s i s t s o f  ] j o i n t e r m p h _ i n t , v c r b p h _ L n t ]
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c s
[ ( " m e a n i n g " , " i s " , s e n t  m e a n i n g , I ( " m e a n i n g " ,  f 1 s t  p a r t ) ,
( " m e a n i n g " ,  sn d  p a r t ) ,  
( " c o n L o x t " ,  l h s )  ! j ])
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u i . e s
i [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e ,  | ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ] ,
I ( " c o n >o x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , | ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ,
( " s u b  j e c t s l " ,  " i s " ,  s a m e ,  ( ( " s u b  j e e t  s i  " ,  f  f s r . _ p a r t )  ] ) ,  
( " m e a n i n g " ,  " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " m e a n i n g ” , f f s t _ p a r t ) ]>,
( " s o r t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , | ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
( " n u m b e r " ,  " i s " , s ame ,  [ ( " n u m b e r " ,  f f s t  p a r t ) 1) I ])
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r c _ r u l e s )
(5.1.28)
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Thus, the meaning of a sentence, which is a joint term phrase followed by a verb 
phrase, is a function, sent meaning, of:
1. The meaning o f the joint term phrase;
2. The meaning of the verb phrase;
3. The context of the sentence.
The meaning of the joint term phrase, is evaluated in a context. The context
of evaluation of the joint term phrase is the context o f the sentence itself. The
context o f evaluation of the verb phrase is the context o f the sentence as well as 
the meaning, sort, number, and subjects list o f the joint term phrase.
For example, suppose the sentence
Hall and Galileo discovered some moons (5.1.29)
was processed. The structure returned as the meaning of this sentence in KBCS 
is the following:
H a l l  and  G a l i l e o  d i s c o v e r e d  some moons  
> 1 (SENT STRUCT (SENT2 " d i s c o v e r "
(SUBJS2 ( (EVERY,1 5 4 , 5 6 ] ) , ( A , ( 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 , 2 5 1 ) ) )  
(SENT_VAI, T ru e )
(OFTYPE2 ( I " m a n " ] , 1 " m o o n " ] ) )
(P R0!’2 ( [ "  f am o us "  J,  ( I I )
(GTR21 ( [ "wa I k ” , " t a l k " , " e x i s t " ) , [ " s p i n " , “ e x i s t " ] ) )
(GTR22 <I ( " m a r r y " , ( " w o m a n " ] ) ,
( " n e e d " , [ " f o o d " , " m o n e y " ] ) ) ,
[ ( " o r b i t " , ( “ p l a n e t " ] ) ] ) ) ) ,
" t r u e .  " ) ]
(5.1.30)
The attribute SUBJS2 identifies the subjects o f the main relation in the sentence, 
and the value o f SENTJVAL is the denotation (truth value) o f the proposition
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expressed by the sentence. Suppose this sentence is followed by the sentence
they orbit sonic planets (5.1.31)
In KBCS, the structure returned as the meaning o f (5.1.29) is passed as a context 
to the interpretation o f (5.1.31). Now according to the definition of the sentence 
interpreter in (5.1.28), the meaning of the sentence is some function of the 
meanings o f the joint term phrase, they, and the verb phrase orbit some planets. 
Since the join term phrase is a pronoun, the value returned as the meaning is the 
context passed in. The value of the term phrase is passed to the evaluation o f the 
verb phrase orbit some planets. The meaning o f the verb phrase is the 2-place 
structure given below:
[ ( (MEANING (VERUPINSTRUCT
(STRUCT? " o r b i t . "
(VBSUBJ2 ( (A,  119,  20 ,  2 2 ,  23 ,  ? A , 2 b | ) ,
[ ( 9 , 8 ) ,  ( 1 0 , 8 ) ,  ( 1 1 , 8 ) .............(S3 ,  IV) | ,
(A, 111,  1 2 , 1 3 , H , l ! > , 1 6 , 1 7 ] ) ) )
(TRANSVBPU_VAL | 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 , . . . , b 3 | )
(OFTYPE2 ( ( " m o o n " 1 , I " p l a n e t " ! ) )
(PROP2 ( [ ] , ! ! ) )
(GTR21 { ( " s p i n " , " e x i  s t “ ] , I " n p i n " , " e x i  m . " ] ) )
(GTR22 ( | ( " o r b i t " , I " p 1a n o t " 1) ,
( " o r b i t " ,  [ " p l a n e t . " i ) ] ,  I I ) ) ) ) ] , (  " . " J  5 I
(5.1.32)
This result is returned after resolving the pronoun they, as w ill be explained 
shortly. The value o f the attribute VBSUBJ2 is a triple (s!,R,s2) denoting 
the subject s i, and the object s2 of the relation R. The value of the attribute 
TRANSVBPH_VAL in the above is the set o f all objects that orbit some planet. 
Note that in the result o f the verb phrase, the subject o f the relation was determined 
to be the moons (that were discovered by Hall and Galileo).
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5.2 Pronoun Resolution
The process of resolving a pronoun is now explained in some detail. The case 
where a 2-place relation is involved, as in the above example, is the one that is 
most interesting. In general, a pronoun could be either the subject o f a relation, 
the object or both. That is, we could have any o f the following situations:
He discovered a moon
Galileo discovered U (5.2.33)
l ie  discovered it
Thus, computing the structure of a verb phrase could involve resolving one or 
two pronouns. In resolving the pronoun, we must consider
1. The information content of the verb (relation) involved;
2. Whether the pronoun is the subject or object o f the relation;
3. The form of the verb (passive or active); and
4. The context.
The pronoun is then resolved with the subjects o f the context, by testing the 
information content o f the context for the most appropriate resolvent. For 
example, assuming that the structure o f (5.1.30) is the context of interpretation of
(5.1.31), and that the structure o f (5.1.32) is that o f the verb phrase orbit some 
planet, then the pronoun they in (5.1.31) is easily resolved with the subjects pair 
( / l , [19,20,22,23,24,25]) denoting the term phrase some moons. In this case, 
the pronoun is resolved by simply looking at the feature OFTYPE2, o f (5.1.30) 
and (5.1.32). Intuitively, the test is done as follows. The context is a ‘discover’ 
relation that holds between “ Hall and Galileo”  and “ some moons” . Now the 
information content o f the verb phrase “ orbit”  is such that the orbit relation holds
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between “ moons”  and “ planets” . Thus, the reference in (5.1.31) is to “ some 
moons” , represented as {A, [19,20,22,23,24,25]) in the context str.cture.
orb it 





they o rb it plane'.'.
Figure 3 Resolving a Pronoun in a Compositional Manner
In this case, knowledge o f the type of objects that are potential subjects 
was enough to resolve the pronoun (that is, moons and not men orbit planets). 
Hence, from the structure of the context, the only feature used was the OFTYPE2 
attribute. However, in some instances this might not be enough, and other features 
must be tested. In KBCS, additional features are tested only i f  no resolvent is 
yet determined. That is, as soon as the pronoun can be resolved no additional 
tests are performed. This elegant evaluation procedure is due to the use o f a pure 
functional language that supports the demand-driven (lazy) mode of evaluation.
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At the top-level, a function resolve_byJeatures is used to resolve a pronoun. 
The function takes as input the side (subject or object) o f the pronoun, the context 
and the structure of the relation. The function is defined as follows:
r I  vo by  [ t. ' . ' it.uros r . i do  c o n t e x t .  v c r b  s L r u c t
I
w her e
I I  • r e s o l v e  by t y p o  s i d e  c o n t e x t .  v c r b _ s t r u c t
17 r e s o l v e  by p r o p  s i a e  c o n t e x t  v e r b _ s t r u c t
Id r e s o l v e  b y q t r l  s i d e  c o n t e x t  v e r b _ s t r u c t
M r e s o l v e  by  q t r 7 .  s i d e  c o n t e x t  v e r b _ s t r u c t
The function uses four functions that are used to resolve the pronoun by the 
four features o f the context structure. The value of f l ,  through f4 could be 0 
(denoting failure to resolve), 1 (resolved with the subject o f the context-relation), 
or 2 (resolved with the object o f the context-relation).
In figure 3, the process is illustrated graphically, where the intensional 
structures are denoted by squares. The meaning is computed in a compositional 
manner, according to the rules o f the language. The subject o f the orbit relation, 
K, is finally determined as a function / o f the Context and orbit structures.
5.3 Quantifier Scoping
An important aspect o f pronoun resolution is quantifier scoping, since before 
resolving the reference, the right referent must be identified. In the example of 
the previous section, the pronoun they was resolved with the term phrase some 
moons (that were discovered by Hall and Galileo). The sentence they orbit some 
planets is then true i f  and only i f  the moons, that were discovered by Hall and 
Galileo, orbit some planets.
Initially, the term phrase some moons is represented by the subjects pair 
{A.xct — o f  -  t / io o n x ) .  Next, the subjects pair of the verb phrase discovered
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some moons is modified into the subjects pair (/t,.s<71), where set I is the set of 
moons that were ‘discovered by someone’. That is,
sct l  — {a: | (a: £ set — o f  — moon.s ) A
(5.3.34)
(3// € set — o f  — thing, l)iscoe< r(y, x))}
Finally, the subjects pair of the sentence Hall and Galileo discovered some moons 
is modified into the subjects pair (/l,sc/*2) were sct2 is the set o f moons that were 
discovered by Hall and Galileo. That is
sct'2 — {a: | (x 6 set 1) A ( Discover{G<ililvo, x ) V l) is rooe r{ l lu l l ,x ))}
(5.3.35)
The set, set2 is then the right denotation of the pronoun they in ‘ they orbit some 
planets’ . In order to clarify this process, consider the following sentences, and 
their corresponding (intended) representations:
H a l l  d i s c o v e r e d  a moon
= > D i s c o v e r  ( (THE, (!!a 11 } ) ,
( A , s o L o l  moons  THAT WERE DISCOVERED BY HALL))
Someone D i s c o v e r e d  e v e r y  r e d  moon
= > D i s c o v e r  ( (A, se t. o f  p e r s o n  THAT DISCOVERED A RED MOON) ,
(EVERY, s o l’ o f  r e d  INTERSECT
sc t . _ o f  moons  THAT WERE DISCOVERED BY SOMEONE) )
e t c .
The sets in the quantifier-set pair must be modified according to the condition 
which is in bold font in the above examples, in addition to some set-theoretic 
operations that might be necessary. These conditions serve as a filter that is used 
to modify the original sets, and generate the intended referents. To illustrate how
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the subjects sets must be generated, we consider one possible combination o f 
quantifiers. Suppose we were given a relation R which holds between the pairs
(A, set 1)
(5.3.36)
(K V  EIIY, set 2)
then, the ‘actual’ subjects of the relation are given by the pairs
( / l , { f  | (e 6 st:/1) A fo ra ll(c , R, se/2}})
(5.3.37)
( EV E HY, {t: | [c 6 .st;/2) A therccxists(e, i i ,  .sc/1)})
respectively, where the functions forall(eJi,sct) and thereexists(eji,set) are defined 
as follows:
r nt /? i\ f /m e , if Vx € 5c/, //(c, .t) ts 7fo r  all e, //,.sef) =  < . (5.3.38)
I fa lse , otherwise
• , / r> ( t rue ,  if E.t € set such that R(c,x) _ _n
tnerccxtstsle, i t  set) =  < , . , . (5.3.39)
[/«/.se, otherwise
Similar functions must be defined for the other quantifiers. These truth-valued 
functions (predicates) are used to filter out some members of the original set. This 
step, which is independent from resolving the reference, is necessary in order to 
get the right referent.
In KBCS two functions are defined (i) filte r7, used to filter out the object set 
according the quantification of the subject set, and (ii) filter2 , used to filter out
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the subject set according to the quantification of the object set. The Miranda code 
for the two possibilities given above is the following:
f U t e r i  ( A , s c L l )  ( q 2 , s o t 7 )  r e  1 ( q ? , ! x  I x <-  s e t . ? ;
l .h « M ! i!X  i s o t. 1 x r o l l )
f  t 1 L e r2  (q 1, s e t  1) (F.VF.HY, s e t ? )  r e  1 ( q l , |  x I x <-  s e t  1 ;
1 o r u  I 1 sot .2  x r e  I ] 1
f o r a l l  [] s e t  r e t  -- T r u e
f o r a l t  ( c : c s )  s o t  r e l  = (member t e l  ( e , s e t ) )  (, ( l o r a l l  e.s s e t  r e l )
t h o r o e x i s t s  [) n e t  r e l  Fa l s i ?
t h e r e c x i s t . s  ( e : e s )  s e t  r e l  T r u e ,  memlier r e l  ( e , s o t )
t h o r o e x i s t s  e s  se l. r e l ,  o t h e r w i s e
5.4 Composition of Intensional Structures
In previous sections, we referred to context, sentence and other complex 
structures. In chapters 3 and 4, the structures of single words (of various syntactic 
categories) were explained in some detail. In this section, the process by which 
complex structures are constructed from simple ones is briefly discussed.
As mentioned earlier these structures are used to denote th-' ‘meaning’ of the 
corresponding phrase, where the denotation (or extension) is just one feature of 
the meaning. In this framework, the meaning of words that are functions (or 
operators) in the logical form is considered to be simply the denotation. That 
is, the meaning of and, or, every, some, etc. is not a complex structure but a 
constant function. The reason is that the meaning o f these words does not change 
in different contexts.
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The structure of complex phrases is constructed as a function of the structures 
of the components according to the rules o f the language. For example, consider 
the structure of the noun clause man or woman. In KBCS, we have defined the 
meaning o f person as follows:
p e r s o n  t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla "man o r  woman"
Assuming we have defined the structures corresponding to the concepts ‘man’ 
and ‘ woman’ as follows:
m ea n i ng  o f  man CNOUN STRUCT "man"
(CNOUN VAI, se t. o f  men)
(OFTYPKl [ " h u m a n " ! )
(PROP 1 M)
(CTR11 I I )
(GTR12 [ ( " m a r r y " , [ "woma n"1 ) ] )
m e a n i n g  o l  woman CNOUN_STRUCT "woman"
(CNOUNJVAl. s eL_of_womcn)
(0FTYPK1 ( " h u m a n " ] )
(PR0P1 ||)
(GTR11 I I )
(GTR1 2 I ( " m a r r y " ,  [ "man" ]  ) ])
Then, the structure corresponding to person is constructed as follows:
m e an i n g  o l  p e r s o n
CNOUN STRUCT " p e r s o n "
(CNOUN VAi. (UNION sc L _ o f_ m c n  scL_of_woman)
(Oi-'TYPK 1 ( I.Uli 0FTYPK1 ( o f t y p o l _ o f  man) ( o f t y p o l _ o f  woman))
(PROP) (UNION ( p r o p l _ o f  man) ( p r o p l _ o f  woman))
(GTR11 (UNION ( g t r l l _ o f  man) ( g c r l l _ 3 f  woman))
(GTR12 (UNION ( g t r l 2 _ o £  man) ( g t r l 2 _ o f  woman))
The function u n i o n  is the usual set-theoretic function. Thus, the properties that 
are assumed to be true of the combined concept are those that are assumed to be 
true of both concepts. The function luh o f t y p k i  a b computes the least upper 
bound (the most general) type of a and b.
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Notice that the meaning o f the noun clause man and woman would result in 
empty sets for all the features, including the extension (the value, or denotation), 
since the conjunction of the two meanings w ill result in a empty (null) concept. 
However, it should be noted that although the meaning o f man and woman has 
an empty extension, the phrase man and woman is not meaningless.
The composition of the two concepts can be illustrated graphically as shown 
below. The concept person is the join of man and woman, while the meet (or 
intersection) is undefined:
Note also, that by defining the meaning of person as the meaning of man or 
woman, we have assumed that the concepts man and woman completely define 
the concept o f person. This means that in our classification o f concepts, man and 
woman are the only concepts that fall under person.
5.4.1 General Compositions of Intensional Structures
Other compositions are done according to the rules of the language in a similar 
fashion. To illustrate, we consider the construction of the structure of the verb 
phrase orbit a red planet from the structures o f the constituents. The process 
is described in general terms without reference to any specific function. The 
process is depicted in figure 4 below.
Note that the structures are assumed to contain general information about the 
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adjective red ‘contributes’ to the meaning of the term phrase, and consequently 
to the meaning of the verb phrase.
The structure of the verb phrase 'orbits a red planet' is 
constructed by 'instantiating' the structure of 'orbit' 






The structure of the term phrase ‘a red planet’ 
is constructed by adding the quantification to 




( X . y )
The intensional structure 
(meaning) o f ‘orbit’ is 
obtained from the dictionary.
orb its
The structure of the no'jn clause 
'red planet’ is constructed by 




The intensional structure 
(meaning) of'red' is 
obtained from the dictionary.
The intensional structure (meaning) 
of 'planet' is obtained from the 
dictionary.
red planet
Figure 4 The composition of intensional structures.
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5.5 Resolving Lexical Ambiguities
Lexical ambiguities can be handled very easily in our approach since word 
meanings contain enough information that can be used to resolve the ambiguity 
in a given context. Lexical ambiguities can be resolved by using the ‘ failure 
rules’ in the attribute grammar. For example, in KBCS there are two uses of the 
word ‘blue’; one used as the color blue, and the other meaning ‘depressed’ . Now 




The interpreter snouncla (for simple noun clause) applied on the input in (a), in 
a context, C, returns the following:
s n o u n c l a  (CONTEXT C] (w o rd s  " b l u e  m a n . " )
=> [([MEANING (SNOUNCLA STRUCT " b ] u o  man"
(SNOUNCLA VAL [ , )
(0KTYPK1 ( " h u m a n " ] )
(PR0P1 ( " b l u e " I )
(GTRU I " w a l k " ,  "La  l k " ,  " e x i s t . " ]  )
(GTR12 I ( " m a r r y " , ( " w o m a n " ] ) ,
( " n o e d " , [ " f o o d " , " m o n e y " ] ) ] ) ) ,
SORT " a n y " ,
NUMBER " s i n q 1r " | , [ " . " ]  ) ,
((MEANING (SNOUNCLA STRUCT " d e p r e s s e d  man"
(SN0UNCLAVAI. I 54 ] )
(OETYPE1 ( " h u m a n " ] )
(PROP 1 ( " d e p r e s s e d " ] )
(GTR11 ( " w a l k " , " L a l k " , " e x i s L " ] )
(GTR12 [ ( " m a r r y " , ( " w o m a n " ] ) ,
i " n e e d " , I " f o o d " , " m o n e y " | ) ] ) ) ,
SORT " a n i m " ,
NUMBER " s i n q l r " ] , [ " . " ] ) ]
Two meanings are generated, one where the word blue is interpreted as the color 
blue, and one where the word blue is interpreted as ‘depressed’ , since the two 
interpretations are possible. However, note that ‘blue man’ where blue is used as a
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color denotes an empty set (SNOUNCLA_VAL | 1), while there is one ‘depressed’ 
man (KBCS knows that Hall is depressed).
In the interpretation of (b), the use of blue as meaning ‘depressed’ is clearly 
not applicable. Since it is clear from the context that ‘blue’ is used to refer to 
the color ‘ blue’, the other interpretation is failed, and the result returned is an 
unambiguous translation:
' . r i ounc l . t  ini. tCONTKXT Cl (wo rds  " b l u e  m o o n . " ) ) )
> KIMKANING (SNOUNCI.A STRUCT " b l u e  moon"
(SNOUNCLA VAL 11)
(OFTYl ’ Kl 1" i n a n i m " ! )
(1’ROPl I “b 1 u o l " ] )
(GTR11 ! " s p i n \  " e x i s t . " ! )
(GTR12 1 ( " o r b i t " , [ " p l a n e t " ! ) 1 ) ) ,
SORT " a n y " ,
NUMHKR " s 1n q l r " 1, | " . " 1 )
5.6 Contexts in a Dialogue
As mentioned previously, the structures that are returned as a result o f an 
interpretation arc passed as context to the next interpretation. Moreover, the 
reference is resolved by testing the subjects in the context. However, the subjects 
sets could be empty in two cases: (i) in case the interpretation failed due to a 
syntactic error, or (ii) i f  the truth value (extension) o f the sentence is false, in 
which' ase the sets of the subjects generated w ill be empty. In both cases, we have 
to recover the context, so that any future reference can be resolved. The solution 
we adopted in KBCS is to keep the last context o f a successful interpretation 
available for subsequent interpretations.
5.7 Further Experimentation
The meaning representation that has been implemented in KBCS proved to
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be useful for the resolution o f certain types of semantic ambiguities. Moreover, 
the representation was useful in experimenting with other issues, some of which 
are discussed in this section.
5.7.1 Non-Literal Language
In natural language processing we arc often confronted with the interpretation 
o f non-literal language. The interpretation o f ‘o f’ is one such example. Consider 
the following:
(«) A 7noon o f  Galileo’s orbit.s a red planet.
(5.7.1.41)
(b) Hall discovered the moons o f  mars.
In (a), ‘o f’ refers to some implicit relation that usually holds between people 
(Galileo) and planets, while in (b), ‘o f  refers to some relation that holds between 
moons and planets. Clearly, the interpretation of ‘o f’ is context-dependent. This 
problem is particularly difficult to resolve when ‘o f’ could be possibly referring 
to more than one relation. For example, the interpretation o f ‘o f’ in the sentence 
Dave is a man o f IBM  could be many possible relations, depending on the context 
(‘works for’ IBM, ‘buys’ IBM, ‘ sales person for’ IBM, etc.)
In KBCS, we have assumed that ‘o f’ is referring to an implicit relation, but 
that there is one such relation. The interpretation of ‘o f’ is still context-dependent 
since the denotation is determined from the context.
5.7.2 Belief Sentences
In appendix A, the problem posed by belief sentences is briefly discussed. The 
best treatment o f belief sentences to date has been proposed by Crcsswell [ l 0|, 
which extends on some of the ideas that were originally suggested by Carnap |2).
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The suggestions made by Cresswell involve extending the meaning representation 
so as to formally define the notion of sameness in meaning.
To illustrate, consider the two sentences:
(«) .someone believes that Galileo is a discoverer
(b) someone believes that Galileo is a person that discovered something
(5.7.2.42)
The problem here is that, in general, it is not true that whenever (a) is true then 
(b) must also be true. Clearly, the problem here is that, although discoverer and 
person that discovered something have the same denotation, they may not have 
the same intension (that is, the information content o f the two is not quite the 
same). In KBCS, two expressions are considered to have the same meaning i f  they 
have the same intension, which is a complex structure containing several features. 
Belief sentences are represented as binary relations between term phrases and 
propositions. For example, the three pairs
( ( A , s o l  of  men ) ,  ( s e m  "B ond I s  a f am ou s  d i s c o v o r o r . "}  ) 
f CI'IfK, [ 671 ) , ( s e n t  " so m eo n e  d i s c o v e r e d  a r e d  m o o n . " ) )  
f (A, s e t  o! men) , (s e n t. " H e r n a r d  d i s c o v e r e d  a l i  r e d  m o o n s . " ) )
correspond to the three belief sentences:
A man believes that. Bond is a famous discoverer.
Bond believes that, someone discovered a red moon. (5.7.2.43)
A man believes that Bernard discovered all red moons.
The reason that KBCS is suitable to experiment with belief sentences is that the
meaning of individual concepts is represented as a complex structure and not just
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the denotation. Hence, the meaning of two phrases denoting the same object 
(for example, evening star, morning star), can be represented as two different 
structures that might differ in the value of one or more features.
Such experimentation however is not yet adequate enough, since temporal 
and modal aspects are not considered in KBCS.
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6 Conclusion
6.1 Resolving Certain Tjpc-s ui Semantic Ambiguities
In this thesis, an extension to the meaning representation o f Montague seman­
tics was described. The purpose of this extension was to investigate the thesis 
that the semantic theory of Richard Montague can be extended to accommodate 
the use of world knowledge in semantic analysis.
The extension was implemented as an experimental natural language inter­
preter, KBCS, using attribute grammars and a pure functional language as a ve­
hicle for implementation. The following is a summary of the work that has been 
done:
1. An extension to the meaning representation of Montague semantics has been 
implemented.
2. A method by which the new meaning representation can be incorporated with 
Montague’s compositional semantics was formulated.
3. The issues of reference and quantifier scoping have been dealt with. This work 
is of value from the computational point of view since Montague sempjitics 
do not readily suggest a method for dealing with cross-sentence references.
4. The interpreter we built is capable of resolving pragmatic (context-dependent) 
pronouns, using contextual world knowledge.
5. Other types of semantic ambiguities, such as lexical ambiguity and the 
ambiguity involved in the interpretation of ‘o f’ constructs have also been 
considered.
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6.2 Analysis of Experiment
In this report we described a natural language interpreter, KBCS, that was 
built to test the following thesis:
The semantic theory o f Richard Montague can be readily extended 
to accommodate the use o f world knowledge in semantic analysis.
We have demonstrated that such an extension is possible, and suggested 
an approach by which further extensions can be made. Moreover, we have 
demonstrated that the ex’cnsion we propose suggests an avenue o f experimentation 
with some o f the central problems in natural language processing, such as the 
treatment o f belief sentences.
The conclusions drawn from the experiment can be summarized as follows:
1. Truth-conditional semantics in the Montague tradition, can be extended so as 
to account for world knowledge in the disambiguation process.
2. The solution given suggests a sound and uniform method by which several 
types of ambiguities can be handled. Moreover, the solution is given within 
the general framework of compositional semantics.
3. The solution ;:ven in this thesis suggests that the integration of some 
knowledge-based techniques with a formal semantic theory, such as that of 
Montague’s, is a worthwhile effort.
4. The experiment demonstrates that attribute grammars can be used to advantage 
in the implementation o f a Montague-based natural language interpreter.
5. The experiment demonstrates that strongly-typed, lazy, pure functional lan­
guages are a good choice as the language of implementation o f a natural
70
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language interpreter that is based on higher-order, model-theoretic semantic 
theories.
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7 Future Work
There are many other situations of semantic ambiguity that result from various 
types anaphora. For example, the pronoun ‘ it ’ in the following sentence 13):
J o h n  became a i j a i t a v i s t  because he Iho it t /h l  i t  was
(7.1.44)
a b e a u t i f u l  i n s t r u n n  n t .
refers to guitar, which is not explicitly stated in the text, but is inferred from 
guitarist. Although these types of problems were not considered in KBCS, the 
system is flexible enough to accommodate such an extension. For example, 
the intensional structure corresponding to ‘guitarist’ might have a link into the 
structure of ‘guitar’ . This link w ill represent the linguistic relation between the 
two words. The difficulty that remains in resolving the pronoun is in inferring 
‘ guitar’ from ‘guitarist’ , in a given context.
Other avenues of extensions could be the enrichment of the knowledge base 
so as to add further capabilities to the interpreter. This extension is relatively easy 
since the interpreter is highly modular owing to the use o f a functional language 
and attribute grammars.
7.2 Generating Text
S'v.ie work could be done on enhancing the capability o f the interpreter in 
generating answers. This extension w ill make use of the derivation tree attribute 
and the intensional structures generated in KBCS. However, text generation is not 
a trivial task and thus such an extension can be a major undertaking.
The meaning representation proposed here is also useful in generating so­
phisticated answers to natural language queries since the result of interpretation
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contains the entire information content of the query. For example, in the in­
terpretation o f the simple noun clause blue man two MEANING attributes were 
returned accounting for the lexical ambiguity. If we compare these structures, we 
find that they differ in one feature, namely the in set PROP1. Thus, we could 
easily generate answers to queries in the following manner:
Hall is a hluc man.
No, i f  ''hluc is the color hluc... (7.2.45)
Yes, i f  ''him' means 'depressed'...
In KBCS, the tests that are needed to identify the source of the ambiguity have 
been implemented. However, we still can not generate answers as suggested 
above since this w ill require additional work on the syntactic aspects of natural 
language generation.
7.3 Towards an ‘Algebra of Meanings’
Throughout this report we have used the term ‘ intensional structures’ to 
refer to meanings o f various syntactic categories. In keeping with compositional 
semantics, we constructed functions that computed complex structures from the 
structures of the components. In most cases, the functions used were simple 
and it was intuitively clear how these functions are to be constructed. However, 
the composition o f structures denoting meanings were constructed in an intuitive 
manner, and have not been formally justified.
The ideas that we have used are based on early work in formal semantics, 
and more recently the growing interest in many-sorted logics and terminological 
reasoning within the field o f knowledge representation. This combination of 
formal semantics and recent advances in knowledge representation suggests a
73
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trend towards constructing an algebra o f meanings as suggested by Cresswell 
[9|.
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Appendix A Issues in Natural Language Processing
Although the separation lines between syntax and semantics, or semantics 
and pragmatics are not clear, it is generally accepted that the ‘bottleneck’ in NLP 
is in representation and semantic interpretation. Often, the ‘ semantic problem’ 
is seen from different perspectives, and is linked to the study o f behavioral 
and cognitive processes, memory organization, learning, reasoning, or deduction. 
Various semantic models and theories have been proposed, corresponding to the 
various perspectives on ‘ the process of language comprehension’ . The adequacy 
of each model can be measured only by how the model handles various aspects 
of natural language processing such as default or common sense knowledge, 
reference, scoping and so on. In this appendix some o f the issues that an adequate 
semantic theory must account for are briefly outlined.
A.l Natural Language and Logical Reasoning
A semantic theory for natural languages must account for the fact that speakers 
of a given language usually make inferences from the ‘ information content’ of 
an utterance. For example, when processing the sentence Sam is pregnant, we 
would expect the system to infer that Sam is a female, within a certain range of 
age (perhaps this range depends on the context, identifying whether Sam is human 
or perhaps a cat). Other trivial inferences can also be made, such that Sam is 
alive, and perhaps healthy, and so on.
A.2 Monotonicity Phenomena in Natural Language
Several knowledge representation formalisms that have been suggested were 
centered around the notion of a hierarchical classification of concepts. For
79
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example, the concepts German and European arc related by the subset relation as 
German Q European, or as the first-order predicate formula
V:r (Gtrman(.r) —> l ' i u r o p e a n ( x ) )  (A.2.46)
In natural languages, we can interpret this relation as saying that the generic con­
cept European is ‘less defined’ than the concept German. Thus, the ‘ information 
content’ of European can always be inferred from those of German. For example, 
i f  we know that the propositions expressed by the sentences
(1) John drive.* a German ear.
(A.2.47)
(2) John i / n d  in a German city fo r  hvo years.
are true, than we can infer the following:
(1) => John drives a European car.
(A.2.48)
(2) => John lived in a European city fo r  two years.
In knowledge representation, classification is often done on the concepts that 
correspond to common nouns, which would have as instances the set o f entities 
in the domain. These instances correspond to the category of proper nouns in 
natural language. However, in a natural language understanding system we are 
also interested in similar relations that hold between various relations as well 
as propositions. For example, assuming that the proposition expressed by the 
sentence John kissed M ary  is true, we could infer that the proposition expressed 
by John touched M ary  is also true, since kiss -< touch (meaning that kissing is 
an instance o f touching). There are however cases where this line of reasoning 
is not as trivial. For example, consider the situation where we have negation,
80
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as in the sentence
John dot s vol. drive. a (Servian car. (A.2.49)
Clearly, we can not infer from this that the sentence
John docs not. drive a Eurenean car. (A.2.50)
is true! In [23] a study o f the monotonicity phenomena is discussed in more detail, 
along with the general rules governing such reasoning, and how the process is 
related to deduction and inference in logical systems.
The use of such linguistic knowledge is especially useful in natural language 
generation systems. As noted recently by Jacobs [25], the basic motivation behind 
using structured ‘ linguistic’ knowledge is the fact that “ the generation task is 
rooted in the problem o f representing knowledge about the language” . Jacobs 
describes a natural language generation system KING (Knowledge INtensive 
Generator) which uses a knowledge representation language Ace, that is geared 
towards the interaction of conceptual and linguistic knowledge.
The notion of a concept being ‘ less defined’ than some other concept, also 
extends to propositions. For instance, if the proposition expressed by the sentence 
John is a famous author is true, than clearly, the proposition expressed by the 
sentence John is an author is also true. Propositions however are related by their 
information content, a concept which is related to the intension of an expression.
A.3 Scoping, Reference and Semantic Ambiguity
The issue of quantifier scoping and how it relates to anaphora in natural 
language remains to be the subject of investigation. There are many aspects to 
this problem, and for current purposes, it is sufficient to illustrate the problems
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involved with some examples. The simplest of these is one which involves 
variable binding when translated into some internal representation (a logical form, 
say). To illustrate, consider the (most popular) example
(3) Every man who own. u donkey hi nt.* i t . (A.3.51)
The problem here is that a straight forward translation into predicate calculus 
results in the following formula (ignoring tense and modality):
V.r [7'««j/(:r) A 3y[donkey{y) A own(.r. //)] —+ hcai(,i\ //)] (A.3.52)
which would leave the pronoun l it ' unresolved (or equivalently would result in 
a free variable in the 2-place predicate heat. Several suggestions were made 
to overcome such problems, the most common of which is Kamp’s Discourse 
Representation Theory (DRT) |26j. As suggested by Geach 114], who originally 
raised this problem, a simplistic solution would be to regard the indefinite article 
a as referring to a universal quantifier. This would result in the translation
\fx [donkey(x) —> Vy[?/?«n(/y) A own(y,:r) —> bcal(y, x)j] (A.3.53)
which would resolve the problem. However, as Cooper [71 points out, this simple 
solution fails in other contexts. Cooper gives the example
Every man who ha a a daughter thinks she. is
(A.3.54)
the most beautiful g ir l  in the world.
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Now regarding a as a universal quantifier would “ commit any father of more than 
one daughter to the contradictory belief that each of his daughters is the most 
beautiful girl in the world” .
A different, yet related problem is one where more than one translation 
is possible, such as the cases that involve context-dependent quantifiers. For 
example, consider the following:
(4 ) A ll sludv.nLs hi  C’S'-ISS rccicvcd a qradc.
(a .3.55)
(5) A ll students in  CSA88 rccicved a course outline.
U is clear from the context that a grade refers to ‘any grade whatsoever’ , while 
a course outline refers to ‘ a particular course outline’ . Thus, although the two 
sentences have identical (syntactic) structures, the order o f quantifiers in each 
translation would be different. That is, the sentence in (4) would be translated as 
such:
V:r 3tf[(Studcnl{:v) A InCoursc{x, C5MSS) A G'rade(y)) —► Rccieved(x,y)\
(A.3.56)
while the sentence in (5) would have the following translation:
3 %yV;j:[(.s7urfc7it(a:) A InCoursc(x,C 5 4S S )
(A.3.57)
A CourscOulline(y)) —► Rccieved(x,y)]
O f course, the decision concerning the scope of each quantifier was made purely 
on the basis of knowledge o f the context (usually students in a given class are given
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different grades, but the same course outline). This suggests that an approach to 
context-dependent interpretation o f quantifiers along these lines might be required.
A.4 Pronoun Resolution
In addition to quantifier scoping and reference, context-dependent (or prag­
matic) pronouns present another type of semantic ambiguity. Potentially, this is 
a more difficult problem to resolve and to this date no satisfactory solution has 
been proposed. The types of problems we are referring to can be illustrated in 
the following example:
Intuitively, the pronoun they in (8) should be interpreted as a reference to Hall and 
Galileo i f  followed by (a) and as a reference to some moons (that were discovered 
by Hall and Galileo)1 i f  followed by (b). Clearly, the interpretation of ‘ they’ is 
context-dependent, in that the correct denotation is determined solely on the basis 
o f some contextual ‘world knowledge’.
In computational linguistics there has been several algorithms proposed for 
pronoun resolution. Most notably is the method proposed by Hobbs (22). The 
discourse representation theory proposed by Kamp was also suggested in order 
to deal with such problems (for a survey of approaches to anaphora in natural 
language, see Hirst [21]). However, as Carter (4] notes, although the methods
7 This example also involves Ihc other problem of quantifier scoping, For example, if 'they’ is to be 
resolved with ’some moons’, the objects denoting ‘ they’ must be 'some moons’ that have the property ’were 
discovered by Hall and Galileo'.
'S) Hall and Galileo discovered some moons
Thet /  aVC ^ amuu's di'icoM-rcrs. (a)
[ orbit some planets. (b) 
(A.4.58)
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proposed did solve some simple problems, none of the methods proposed can 
handle the types of problems illustrated in example (8).
A.5 Verbs of Propositional Attitudes
Another problem that is still the object of investigation in natural language 
semantics is the treatment o f term phrases that occur in opaque contexts. A 
term phrase is considered to occur in an opaque context i f  the substitution of a 
coreferential (a term phrase denoting the same object) does not preserve the truth 
value. For example, consider the following:
(6) John believes that the man who invented the telephone is Canadian.
(7) John believes that Graham Bell is Canadian.
(A.5.59)
Essentially, (7) is obtained by replacing the term phrase
the man ivho invented the telephone (A.5.60)
in (6) with the (extensionally equivalent) term phrase Graham Bell. However, 
(7) is not necessarily true in all contexts where (6) is true. Clearly, the problem 
results from the verb believes. A similar situation occurs i f  we replace believes 
by thinks, knows, etc. To overcome this problem, Carnap [2], suggested an 
intensional analysis o f meanings. The essential point in Carnap’s treatment is 
that two expressions are identical (have the same meaning) i f  they have the 
same intension, or i f  they are intensionally isomorphic. The notion o f intensional 
isomorphism has to do with the intension o f basic expressions and the structure of 
the complex intensions, which are built form simple ones according to the rules 
o f the language. According to Carnap, two terms are interchangeable, i f  and only 
i f  they are intensionally isomorphic. For example, in the following, the meaning
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of the two sentences is considered to be different since the intensional structures 
given by each are not isomorphic:
John believe;- that every bachelor is a bachelor.
<  Bel. <  John. <  C , bachelor, bachelor »
"  (A.5.61)
John believes that every bachelor is a single man.
< Bel, < John, < bachelor, <  H, single, man > »
Graphically, the difference between these intensional structures can be illustrated 
in a tree format as follows:
Believe Believe
/  \  xJohn C j 0hn C .
/  \  / " \
Bachelor Bachelor Bachelor o
/  \
Single M an
Figure 5 Intensional structures of two sentences.
For these intensional structures to be isomorphic, Bachelor and SingleOMan 
must have the same intension. That is the ‘meaning’ of bachelor and single man 
must be considered the same in every context. This simple solution however did 
not give a final answer to the problem posed by belief sentences. More recently, 
the most noted work in this regard has been given by Cresswell [10], who followed 
Carnap’s conception of intensional structures.
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Appendix B Montague Semantics
In this thesis we describe an extension to Montague’s compositional semantics 
to accommodate for ‘world knowledge’. Hence, to describe such an extension a 
brief overview of Montague’s approach to the interpretation of natural language 
is required.
B .l Formal Semantics
A formal semantics (or logical semantics, model theoretic semantics) was 
originally provided for formalized languages of logical theories by Tarski [49], In 
1936, Tarski first proposed that a semantic theory have the structure of a theory 
o f truth which yields as theorems statements of the form
'P' is true if  and only if  P (B. 1.62)
for all sentences 'P' o f the object language. By 'P' is meant the intension o f P, 
ie the expression in the language denoting P. Loosely speaking, this means that 
the meaning o f a sentence is evaluated by determining the conditions (worlds, 
contexts) in which the sentence is true. Theories o f truth relative to models 
are then devised by means o f interpretation. The notion o f truth relative to an 
interpretation is quite simple, for example 2©3 =  6 is true under the interpretation 
in which © means ‘ times’ and false under the interpretation in which © means 
‘plus’ and the obvious interpretation o f *=’ , 2, 3 and 6.
In what follows some o f the mathematical notions that are part o f the general 
framework o f Montague’s formal semantics are briefly reviewed.
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B.2 Truth-Conditional Semantics
Traski, in his famous Semantic Conception o f Truth [49], outlined truth- 
conditional semantics of a sentence as follows:
i. A sentence is true i f  it designates an existing state o f affairs.
ii. The truth of a sentence consists in its agreement with (or corresponding to) 
reality.
This means that the meaning of a w ff (with respect to particular reality, an existing 
state of affairs, or a model) is either (i) a truth value or (ii) all instances that w ill 
make the sentence true. Dowty [11] expresses this as follows: “ To know the 
meaning of a (declarative)8 sentence is to know what the world would have to 
be like for the sentence to be true” . Truth-conditional semantics are also termed 
compositional semantics (or denotational), since the meaning of an expression is 
determined from the meaning of the components. The semantics o f first-order 
logic are one such an example.
B.2.1 Classical First-Order Logic
The term classical is usually used to distinguish first-order logic from non- 
classical logics such as modal logic, nonmonotonic logic, etc. The ontology o f 
first-order logic (FOL), consists real entities o f first-order and relations between 
them (unary relations or characteristic functions are often called properties). The 
language o f FOL is defined by two separate sets o f rules (i) the formation rules 
(syntax) and (ii) the semantics (the semantics o f the connectives and the quanti­
fiers). An expression that can be produced by the formation rules (ie a syntactically 
correct expression) is called a well formed formula (wff).
* The word 'declarative’ is essential here, since truth-conditional semantics do not properly analyze the 
meanings of performative sentences, belief sentences, etc.
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There are many interesting notions that are associated with the system of FOL, 
such as soundness, satisfiabilty o f a wff, etc. Moreover, the main attractive feature 
o f FOL is perhaps its use in theorem-proving by means of logical inferences 
(deductions) which could be performed in variety o f ways (both syntactic and 
semantic). These features of FOL that, although related to the analysis of natural 
languages, are beyond investigating the use of FOL as a semantic model for 
natural languages. It is sufficient here to illustrate with an example, the use o f 
FOL in natural language interpretation. Consider the sentence
(11) Galileo discovered a red solid moon. (B.2.1.63)
Assume that the sentence is to be interpreted against a relational structure (this 
would be the database, plus some rules), where the relevant predicates (relations) 
are defined. The translation of (11) into a w ff o f FOL is the following (ignoring 
tense):
3.t [Plancl(x) A Red(x) A Solid(x) A Discover(Galileo, x)\ (B.2.1.64)
The interpretation is then done in a compositional manner, that is the meaning o f 
the entire expression is some function of the meanings of the parts. The syntactic 
structure of (11) and the corresponding interpretation is shown in figure 3.
In general, the semantics o f first-order logic are used in interpreting natural 
language sentences in the following manner :
1. The sentence is translated into an expression (a wff) o f FOL, this form is 
usually called the logical form  o f the sentence;
2. The meaning o f the expression is evaluated with respect to some model as 
described above.
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Semantics that are simply based on FOL have been investigated as an attempt 
to develop simple natural language interfaces to database management systems 
(DBMS). Queries to the database are translated to some database query language 
(such as SQL) which is based on predicate calculus. The query is then evaluated 
against some model (the data base, plus some rules). The LUNAR question 
answering system developed by Woods and his colleagues [55] used an extended 
notational variation o f FOL. The input to LUNAR’s semantic interpreter was a 
complete parse tree, and interpretation was done compositionally, ie the meaning 
of any subtree was computed by a function of the meaning of its branches.
Similar systems include Winograd’s SHRDLU [54] and Hendrix’s [18] that 
were based on FOL. In [16], the KLAUS project is described. KLAUS uses a 
natural language processing module, a formal deduction module that operates on 
a database o f well-formed formulas in first-order logic. A set o f “ concepts”  that 
concern such things as physical objects, people, units, and so forth, are used to 
build a first-order logic description o f a domain o f discourse.
The experience in all these attempts has often been the realization o f several 
shortcomings o f FOL. Those who attempted to use FOL as a semantic model, 
suggested that the model is too constrained and extensions such as modal logics, 
many-sorted logics, etc. could be more adequate [24], In [36], addressing 
the problem o f intermediate representation (logical form), Moore points out the 
limitations of such systems, particularly in coping with notions o f tense and 
modality. McCarthy [33] on the other hand points out the shortcomings o f first- 
order logic with respect to common sense reasoning.
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G alileo  discovered a red  so lid  moon
Bx (Red(x) A  Solid(x) A  M oon (x ) A  D iscovert d (G a liie o ^ ))
G a lileo  discovered a red so lid  moon
G alileo  3 *  (R td(x) A  S olid(x) A  M oon(x) A  Discovtred(uac))
discovered a red so lid  moon
Discovered(u.v) g ,  ( R (d {x ) &  S o lid ( l)  &  Moon(x)>
a red  solid moon
3  Red(x) A  S olid(x) A  M oon(x)
/  \  
red  sotid moon 
Red(x) S o lid(x) &  M oon(x)
so lid  moon
Solid(x) M oon(x)
Figure 6 Compositional semantics of first-order logic
Other noted problems were more linguistic in nature such as scope and 
quantification, which suggest that semantics of FOL are not truly compositional 
for purposes o f natural language analysis. In [38], Partee presents a good example 
illustrating this point. The sentence every man walks is translated in FOL to
V i (man ( r )  = >  w a lk (i))  (B.2.1.65)
Thus the meaning of the sentence can be determined from the meaning o f the 
components. However, the translation of the phrase every man to an FOL w ff 
is the whole body of the expression
V z (m a n (i)  = >  ...) (B.2.1.66)
where the meaning in this case can not be ‘computed’ from the components o f 
the expression (since it is not even a wff). These types of problems, particularly 
those relating to the treatment o f quantification and intermediate meanings were 
later addressed by Montague [35].
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Extensions to FOL have been developed to accommodate for several o f the 
shortcomings. These extension*; include temporal, modal [31, 50, 35], default 
140, 43] and intensional logics [34, 50, 35]. Other works include model theory of 
Lewis |31), and the three-valued logic, called prepositional semantics [271.
B.3 Intensions and Extensions
In simple terms, the difference between the extension and the intension o f a 
‘ thing’ is the difference between the ‘ thing’ and its name. The intension of an 
English word can be thought o f as that part of the meaning that follows general 
principles, such as dictionary definitions (what sort of thing does the word denote, 
what properties it has, etc.). The extension of a word is the set o f all existing9 
things to which the world applies. From [45] we take as an example the word 
mammal. The extension o f the word mammal is the set o f all mammals in the 
world. The intension o f mammal is a definition, or a memory-description o f a 
mammal, such as warm-blooded animal, vertebrate, having hair and secreting milk 
for nourishing its young, etc. Thus, the intension of a generic concept, such as 
mam could be thought of as being a set of ‘general’ properties that define what it 
is to be a man. Such a definition could be a set o f features or properties as such:
Int[rnan) =
'IS A  human,... 
C A N  walk, ta lk,... 
H A S  ( arm, 2),... 
etc.
(B.3.67)
9 Existing things arc not necessarily physical objects. We can speak of the extension of N, the set of 
natural numbers.
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The extension of man could then be defined as the class of all objects obj such 
that obj Isa man, ie
Ext {in au) =  {obj | obj IS A  man } (B.3.68)
Some o f the knowledge representation formalisms that have been suggested, 
such as frame representations, have a similar view o f intensions and extensions. 
However, since these formalisms were not based on a formal mathematical 
systems, it is not clear how one could obtain the intension of complex linguistic 
terms. For example, what are the features (what is the frame) corresponding to 
the term phrase ‘a solid moon that spins’?
In logical semantics, Carnap [31 originally suggested associating two forms 
o f meaning to every expression of the language, an intension and an extension 
in order to resolve the problem posed by belief sentences. The basic idea 
was to formally define the notion o f interchangeability o f two terms within a 
sentence without changing the truth value o f the sentence. For two terms to be 
interchangeable, their intension and not just their extensions must be the same. 
According to this definition, sameness in intension implies sameness in meaning. 
Carnap also noted that this implication is unidirectional, ie sameness in extension 
does not imply sameness in intensions. The basic idea here is that the intension 
‘contains’ more information than the extension. Form the intension, which defines 
all the general properties o f a given concept, one can always get the corresponding 
class (the extension).
Carnap defines the intension to be a function from situations (essentially a 
possible world and a point in time) to extensions. Thus, instead o f the rule
( V i ( / ( i )  =  j ( z ) ) ) - /  =  s  (B.J.69)
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defining the (extensional) equality of two functions, an intensional equality is 
defined by the following rule:
where □  is the necessity modal operator. This notion, that has been accepted by 
most linguists, such as Montague [34], Cresswell [9] and others, basically defines 
the intension of an expression E to be o f the following type:
where YV is a set of possible worlds, and T  is a set o f times } with a
linear order /.) ■< t> ■< ... etc.
This notion o f an ‘ index’ was used to resolve certain types of ambiguities 
in modal contexts. Montague maintains for example, that the term president is 
ambiguous unless we fix a place tv, and a point in time t. The extension of 
president is thus a function that maps pairs <  w, t > into an individual. This 
function could be viewed as follows:
To treat other types of ambiguities, Lewis [30] suggested adding other coordinates 
to the index. For example, two coordinates p and I denoting a possible speaker and 
listener respectively, could be added to resolve such terms as /, you, etc. Similarly, 
a position coordinate could be added to resolve such terms as here, there and so 
on. Clearly, one can add several other ‘contextual features’ to resolve other types 
o f ambiguities. However, as Cresswell points out [9], it is not clear what sort o f 
contextual features one needs to consider in general. As Cresswell puts it: “ why 
not a country, a climate, religion, or ‘previous drinks’ coordinates?” .
□  ( (V * { / ( * )  =  < /(*)))- > /  =  5 ) (B.3.70)
In t(E )  : (H/ x T) —* Exlcnsion(E) (B.3.71)
< U S ,  1979 > —> Carter 
Exl{President) =  < U S ,  1980 > —► Reagan (B.3.72)
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B.4 Lambda-Calculus
The lambda-calculus (LC) was originally developed by Church |5] to distin­
guish between the extension and intension of functions and to formalize the rules 
for defining them [451. To distinguish between the two, Church introduced the 
A operator, known also as the abstraction operator, to ‘make’ function symbols 
denoting function definitions. For example, consider the function p{x)  =  *2.r + 3. 
One can construct a lambda abstraction denoting the function whose values are 
given by the polynomial expression (body of the function). Thus, p — A.r {2x  + :i) 
is read as “ the function of x whose value is 2.r +  Some of the power of the 
lambda calculus is suggested by the way functions o f several arguments can be 
handled. For example, consider the following definition:
mult = XxXy (.r * ;/) (B.4.73)
The value of mult when applied to the argument 2 is a function, call it double, 
the definition of which is obtained as follows:
double =  mult 2
=  A.r A// (:r * i/)(2) (B.4.74)
= Ay (2 * ;/)
Thus, double is a function o f one argument, which when applied to an argument 
x returns 2 *  x. So a function of two arguments is regarded as a function o f one 
argument whose value is a function of one argument. This of course can be easily 
generalized to functions o f n arguments.
The semantics o f the A-calculus are defined by a set o f conversion rules, 
which describe how to evaluate an expression, ie how to transform an expression 
from its initial state into a final value. The most important o f these rules describes
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how to apply lambda abstractions. The process of copying the body o f the 
expression, replacing all occurrences of the bound variable by the argument 
expression, is known as ft—reduction. A simpler reduction is the a—reduction, 
which simply evaluates an expression. For an example, consider the following:
\ x \ y  (;r * y)(3)(4) Ay (3 * y)(4)
- * ( 3 * 4 )  (B.4.75)
- v  12a
The language o f A-calculus is perhaps the most commonly used in the specifica­
tion of formal semantics for both formal as well as natural languages.
B.5 The Theory of Types
The theory of types was proposed by Russell [41] as a way out o f the 
paradoxes that existed in set theory. The theory was based on the idea that 
objects belong to different classes of different levels and that the type of a class 
is different from the type of its members (which makes a statement o f the form 
‘ is a member of itself’ meaningless).
The theory of types can essentially be applied to any language, making the 
language a typed-language, by defining a set of primitive types and a recursive 
definition by which complex types can be constructed. Type theory is used 
in the specification of semantics of programming languages. For instance, a 
typical programming languages has number and character as primitive types. 
An addition function is then only defined on two objects o f type number. More 
modem languages have a more flexible typing scheme in that they allow the user 
to specify his/her own types and usually incorporate a ‘ smart’ type checker that 
flags ill-typed definitions.
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The type hierarchy proposed by Russell is also the basis o f the typed lambda- 
calculus, which is used extensively in the specification of formal semantics of 
natural languages. For example, in Montague s intensional logic the set of all 
types, TYPE, is defined as follows:
1. c (entity) 6 TYPE',
2. t (Zrulh value) G TYPE',
(12) (B.5.76)
3. i f  c. G T Y P E ,  and b G T Y P E
then <  a, b > G 'J'YPE 
where < a, b >  denotes functions from objects of type a to objects of type b.
In the next section the use of type theory in Montague semantics is illustrated
in some detail.
At this point however, we can use the abstraction operator A to illustrate how 
complex expressions can be assigned their appropriate type. First, consider the 
1-place predicates Man[x )  and Walk(x).  The two predicates can be though of 
as two functions M  and W  respectively, that take an entity e and return a truth 
value f. Thus, we have the following type definitions:
M  : < e, t  >
(B.5.77)
W \ < c , t >
Now consider the sentence
(13) every man walks (B.5.78)
The corresponding translation into a w ff o f FOL is the following:
\fx {Man(x) Walk(x)) (B.5.79)
We can use the A opeiaior to ‘abstract’ out the two predicates from from the wff.
The first abstraction, o f the predicate Walk, introduces a function, call it every
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man, which is defined as follows:
every man =  \Q f i /x (M an(x) —► Q(x))] (B.5.80)
A second abstraction, on the predicate Man introduces a function, call it every, 
corresponding to the universal quantifier. The function is defined as follows:
every =  AP\Q[Vx{P{x)  -> Q(x))] (B.5.81)




Figure 7 The semantic types at each level of the derivation tree
Thus, every is a function that takes two predicates (properties) P  and Q o f 
type < c ,l > and returns true i f  whenever P  is true o f some entity so is Q. The 
type o f every is then defined as follows:
every : «  c,t  > ,< <  e,t > , t  >.
The type structure corresponding to the sentence in (11) is shown in figure 7.
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Each node corresponds to the type obtained by applying the function of the left 
subtree to the object o f the right subtree (recall that any lambda expression with 
n arguments could be thought of as a function with one argument the result of 
which is a function with n- 1 arguments. This typing scheme has been adopted in 
Montague semantics which are discussed in the next section.
B.6 Montague Semantics
In formal semantics, possible-worlds semantics initiated in the late 1960s by 
Richard Montague, is widely recognized as “ one of the most promising approaches 
to truly formidable task o f accounting for the propositional content of sentences 
in a mathematically precise and elegant manner”  [32].
B.6.1 The Basic Elements of Montague semantics
The syntactic component o f Montague’s model (Montague Grammar) is based 
on the categorical grammar, which is a context-free grammar where the nontermi­
nals are grouped into syntactic categories, such as sentence, verb, verb phrase, etc. 
The basic idea in a catrgorial grammar is to associate syntactic categories with 
semantic types. It is however the semantic component o f Montague’s model that 
has had the greater impact. In Montague semantics, English phrases are trans­
lated into an intermediate (logical) form and then evaluated according to their 
corresponding semantic rules.
The translation is done into an artificial language o f intensional logic (IL), 
which extends first-order logic and the typed lambda-calulus to include modal, 
intensional and extensional operators. Montague thought of IL  (and logical forms 
in general) as a convenience rather than a necessity, ie interpretations could be 
assigned directly to English10.
10 This view however is strongly questioned in [36,53], where logical forms ore considered to be necessary.
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The language of IL is ‘ type-theoretic’ since it is based on Russell’ s theory 
o f types. The type hierarchy employed in Montague’s IL  is essentially the one 
defined in (12) in the previous section. Thus the ontology o f Montague semantics 
consists o f entities, truth values and a function space. However, using the type 
system employed thus far, we could assign types to extensional expressions only, 
ie denotations. To include intensions in the semantic analysis, Montague included 
an additional type definition:
where s =  < w, t > is a pair denoting a possible world and a point time of time.
It.6.2 Meaningful Expressions
Expressions in IL  may be built up according to a set of formation rules, using 
logical connectives, quantifiers, temporal and modal operators, functional applica­
tion and lambda abstraction, forming what is called a meaningful expression ME. 
A meaningful expression o f type a  is denoted to by M E a. Thus, i f  for example 
a  € M E i  and ft £ MEt  then
are also meaningful expressions of type t.
According to this formulation, the intension ( A ) and extension ( v ) o f an 
expression are defined as follows:
i f  a e T Y P E  then < s, a > <= T Y P E (B,6.1.82)
a V ft, a A 0, (Vu)a, a(ft), A no, §ft (B.6.2.83)
i f  a € M E a then (v a) € M E <aA> 
i f  a  £ M  E<s,a> then (A a)  € M E a
(B.6.2.84)
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Thus the extension o f a meaningful expression is the evaluation o f the 
expression relative to a point of reference (Montague thought of this as the 
context), while the intension is the object that i f  evaluated w ill return the value 
o f the expression in the current context. The table in figure 8 shows some o f the 
basic syntactic categories and their corresponding type. Note the type assigned to 
the syntactic category o f proper names. In Montague semantics, proper names like 
John denote the set o f all those properties whose extension include John. In other 
words, “ John”  is denoted by all those properties that are true of John. This is a 
departure from the usual semantics where proper names correspond to individual 
entities. However, this treatment allowed Montague to treat quantifier phrases, 
such as a man, every person, as terms. Indeed, one o f the most interesting aspects 
of Montague’s approach is his treatment of quantification in natural language.
Category Name Semantic Type Semantical Object
Common nouns «  s , e > , t > set o f individual 
concepts
Intransitive verbs «  s,e > , t  > set o f individual 
concepts
Proper name «  s , < c , t  >>,< > set of properties of 
individuals
Transitive verbs < <  s, < <  s,e > , t  > >  
>
set o f properties o f 
individual concepts
Figure 8 The semantic types assigned to some syntactic categories in Montague’s IL.
According to Montague’s PTQ, the translation of John into an IL  which 
includes a constant j  is given by:
Jokn=> XP[v P( j ) ]  (B.6.2.85)
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In this scheme we could interpret the sentences
' John
every man > walks
, a man that talks )
(B.6.2.86)
in a uniform manner by testing i f  the property of walking is true of John, o f a 
man or o f every man that talks respectively. That is, in the three cases we have 
an expression of IL  that expects a property (the property o f walking) as illustrated 
by the following translations11:
B.6.3 A Simple Example or TYanslation From English Into IL
In Montague semantics basic categories are assigned basic expressions in IL. 
The nonbasic categories are translated according to the rules o f the grammar. For 
every formation rule there is a corresponding semantic rule (this the rule-to-rule 
hypothesis) o f a particular type, constituting a many-to-one map from syntactic 
categories to semantic (or extensional) types.
11 Nolo here thai / J{x} is an abbreviation of P ( vx).  Thus, AP{x]  — AVP (x ) =  P{x).
A * W ) ]
A/3[V:r(A'/an{2:} —► 7 j { . t } ) ]  
A/J[3.r(A/a?j.{a:} A Th ink{x }  A P f# }) ]
(B.6.2.87)
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every man walks 
every man hej walks
/  \  7 V
every man hc\ wa!k's
Figure 9 The derivation tree of every man walks.
The most important semantic operation is function application. Given the 
syntactic rule
(B.6.3.88)
the translation is done according to following rule (the arrow => should be read 
as “ translates to” ):
(13) i f  a => a and =>• ft1 then w =f» a, (A/?/) (B.6.3.89)
To illustrate this process we take as a simple example, the translation of the 
sentence every man walks. This sentence was translated in the previous section 
without the use of intensions. The derivation tree of this sentence according to 
Montague grammar is shown in figure 9.
In the translation, the meaning of every component is obtained by applying 
some function on the meaning o f the sub-components. The only translation rule 
that is used in this example is the rule given in (B.6.3.89), which is, essentially, a 
function application. The translation of the above phrase, according to Montague’s
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PTQ, proceeds as follows:
1. e v ery  => A/,AQ[Vx(/,{i} —> Q{x})]
2. ma n  => M a n '
:i. e v ery  ma n  => A/>AQ[Vz(P{a:} —* QlxDl^Man')
=> AQ[Vx(AMan' {x} -♦ £?{x})]
=> AQ(Vx(A'/an' (x) —» Q{x})]
4. walks => W a l k '
6. / ic j  =S> A F [ P { x ] }]
(B.6.4.90)
7. hciumlks => AP[P{x,}](A Watt' )
= > AW a l k ' { x i }
=> Watt'(a?,)
8. e v e r y  man walks => [[ever-;/ >?ia?i]]( A [[wntts]])
=> \Q ty x (M a n '  (x) -  Q{x})](AWatt' (a n ))
=> Vx(A/<in'(x) —* AWatt'{x})
=► Vx(A/an'(x) —► Wa/fc'(x))
In steps 3, 7 and 8 above, we have computed the meaning of a compound as a 
function o f the meaning of the parts. Note that the language is well-typed in that 
an expression o f type < a, b >  can be combined with an expression of type a 
to produce an expression of type b. The types at every level o f the translation 
shown above, are those shown in the typed-tree of figure 9.
Montague semantics have been extensively studied. The studies cover most 
aspects of language analysis in relation to Montague grammar such as contextual 
effects [15, 17, 20] and intensionality [52, 10]. Other studies centered around
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integrating Montague’s ideas with other theories of syntax and semantics such 
as Chomskey’s transformational grammar [39J and situational semantics [12, 8|. 
Also, because of the denotational nature of Montague semantics, the use of the 
denotational semantic theory developed by Scott [48, 42[ in Montague semantics 
have been studied [51, 1].
Several formalisms have had some aspects of Montague’s semantics such as 
Gazdar’s phrase structure grammars [13] which adopted the categorical grammar 
and the rule-to-rule hypothesis where every formation rule has a corresponding 
semantic rule that computes the meaning from the meaning o f its parts. However, 
the semantic analysis itself, although is based on model-theoretic approaches, is 
done quite differently [36]. Other similar work includes Simons’s categorical 
grammar [44] and Steedman’s Combinatory Grammars [46, 47[.
Many o f Montague’s ideas have been used in developing natural language 
understanding systems. The semantic theory o f Montague forms the foundation 
of the experimental machine-translation system ‘ Rosetta’ 128, 29] under devel­
opment. Another system that is based on Montague’s ideas is the LUTE project 
[37] which is an Al-based machine translation experimental system. The goal 
of this system is high-quality English-Japanese and Japanese-English translation. 
The system accommodates tense, aspect, modality and semantic implicatures, in 
part adopting Montague grammar approaches. More recently, Montague’s ideas 
have been used in the development o f the meaning representation language (MRL) 
of the JANUS system [20, 19], a natural language understanding and generation 
system under joint development by BBN labs and ISI. In [6] an English database 
query language, called QE-III is presented and formally defined. The semantic 
and pragmatic theory of QE-III is based on Montague’s semantic theory. The 
language makes explicit reference to the notion o f denotation with respect to
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moments of time, and is used in the implementation o f a Historical Relational 
Database Model (HRDM).
B.6.S Perceived Shortcomings of Montague-T^pe Semantics
Some researchers in NLP have suggested that Montague semantics, and 
other truth-conditional semantics, do not account for world knowledge in the 
interpretation process. A typical example is one that involves pronoun resolution. 
For example, consider the following:
(14) A soldier shot Carlos and he ^  (B.6.5.91)
Following Montague’s PTQ, we get the (incomplete) translation shown in figure
10, which leaves the variable x2 unresolved (step 13). Unifying the variable with
the previous expression is equivalent to resolving the pronoun he with one of 
the subjects Carlos or the soldier (who shot Carlos), as is illustrated graphically 
in figure 11. Intuitively, the reference here is to the soldier. However, i f  we 
had fe l l  (x>) we would have resolved the reference with Carlos. In Montague’s 
PTQ there is no direct method by which the context can be used to resolve this 
ambiguity, since the context in PTQ contains two values: a possible world and a 
point in time. Montague’s context of use could be extended however to include 
a discourse structure, d, as one o f the contextual features, and thus extending the 
index to three coordinates:
<  d, w, I >  (B.6.5.92)
O f course, the challenge remains in defining a formal method by which the 
discourse o f the previous expression can be constructed, in a systematic manner, 
such that the structure resulted forms a unified and coherent piece o f information. 
Such extensions are possible and they involve the use o f Kaplan’s notion of 
information contents. An extension along these lines is discussed in this report.
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1. <1 => AQ[A/>3x[Q(x) -  P[x))]
2. soldier ^  soldier1
3. tf soldier => AQ[A/J3 r [Q { r } A / '{x } ]]  (A soldier'}
^  A /’Bx [A soWjcr’ jx }  A / ’ {x }]
=> A/, 3x[soW«f?r(x) A /*{x }]
4. shot => shot1
5. Carlos => A /’ fPfCHfors)]
6. shot Carlos =e> AP[P{C «lors}] {A shot1)
=> [A s /io l^ C a r io s} ]
=> shot'(Carlos)
7. he, => A P [P {x ,}]
8. hei s^iot Carlos => A / , [ / , { x 1} ] ( a  x/iot'fC'arioa))
=> fl/iot^XLCur/o.i)
9. a soldier shot Carlos => APBxfsoiiiicrtx) A / , {x } ] (A s /io t'(x ,,Carlos))
=> 3t[ao/ii>er(x) A (A C a r t o s ) )  {x}]
=> 3 x[soldier{x) A shot'(x, Carlos))
10. he3 => A P ^ x , } ]
11. fled => fled'
12. kc3 fled => A P [P {x3}] (a fled')
=> fled'(x3)
13. a soldier shot Carlos and hc3 fled => 3x [soMtcr(x) A .i/iot^x, Cur/os)] A (A flcd'(xj))
Figure 10 The translation of a pronoun in Montague’s PTQ.
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solidsr (x) a  shot (z .Carlos)
shot (u, Car lo t)
soldier h t i shot
f lsd(x i)
f r d t x i
Carlos and
Figure I I  Computing the meaning in a compositional manner.
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Appendix C Miranda Code of KBCS
I I  BASIC SEMANTIC TYPES ( in  a d d i t i o n  to  M iranda 's  e x i s t i n g  p r i m i t i v e  typo.-.)j I ........  ...... ..............................................................
e n t i t y  num
c n t i t y s e t  - - [ e n t i t y ]  
s t r i n g  == [char]
concept "= s t r i n g  
c o n te x t  == sent s t r u c t
I I * * * *  { I )  TYPES OF INTENSIONAL STRUCTURES
con n e c t iv e  And I Or I I f  I I f f
in te n s io n  : : = NIL
[ ADJ_5TRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p o l  o b js )
I ADJS_STRUCT 3 t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p o l  o b js l
| CNOUN_STRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  q t r l l  q t r l ?
| SNOUNCLASTRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  g t r l l  q t . r l?
I NOUNCLASTRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  g t r l l  q t r l ?
J RELNOUNCLASTRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  q t r l l  q t r l ?
I TRANSVB_STRUCT s t r i . g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f type?  prop? q t r ? l  q ‘ r??
I INTRANSVB_STR’JCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  g t r l l  q t r l ?
[ VERBPH_STRUCT v c rb p h _ s t ru c t  
I SENT STRUCT s e n t_ s t r u c t
1 TRANSVBPU_STRUCT 1 s t r i n g  vbsub j2  a t t r i b u t e s  o f type ?  prop? c j t r? l  q t r? ?
I TRANSVBPH_STRUCT2 s t r i n g  vbsub j?  a t t r i b u t e s  o f type ?  prop? g t r ? l  q t r? ?
I DETPH_STRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  q t r l l  q t r l ?
I INDEFPRON_STRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  g t r l l  g t r l ?
| TERMPH_STRUCT tc r is p h _ s t ru c t  
I JOI NTERMPH__STRUCT j o i n t e r m p h s t r u c t
I VPA_STRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  
I BEL_SENT_STRUCT s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s
t c rm p h _ s t ru c t  TERMPH_STRUCT1 s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  r l 1 q t r l ?
I TERMnH_STRUCT2 c o n te x t
jo in t e r n p h _ s t r u c t  J0INTERMPHSTRUCT1 s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  g t r l l  q t r l ?  
I JOINTERMPH_STRUCT2 con tex t  
I J0INTERMPH_STRUCT3 two_tormphra3cs
s e n t_ s t r u c t  SENT1 3 t r i n g  s u b js l  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  q t r l l  q t r l ?
I SENT2 s t r i n g  sub js?  a t t r i b u t e s  o f type ?  prop? g t r ? l  g t r? 2
I SENT3 s t r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  twosent
I EMPTY
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vcrbpb s t r u c t  : :  STRUCT] s t r i n g  v b s u b j l  a t t r i b u t e s  o f t y p e l  p ro p l  g t r l l  g t r l 2
I STRUCT? s t r i n g  vbsubj? a t t r i b u t e s  o f type?  prop? g t r ? l  g t r2 ?
1 STRUCT3 s t r i n g  vbsubj? a t t r i b u t e s  o f type ?  prop? gtr21 g t r2 ?
twosent AND sent s t r u c t  sent s t r u c t
two termphrases JOIN j o ln t e r m p h s t r u c t
( ( c n t i t y s e t  -> boo l)  -> ( c n t i t y s e t  ->  boo l)  ->  ( c n t i t y s e t  -> b o o l ) )  
Jointermph s t r u c t
fe a tu re  TFKATURE] o f t y p e l
I t’FEATURKl p rop l 
I 01 FEATURE! g t r l l  
I G2FEATURE1 g t r l ?
I TFKATURE? o f type?
I PFKATURE? prop?
I GlFEATURE? g t r ? )
I G7FF.ATURE? g t r? ?
d is a g re e in g  fe a tu re  DFPR0P1 ( ( con cep t) ,  [con cep t ] )
I DFTYPE1 ( [ c o n c e p t ] , [ c o n c e p t ] )
I DFGTRll ( [c o n c e p t ] , [c o n c e p t ])
I DFGTRl? ( [ ( c o n c e p t , [ c o n c e p t ] ) ] , [ ( c o n c e p t , [ c o n c e p t ] ) ] )
su b |s l  : :  SUHJSl (quant, c n t i t y s e t )
sub js?  SUUJS? ( ( q u a n t , c n t i t y s e t ) , ( q u a n t , c n t i t y s e t ) )
vbsubj? VESUISJ2 ( (quan t, en t  i  t y 3 c t ) , (  (num, num) ] ,  (quan t, c n t i t y s e t ) )
vb su b j ]  VliSUDJl (quant, c n t i t y s e t )
o f t y p e l  
p rop l 
o b js l  
g t r l  1 





GTR12 ( (c o n c e p t , |c o n c c p t ] )l
o f type ?  
prop? 
ob Js? 
g t r ? l  
g t r? ?
OFTYPE? ( [c o n c e p t ] , ( c o n c e p t ] )
PROP? ( [c o n c e p t ] , [ c o n c e p t ])
« OBJS2 ( [concept | , [concept | )
GTR21 ( jc o n c e p t j , [ c o n c e p t ])
-■ GTR22 ([ (concept, [concept ])  | , [  (concep t,  [ c o n c e p t ) ) ] )
t ra n a  As I Inde fP ron  I Dotph I NounCla I Cnoun
quant : : -  A I EVERY | THE I NUH num I DC ] MANY I MOST I NONE
I I   ........
i I KXTENSIONAI, TYPES (DENOTAIONS) 
I !   ........
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s t r i n g
s t r i n g
c n t i t y s e t
c n t i t y s e t
c n t i t y s e t
( c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t  -> bool) 
( c n t i t y s e t  -> bool)
( ( c n t i t y s e t  -> boo l)  -> c n t i t y s e t )  
( ( e i t l t y s c t  -> bool) -> c n t i t y s e t )  
( c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t  ->  c n t i t y s e t )  
( c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t  ->  c n t i t y s e t )  
( c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t )  
( ( c n t i t y s e t  -> boo l)  -> ( c n t i t y s e t  -> hool)
-> ( c n t i t y s e t  -> b o o l ) )
c n t i t y s e t  
c n t i t y s e t  
c n t i t y s e t  
c n t i t y s e t
( c n t i t y s e t  ->  bool)
( c n t i t y s e t  ->  bool)
( c n t i t y s e t  -> boo l)  
c n t i t y s e t  
c n t i t y s e t
( c n t i t y s e t  -> boo l)
( c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t )  
c n t i t y s e t  
bool
( c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t )
[ cha r |
( c n t i t y s e t  -> bool)
( c n t i t y s e t  -> boo l)
I [ a t t r i b u t e s ] I  
(bool -> bool -> boo l)
[c ha r ]
s t r i n g
(bool -> s t r in g )
( s t r i n g  -> c n t i t y s e t  -> s t r in g )  
( c n t i t y s e t  ->  c n t i t y s e t  -> s t r i n g )  
( c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t  -> s t r i n g )  
[c ha r ]  
in te n s io n  
c o n te x t  
s t r i n g
( c n t i t y s e t  -> c n t i t y s e t  -> boo l)  
( q u a n t , c n t i t y s e t )
( ( q u a n t , o n t i t y s e t ) ,  ( q u a n t , o n t i t y s e t )) 
s t r i n g  
c n t i t y s e t  
[ (num, num) ]
( e n t i t y  ■ "* e n t i t y  - >  boo l)
[c h a r ]
r in g
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II HAS 1C GRAMMAR OH THK QUERY LANGUAGE 
I I  ............. .......... .......... *..................................
I I The b a s i c  grammar below i s  g iven  in  s t a nd a r d  BNF n o t a t i o n  w i th
II i t s  usual  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .  Thi s  b a s i c  grammar i s  no t  p a r t  o f  
II t h e  e x e c u t a b l e  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  and i s  g iven only  a s  p a r t  o f  t he  
II do cu me n t a l i on .
II Note t h a t  ' s noun '  s t a n d s  fo r  ' s imp le  noun ' ,  ' cnoun '  f o r  'common noun ' ,  
II ' pnoun'  f o r  ‘p rope r  noun ' ,  ' c l a '  f o r  ‘c l a u s e ' ,  ' v b '  f o r  ' v e r b ' ,
II *ph' for  ‘p h r a s e ’ , *pron* fo r  ' p r o n o u n ' , ' p a s s '  f o r  ' p a s s i v e ' ,
I I ‘d o t '  f o r  ' d e t e r m i n e r '  .
dt.crioun ’ s t  r  i ng
d t r e l p r o n  s t r i n g
d t l i n k l n g v b  s t r i n g
dtnoun Join s t r i n g
dtrid j s t  r i  ng
d l i n d o i p r o n  s t r i n g
d t d e t  s t r i n g
d t t r a n s v b  s t r i n g
d t p r e p  3 l r i n g
d tp ronoun  s t r i n g
d t t e rm p h jo i n  ^ = s t r i n g  
d t s e n t j o i n  • s t r i n g  
d t l n t r a n s v b  >-•“ s t r i n g  
d t p a s s t r v b  - 1 s t r i n g
d t s nou nc l a
d t  r e  1nounc1 a 
d tnounc l a
cllad j s  
d td e t p h  
d t t r a n s v b p h  
d tve rbph
dt t ermph  
d t  jo inte rmph
: :  t- CN1 dtcnoun 
I CN2 d t a d j s  
] CN3 d t a d j s  dtcnoun
: :  REbNi d t s no u n c l a  d t r e l p r o n  d tv e r bp h
I UELN2 d t sno un c l a
- NOUNC L.A1 d t r e l n o u n c l a  d t n o u n j o i n  d tn ounc l a
I N0UNCLA2 d t r e l n o u n c l a  d t r e l p r o n  d t l i n k l n g v b  d tn oun c l a  
I N0UNCLA3 d t r e l n o u n c l a
A0JS1 d t a d j  
I ADJS2 d t a d j  d t a d j s
: :=  DETPH1 d t i n d c f p r o n
I DETPH2 d t d e t  d tn oun c l a
TRVBPH1 d t t r a n 3 v b  d t t e rmph
1 TRVQPH2 d t l ' n k i n g v b  d t p a s s t r v b  d t p r e p  d t j o in t e rm p h
VP1I1 d t t r a n s v b p h  
I VPH2 d t l n t r a n s v b  
I VP1I3 d t l i n k l n g v b  d t d e t  d t n o u n c l a
: : ° TPH1 dtpronoun  
I TPH2 d td c t p h
JTP1I1 d t t e rmph
I JTPJ2 d t t e rmph d t t e r m p h jo i n  d t j o in t e rm p h
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d t s e n t “ SENT d t  j o i n t c rmph  d tve rbph
l | d t t w o _ s e n t  d t s e n t  d t s e n t j o i n  d t s e n t
d t r p r on ou n  PRON dtpronoun
II SENT (JTPH1 (TPH2 (DETPin " someone" ) ) )  (VPH2 " e x i s t s " )
l l q u e s t i o n  s e n t  t e r m i n a t o r
I I I two_scnt  t e r m i n a t o r
I I I q u e s t l  s e n t  t e r m i n a t o r
II I q u e s t ?  jo invbph t e r m i n a to r
I I I qu es t 3  nounc l a  j oinvbph t e r m i n a t o r
II I quest*! nounc l a  joinvbph t e r m i n a t o r
| |  ASSOCIATING STRINGS WITH CONSTRUCTORS
I
II The f u nc t i o n  'name'  a s s o c i a t e s  s t r i n g s  w i th  a t t r i b u t e  
II c o n s t r u c t o r s .  Thi s  f u n c t i o n  i s  used l a t e r  t o  p i ck
| |  p a r t i c u l a r  a t t r i b u t e  v a l u e s  from l i s t s  o f  a t t r i b u t e s .
name (NUMBER x) -- "number"
name (SORT x) - " s o r t "
name (CNOUN VAL x) = "cnoun v a l "
name (INTRANSVB_VAL x) = " i n t r a n s v b v a 1"
name (ADJ_VAL X) ^ " a d j  va l "
name (DET~VAL x) = "dc t  v a1 “
name (PNOUN VAL x) = "pncun va! "
name (TRANSVB VAL x) <= " t r a n sv b _ v a l "
name (SNOUNCLA_VAL x) = " s n o u n c l a _ v a l "
name (ADJS VAL x) «= " a d j s v a l "
name (NOUNCLA_VAL x) = "nounc l a_va l "
name (TRANSVBPH VAL x) = " t r a n s v bp h_ va 1"
name (DETPH VAL x) = "de t ph  v a l "
name (TERMPH VAL x) = " t c rmph_val "
name (VERBPH~VAL X) = "ve rbph_val "
name (JOINTERMPH VAL x) » " j o in t c rm p h_ va l "
name (JOINVBPH VAL X) = " j o i n v b p h v a l "
name (LINKINGVB VAL x) =■ " l i n k i n g v b _ v a l "
name (PREP VAL X) = "p r cp_va l "
name (RELNOUNCLA VAL x)  ̂ " r c l n o u n c l a v a l "
name (TERMPHJOIN VAL x) = " t o rm ph jo in_va l "
name (VBPHJOIN VAL X) •j " v e r b ph jo in  v a l "
name (NOUNJOINVAL X) = " n o u n j o i n v a l "
name (RELPRON VAL X) » " r e l p r o n _ v a ! ”
name (PASSTRVB VAL x) = "pa s su rvb  va l "
name (INDEFPRON VAL x) = " i n dc fp ro n _v a l "
name (PRONOUN VAL x) -j  "pronoun_ va l "
name (POSS_SUBJS X) = "pos s  . ' j b j s 11
name (DOT_VAL X) “ " t e r m i n a t o r _ v a l "
name (SENTJOIN VAL x) “ “s e n t l o t "  v a l "
name (SENT VAL x) «> " s e n t  v a l "
name (QUEST VAL x) » " qu es t_ v a l "
name (QUEST1 VAL x! ■= " q u e s t l _ v a l "
name (QUEST2J/AL x) « "ques t2  v a l "
name (QUEST3 VAL x) - "qucs t3  v a l "
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name* (OUKST'l VAL x) "ques t4_ '
name (MEANING X) "meaning"
name (SUHJ x) *- " s u b j e c t "
name (CONTEXT x) ■ " c o n t ex t "
name (DKTPAHAM X) ■ "detparam"
name (QUANTVAL X) *• "qu an t_va l "
name (SUHJKCTS1 X) ■■ " s u b j c c t s l "
name (SUBJECTS? X) ■* " s u b j e c t s ? "
name (GET STK X) - " d e t _ 3 t r "
name (ENTITY VAL x) * ”e n t i t y _ v a
name (RELATION X) - " r e l a t i o n "
name (OF_VAL X) • " o f  va l "
name (ANS x) * "ans"
i I  .
co ncep t s  •* (NIL, t.hl nq, anlm, i nanim, man,woman,human, a tmosp he r i c ,  d e s c r i p ,  moon, 
f ood ,m one y , nee d ,mar ry ,g r een ,b rown ,gaseous ,  r i n g ed ,m oo d , p l an e t ,  
walk,La  1k ,oxi  s t , col  or ,  r o d , b l u c l , b l u e 2 , vacuumous,need)
cnoiins “ f thJ  ng, an ini, moon, p l a n e t ,  i nanim,  man, woman, human, d e s c r i p ,  c o l o r ,  mood]
ad j o c t  i vc s  " [a tmosphe r i c ,  g r een ,  brown, g a s e o u s , r i n g e d ,  r e d , b lu c l , b lu c2 ,v a cu u m ou s , f am ou s ]




IGTR12 i l )
anlm - CNOUN_STRUCT "anlm" (CNOUN_VAL [ | )
(OETYPEl I " t h i n g " ) )
(PR0P1 0 )
(GTR11 ( " e x i s t " ] )
(GTR12 I!)
inanim - CNOUN_STRUCT " inanim" (CNOUNJ/AL (]!
(0FTYPK1 [ " t h i n g " ) )
(PR0P1 (I)
(GTKll ( " e x i s t " ] )
(GTR1? [])
p l a n e t  ■- CNOUN_STRUCT " p l a n e t "  (CNOUN VAL s e t  o f _ p l an e t )
(OKTYPEl ( " i nan im" ) )
(PU0P1 (I)
(GTR11 I " s p i n " 1)
(GTH12 (I)
moon -  CNOUN_STRUCT "moon" (CNOUN_VAL set_of_moon)
(OKTYPKl ( " inan im" ) )
(PROP) 11!
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(GTRll ( " s p in " ! )
(GTR12 [ ( " o r b i t " ,  [ " p l a n e t ” !) ))
human = CNOUN_STRUCT "human” (CNOUN VM, [ ] )
(OFTYPEl ("anlm"!)
(PR0P1 [))
(GTRll [ " w a l k " , " t a l k " ])
(GTR12 [ ( " n e e d " , ( " food" , "moncv" l1 I)




(GTR12 [ ("marry" , ["woman"] )1)




(GTR12 [ ( "m ar ry " , [ " m an " ) ) ) !
c o l o r  = CNOUN_STRUCT " c o l o r "  (CNOUN_VAL s e t  o f c o l o r )




money “ CNOUN_STRUCT "money" (NULL [ | )




mood « CNOUN_STRUCT "mood” (NULL [])




d e s c r i p  = CNOUN_STRUCT " d e s c r i p "  (CN0UN_VAL [)) 




food -  CNOUN_STRUCT "food"  (NULL I! )




famous “ ADJ_S1'RUCT "famous" (ADJ_VAL s c t _ o f  famous) 
(OFTYPEl ( " d c s c r i p " ] )
(0BJS1 ( " t h i n g " ) )
red  " ADJ_STRUCT " rod"  (ADJ_VAL s c t _o f_ re d )
(OFTYPEl [ " c o l o r " 1)
(OBJSl [ " t h i n g " ] )
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b lu c l  ■ AUJ STRUCT " b l u c l "  (AUJJ/AL s e t _o f_ b lu e )
(OFTYPEl ( " c o l o r " ] )
(OHJSl ( " t h i n g " ] )
D i l i U? • A13J STRUCT "bluoZ" (AUJVAL s e t _ o f _ de p re s sc d )
(OFTYPEl ("mood"])
(OBJSl ("human"))
g r ee n  ADJ_STRUCT "g re en "  (ADJ_VAL sc t_ o f_ g rc on )
(OFTYPEl ( " c o l o r " | )
(OBJSl ( " t h i n g " ] )
brown - ADJ_STRUCT "brown” (ADJ_VAL 3ct_of_brown)
(OFTYPEl ( " c o l o r " ) )
(OBJSl ( " t h i n g " ] )
ga seous  -■ ADJ_STRUCT "gaseous"  {ADJ_VAL s c t _ o f _ ga se cu s )
(OFTYPEl ( " d c s c r i p " ] )
(OHJSl ( " Inan im"])
r i nged  - ADJ_STRUCT " r i n g e d "  (ADJ_VAL se t _ o f _ r i n g e d )
(OFTYPEl f " d e s c r i p " l )
(OHJSl ( " inan im" ] )
s o l i d  ■■ AI)J_STRUCT " s o i i d "  (ADJ_VAL s e t _ o f _ s o l i d )
(OFTYPEl ( " d e s c r i p " ] )
(OUJSl I " inan im" ] )
a tm osphe r i c  = ADJ_STRUCT "a tmosphe r i c "  (ADJ_VAL so t _o f_a tm osp he r i c )  
(OFTYPEl ( " d e s c r i p " ) )
(OHJSl ( " i nan im" ] )
vacuumous ADJ_STRUCT "vacuumous" (ADJ_VAL set_of__vacuumous) 
(OFTYPEl C ' d e s c r i p " ] )
(OBJSl ( " i nan im” ))
walk - XNTRANSVBSTRUCT "walk" (INTRANSVB_VAL sc t_of_walk)
(OFTYPEl ("human"])
(PROPl [])
(GTRll ( " t a l k " ] )
(GTR12 (I)
t a l k  •- 1 NTRANSVU_STRUCT " t a l k "  (INTRANSVBVAL se t_of_walk)
(OFTYPEl ["human"])
(PROPl (!)
(GTRll ( "wa lk"] )
(GTRlZ (1)
e x i s t   ̂INTRANSVB_STRUCT " e x i s t "  (INTRANSVBJ/AL s e t _ o f _ e x i s t )




s p in  " INTRANSVH STRUCT " sp in"  (INTRANSVB_VAL sc t _ o f _ s p i n )
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(CTR12 [ ] )
need = TRANSVB_STRUCT "need"  (NUM. U)
(0FTYPE2 ( [ " t h i n g ” ! , [ " t h i n g " ! ))
(PR0P2 ( [ ! , [ ] ) )
(GTR21 ( [ ] , [ ] ) )
(GTR22 ( [ ] , [ [ ) >
marry = TRANSVB STRUCT "marry" (NUL.L II )
(0FTYPE2 ([ "human") , ( "human") ))
(PROP2 ( [ ] , [ ] ) )
(GTR21 ( [ ] , ( ) ) )
(GTR22 ( [ ] , [ ) ) >
know " VPA_STRUCT "know" (VPA VAL ())
b e l i e v e  = VPA_STRUCT " b e l i e v e " - (VPA_VAL [])
d i s c o v c r l  = TRANSVB_STRUCT " d i s o c v e r "  (TRANSVB_VAI, ( t r a n a  ve r b  r e l d i .icover]  )
(0FTYPE2 ( ( "human") , [ "m oon " | ) )
(PROP2 (" famous": (newprops  [ "human"] ) , newprops ["moon"!))
(GTR21 (newg t r l l  [ "human"! ,  n e w g t r l l  ("moon"]))
(GTR22 (newgtr l2  ("human"! ,  ncwg tr !2  ["moon"!))
o r b i t l  = TRANSVB STRUCT " o r b i t "  (TRANSVBVAl. ( t r a n a  ve rb  ro l  o r b i t ) )
(0FTYPE2 ( ["moon" ! , ( " p l a n e t " ] ))
(PR0P2 (newprops ["moon"! ,  newprops [ " p l a n e t " ! ) )
(GTR21 (newg t r l l  ("moon"] ,  n e w g t r l l  [ "p l ane t . " ] ) )
(GTR22 (newgtr l2  ["moon"! ,  ncw g t r l 2  [ " p l a n e t " ] ) )
d i s c o v e r 2  ■» TRANSVB STRUCT " d i s o c v e r "  (PASSTRVBVAL (paaut  r _ ve r b  r e  1 d i s e o v o r )) 
(OFTYPE2 ( [ "human"1 , [ "moon"[ ) )
(PROP2 ("famous":  (newprops ["human") ) , newprops ["moon"1)1 
(GTR21 (new g t r l l  ("human"] ,  n e w g t r l l  ["moon"]))
(GTR22 (nowgtr l2  ["human"] ,  ncw g t r l 2  ["moon"]))
o r b i t 2  -  TRANSVB^STRUCT " o r b i t "  (PASSTRVB_VAI, ( p a a s t r _ v e r b  ro l  o r b i t ) )
(OFTYPE2 ( ["moon"] , [ " p l a n e t " ] 1)
(PROP2 (newprops ("moon") ,  newprops [ " p l a n e t " ] ) )
(GTR21 (new g t r l l  ("moon"] ,  n e w g t r l l  [ " p l a n e t " ] ) )
(GTR22 (newgtr l2  ["moon"!,  ncw g t r l 2  [ " p l a n e t " ! ) )
m a k c _ s t r u c tu r c _ f o r  "man" cn t i t y_ num





m ak c _ s t r u c tu r e _ f o r  "moon" e n t i t y  num





m a k c _ s t r u c t u r c _ f o r  " p l a n e t "  en t i t y_num
« CNOUN_STRUCT " p l a n e t "  (PN0UN_VAL ( t e s t_ w r t  e n t i t y n u m ) )
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s o l  o f w a i k  ■ s u l  of_men 
s o l  of L a  lk sot_of_mon
s o l  o f  Lhlnk  ̂ s eL o f^mcn
3CL_of_famoiis [ 55, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 67) 
s e t  o f  women [1
seL o f  c o l o r  s eL_of_b lue  *» s e t  o f_ rod  1 * s e t _ o f_ g re c n  ++ sc t_of_brown
1 I
Id of_ s t r u c t NIL - 11 TOP"
Id of_ s t r u c t (ADJ STRUCT s t r va l a b) = s t r
Id" o f s t r u c t (Al)JS STRUCT s t r val a bi = s t r
Id" of_ s t r u c t (CNOUN STRUCT s t r va l a b  c d) » s t r
id" o f s t r u c t £SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s t r va l a b c d) ■ s t r
id of^ s t r u c t (TRANSVB STRUCT s t r va l a b c d) ■ s t r
Id o f s t r u c t (INTRANSVB STRUCT s t r val a b c d) -  s t r
r.LrucL_of_(d s t r  *■. hd a l l _ c o n c e p t s ,  a l l _ c o n c e p t s  *» [)
■ s l r u c L _ o f_ ld  " t h i n g " ,  o th e r w i s e  
where
n l l _ c o n c e p t s  - ( s  [ s  <-  co nc e p t s ;  l d _ o f _ s t r u c t  s -  s t r ]
e x t e n s lo n _ o f  (CNOUN_STRUCT s t r  va l  a b e d )  ° va l  
o f  t yp e  1 o f  Nil. -  (]
o f t y p e l ” o f  (ADJ_STRUCT s t r  va l  a b)
- o f L y p e l o f  (CNOUN_STRUCT s t r  va l  a (PROPl (1) (GTRll (])  (GTR12 ( ] ) )
o f t y p c l o f  (CNOUNSTRUCT s t r  va l  (OFTYPEl ("TOP"]) b c d) = U
o f L y p e l o f  (CNOUNSTRUCT s t r  v a l  (OFTYPEl a) b e d )
“ mkset  (a * + ( conca t  (map o f t y p c l _ o f  (map s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  a ) ) ) )
propl  of Nil, r I]
p ro p l _o f  (CNOUN STRUCT s t r  v a l  (OFTYPEl a) (PROPl b) c d)
mkset  (b H ( I n h c r i t _ p r o p 3  (CNOUN_STRUCT s t r  v a l  (OFTYPEl a) (PROPl b) c d ) ))
who re
I n h e r i t p r o p s  s t r u c  conca t  (map p r o p l _ o f  (map s t r u c t _ o f _ l d  a ) )
q L r l l  of  Nil. ■» I)
g t r l 1 o f  (CNOUNSTRUCT s t r  va l  (OFTYPEl a) b (GTRll c) d)
mkset  (c u  ( i n h c r l t _ g t r l l  (CNOUN_STRUCT s t r  va l  (OFTYPEl a) b  (GTRll c) d) ) )
who re
Inhe r i  L g L r l  1 s t r u c  conca t  (map g t r l l _ o f  (map s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  a ) )
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g t r l 2 _ o f  NIL -  [|
g t r l 2 _ o f  (CNOUN_STRUCT s t r  val  (OFTYPEl a) b c (GTRl2 d ) )
*> mkset  (d ++ ( conca t  (map g t r l 2 _ o f  (map s t r u c t  o f  ld a ) ) ) )
| |  FUNCTIONS TO COMPUTE THE SORT AND SUPERTYPE OF COMM NED OHJKCTS
supc r_ typ03  (CNOUN_STRUCT s a (OFTYPEl ("TOP"I) c d c) - ( |
s u p c r _ t yp cs  (ADJ STRUCT 3  a (OFTYPEl |"TOP"|> c) [|
s up e r  t y p es  (ADJ~STRUCT 3 a (OFTYPEl b) c) - b
s u pe r ~ t yp cs  (ADJS STRUCT 3 a (OFTYPEl b) c) - b
supo r_ ty po s  (CNOUN STRUCT s a (OFTYPEl b) c  d e) - b
sub_ types  s t r u c t  “ map l d _ o f _ s t r u c t  [x I x <- (cnouns t t  a d j e c t i v e s ) ;
member (3Uper_typcs  x) s t r u c t  |
l ub _g lb  I] s2 f -  ( |
l u b  g i b  s i  [ ] f  ■= [ |
l u b~ g lb  s i  s2 f ■ 5 ! ' ,  s i '  -= [|
= s 2 ' ,  s2 '  (I 
= u l  ++ u2, o th e r w i se  
where
s i '  « ( [ u I u <- s i ;  member s2 u l)
s2 '  * ([u  I u <- s2 ;  member s i  u | )
u l  = l ub_g lb  s i  ( f  (hd s 2 ) ) f 
u2 = 1ub_g1b (f  (hd s i ) )  s2 f
| | l u b  a d j l  a d j2  -  l u b_ g l b  a d j l  ad j2  supe r_ typ cs  
I I g i b  a d j l  ad j2  = l u b_ g l b  a d j l  adj2  sub_ types
i s a  o b j l  o b j l  = True
i s a  o b j l  ob j2  ~ member ( o f t y p e l o f  o b j l )  ( i d _ o f _ s t r u c t  obj2)
II* l ub  ( l e a s t  uppe r  bound) i s  t h e  combined ' s u p o r t y p e '  
| | *  g i b  ( g r e a t e s t  l ower  bound) i s  t h e  combined ' s o r t '
g i b  o l  o2 = i d _ o f _ s t r u c t  o l ,  ol  S i s a  o2
-  i d _ o f _ s t r u c t  o2, o2 S i s a  a l
-  "TOP", o th e r w i se
lub  o l  o2 ■ i d _ o f _ s t r u c t  o2, o l  S i s a  o2
» i d _ o f _ s t r u c t  o l ,  o2 S i s a  ol
„ i*TOPn, o t he r w i se
uppe r  o l  o2 >* map i d _ o f _ s t r u c t  (x I x < -  cnouns ;  (ol S i s a  x) i  (o2 S i s a  x) ) 
l e a s t _ u p p e r  o l  o2
« (upper  o l  o2) - -  (conca t  (map su p c r _ t y pc s  (map s t r u c t _ o f _ l d  (upper  ol o2 ) ) ) )
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I! equivalent meanings ( i nt e n s i o n s )
l i ................
m e a n I n g o i  f In i  (old,new) Inp e q ua t e  {old,new) ( i n t  [j (words I n p l ) 
I I La t e r  . . . .
e qu a t e  ( " i n l e r p l  " i n to rp2" l  r e s  *= r e s
  * .......................
I I NEW ATTRIBUTE GRAMMAR : KBCS VERSION !
II 1.  DICTIONARY
c n o u n i n t l i a t  - 
"man",
"men",
" t h i  ng",  
" t h i n g s " ,  
" p l a n e t s ” ,









"pe r son" ,
"p e r son s" ,
" d 1s c o v e r c r " ,
" d i s c o v e r e r s " ,
"d l s c o v e ry " ,
”d l s c o v e r l e s " .
[MEANING man, SORT "anlm",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " J ) ,
[MEANING man, SORT "anlm",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
[MEANING t h i n g ,  SORT " inanim",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
[MEANING t h i n g ,  SORT " inanim",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ! ) ,
[MEANING p l a n e t ,  SORT " inan im",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
[MEANING p l a n e t ,  SORT " inan im",  NUMBER " s i n g l r ’M) ,
(MEANING moon, SORT " inanim",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ) ) ,
[MEANING moon, SORT " inan im",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " l ) ,
[MEANING human, SORT "anlm",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ) ) ,
[MEANING human, SORT "anim",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
(MEANING woman, SORT "anim",  NUMBER " s i n g l r ” ) ) ,
[MEANING woman, SORT "anim",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ) ) ,
( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla "man o r  woman.")
44 [SORT "anlm",NUMBER " s i n g l r " ) ) ,
( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla "man o r  woman.") 
n  [SORT "anim",NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla "man o r  woman.")
44 [SORT "an im” ,NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As Nouncla "man o r  woman.")
4 4 [SORT "anim",NUMBER " p l u r a l " l ) ,
{ t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla "pe r son  t h a t  d i s c o v e r e d  som e th ing . " )
4t (SORT "anim” ,NUMBER " s i n g l r " ) ) ,
{ t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla "pe r son  t h a t  d i s c o v e r e d  som e th in g . " )
4 4 (SORT "anim",NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla " t h i n g  t h a t  was d i s c o v e r e d  by someone.")  
4 4 [SORT "inanim",NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
( t r a n s l a t e  Cnoun As NounCla " t h i n g  t h a t  was d i s c o v e r e d  by someone.")  
4 4 (SORT "Inanim",NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ]
a d j e c t l v e _ l n t _ l 1 s t  ■
( "a tmosphe r i c " . [MEANING a tm osp he r i c ,  SORT " inan im") )
( "b lue" . IMEANING b l u e ) , SORT "any” ) ) .
( " b lue" , [MEANING b lu c2 . SORT "an i m" ] ) ,
( " so l  id" , (MEANING so l  i d , SORT " i n a n im " ) ) ,
("brown", [MEANING brown. SORT "an i m" ] ) .
( "ga seous” , (MEANING gaseous , SORT " i n a n im " ) ) .
( "gr een" , [MEANING gr ee n . SORT "an i m" ] ) ,
( " r e d" . [MEANING red ,  SORT "an l m" ) ) ,
( " r i n g e d ” . [MEANING r ing ed , SORT " i n a n im " ] ) ,
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("vacuumous",  [MEANI
("famous" ,  [MEANI
p n o u n _ i n t _ l i s t  - 
[ { "Bernard" ,
("Bond",
( " C a s s i n i " ,
( " D o l l f u s " ,
( " Fo un t a in " ,
( " G a l i l o o " ,
( " Ha l l " ,




( "La r son" ,
( " L a s s c l l " ,
( "Me lo t t o " ,
( "N icho lson" ,
( " P o r r l n o " ,
( " P i c k e r i n g " ,
( " a lmathoa" ,
( " a r i c l " ,
( " c a l l i  s t o " ,
( " cha ron" ,
( "deimos" ,
( " d lo nc" ,
( " e a r t h " ,
( " c nc c l a d us " ,
( " eu ropa" ,
("ganyinodc",
( " hy po r ion" ,
( " i a p c t u s " ,
("io",
{"j a nus " ,
( " j u p i t e r " ,
( " j u p l t e r c i g h t h " ,
( " j u p i t c r o i o v c n t h " ,  
( " j u p i t e r f o u r t e e n t h " ,  
( " j u p i t c r n i n t h " ,
{"j u p i t o  r s c v e n t h " ,
( " j u p i t o r s I x t h " ,
( " j u p l t c r t e n t h " ,  
( " j u p i t e r t h i r t e e n t h " ,  
( " j u p i t e r t w e l f t h " ,  




("mi r anda" ,
( "nep tune" ,




( " p l u t o " ,
( " r h e a ” ,
( " s a t u r n ” ,
vacuumous,  SOKT " inan im” )},  
famous,  SORT "any" )})
I MEANING (muko_st r u c t u r e_  fo r  
(MEANING ( m a k e s t r u c t u r e  f o r  
[MEANING (make_s t rucLuro_ for  
[MEANING (make_st. r u c t u r e f o r  
[MEANING (make_st rucLurc_ fo r  
[MEANING ( m a k e _ s t r u c t u r e f o r  
[MEANING (make s t r u c t u r e f o r  
(MEANING (m ak c_ s t ru c t u r e_ fo r  
[MEANING (ma k o_ s t r u c t u r e _ f o r  
[MEANING (ma ke_ s t r uc t u r e  f o r  
[MEANING (m ak e_ s t r uc tu r e _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak e _s t r uc tu r e_ fo r  
[MEANING ( m a k c s t r u c t u r c  f o r  
[MEANING (ma ko _s t r uc tu r e _ fo r  
[MEANING (m ak e _s t r uc tu r e_ fo r  
(MEANING (ma k e_ s t r u u t u r e _ f o r  
(MEANING ( m a k e s t r u c t u r e f o r  
IMEANING (m ak e_ s t r uc tu r e_ fo r  
[MEANING (ma k e_ s t r u c t u r e _ f o r  
(MEANING (m ak e_ s t r uc tu r c _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak e _s t r u c t u r e_ fo r  
[MEANING (ma k o_ s t r u c t u r e _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak e_ s t r uc tu r e _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak c_s t r uc t u r o_ f o r  
[MEANING (ma k c_ s t r u c t u ro _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak e_s t r uc t u r o_ f o r  
[MEANING ( m a k e s t r u c t u r c _ f o r  
(MEANING (m ak e_ s t r uc tu r e _ f o r  
[MEANING (ma ke _s t r uc tu ro _ f o r  
(MEANING ( m ak e_ s t r uc tu r e _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak o_ s t r u c t u r c _ f o r  
[MEANING ( m a k e s t r u c t u r e _ f o r  
[MEANING ( m ak e_ s t r uc tu r e _ f o r  
[MEANING ( m ak c_ s t r uc tu r c _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak e _s t r u c t u r c _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak e_ s t ru c t u r c _ fo r  
[MEANING (ma kc_ s t r uc t u r e  f o r  
[MEANING . ' makc_s t ruc tu r e_ fo r  
(MEANING (m ak c _s t r uc tu r e_ fo r  
[MEANING ( r aake_ s t r uc tu ro_ fo r  
[MEANING (mak e_s t r uc t u r e  f o r  
[MEANING (m ak o_s t r uc t u r o_ fo r  
[MEANING ( m ak e_ s t r uc tu r c_ fo r  
(MEANING ( m ak e _s t r uc tu r e_ fo r  
[MEANING (m ak e _s t r uc tu r e_ fo r  
[MEANING ( m ak e _s t r uc tu r e _ f o r  
(MEANING (make s t r u c t u r e _ f o r  
[MEANING ( m ak c_ s t r uc tu r c _ f o r  
[MEANING ( m ak c_ s t r uc tu r c _ f o r  
[MEANING ( m a ke _ s t r u c t u r e _ f o r  
[MEANING (m ak c_ s t r uc tu r e _ f o r  
(MEANING (m ak e_ s t r u c t u ro _ fo r  
(MEANING (m ak c_ s t r uc tu r e _ f o r  
[MEANING ( m a k e s t r u c t u r e f o r
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"man" bb) . SORT "a n i m " I ) ,
"man” 6 7) , SORT "an 1 m" ] ) ,
"man" 6b) , SORT "a n l m " I ) ,
"man" 63) , SORT "a n l m " ] ) ,
"man" 6?) , SORT "a n !m "I ) ,
"man" b6) , SORT "an l m" ] ) ,
"man" 54) , SORT "a n i m " ) ) ,
"man" 64) , SORT "an l m" ] ) ,
"man" 66) , SORT "an 1m” I ) ,
"man" 57) , SORT "an l m" ] ) ,
" man" 69) , SORT "anlm” ) ) ,
"man” 61) , SORT "an 1m"] ) ,
"man" 70) , SORT "a n l m " ] ) ,
"man" 60) , SORT "uni  m"I ) ,
"man" 59) , SORT "a n l m " ] ) ,
"man" 58) , SORT "anlm” ) ) ,
"man" 68), SORT "1 nan 1m"] ) ,
"moon" 21) . SORT " i nan 1m"1),
"moon" 47) , SORT "1 nan im"I ) ,
"moon" 25) . SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
"moon” 53), SORT "1 nan im") ) ,
"moon" 20) , SORT "In an im " ! ) ,
"moon" 40) , SORT " 1nnnim"]1,
" p l a n e t " 11), SORT " 1 nan 1m"I) ,
"moon" 38) , SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
"moon" 23), SORT " i n a n im " ] ) ,
"moon" 24), SORT " I n a n im " ! ) ,
"moon" 43) , SORT "1 nan im"] ) ,
"moon" 44) , SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
"moon" 22) , SORT " i n a n i m " ! ) ,
"moon" 36) , SORT " i n a n im " ] ) ,
“p l a n a t " 13), SORT " i n a n i m " I ) ,
"moon" 32) , SORT " I nan im"I ) ,
"moon" 31), SORT " i nan im"I ) ,
"moon" 34), SORT "1nanim"] ) ,
"moon" 33), SORT "I n a n im " ! ) ,
"moon" 29) , SORT " i n a n i m " ! ) ,
"moon" 27), SORT "i  nnnim"I ) ,
"moon" 28 ), SORT " i n a n i m " I ) ,
"moon" 26) , SORT " inan im " ] ) ,
"moon" 30) , SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
"moon" 18), SORT " i n a n i m " ! )»
"p l a n e t " 12) , SORT ” 1nan im " I ) ,
"p l a n e t " 9) , SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
"moon" 37) , SORT "1nan im" ] ) ,
"moon" 46) , SORT " i nan im " ) ) ,
" p l a n e t " 16), SORT " i n a n i m " ! 1,
"moon" 52), SORT " i nanim" ] ! ,
"moon" 50) , SORT ” Inan im" ] ) ,
"moon" 19), SORT " inan i m" ] ) ,
"moon" 45) , SORT " i n a n im " ] ) ,
" p l a n e t " 17) , SORT " i n an im " I ) ,
"moon" 41), SORT " I n a n im " ) ) ,
"p l a n e t " 14) , SORT " i n a n i m " ] ) ,
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( " s a t u r n f  i r a t " , I MEAN I NG (make s t r u c t u r e fo r "moon" 35) , SORT "inanim"
("sol  ", [MEANING (make s t r u c t u r c _ f o r "moon” B), SORT "inanim"
( " t e t h y s " . [MEANING (make s t r u c t u r e _ fo r "moon" 39), SORT "inanim"
( " t i t a n " . [MEANING (make_ s t r u c t u r e _ fo r "moon" 42), SORT "inanim"
( " t i  Lanla" , [MEANING (make s t r u c t u r e _ fo r "morn" 49) , SORT "inanim"
( " t r lL o n " , [MEANING (make a t  r u c t u r e fo r "moon" 51), SORT "inanim"
( "u mbr i c l ", [MEANING (makc_ s t r u c t u r c _ fo r "moon" 48), SORT "inanim"
("uremia". [MEANING (makc_ s t r u c t u r c _ f a r " p l a n e t " 15) , SORT "inanim"
("venus". [MEANING (make s t r u c t u r o _ fo r " p l a n e t " 10) , SORT "inanim"
I n t r a n s v b i n t  l i s t  
( ( " e x i s t " ,
("ex 1 s i s " ,
("apl  n",
( "3p in s" ,
t r a n s v b i n t _ l i s i  -  
[ ( " d I s cov e r " ,
( "d l acove rcd" ,
("orb lL" ,
( " o rb i t e d " ,
( " o r b i t s " .
p a s s t r v b _ l n t _ l  1 s t  
| ( "d i s co ve r ed" .
(MEANING e x i s t ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,  
[MEANING e x i s t ,  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,  
[MEANING s p i n ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ) ) ,  
[MEANING s p i n ,  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) |
(MEANING d l s c o v c r l ,  SUBJECTS1 (EVERY, range r c l _ d i s c o v e r ) , 
RELATION r c l _ d l s c o v e r ] ) ,
[MEANING d i s c o v e r l ,  SUBJECTS1 (EVERY, range r c l _ d l 3 C o v e r ] , 
RELATION r e l _ d l s c o v e r | ) ,
(EVERY,[MEANING o r b l t l ,  SUBJECTS1 
RELATION r c l o r b i t ] ),  
(MEANING o r b i t l ,  SUBJECTSl 
RELATION r c l o r b i t ] ) ,  
(MEANING o r b i t l ,  SUBJECTSl 
RELATION rc l  o r b i t ] ) ]
range r c l  o r b i t ) ,  
(EVERY, range r o l _ o r b i t ) ,  
(EVERY, range r e l _ o r b i t ) .
( "orbi  t e d ” ,
[MEANING discover ! ! ,  SUBJECTSl (EVERY, r ange  r c l _ d i s c o v e r ) , 
RELATION r e l _ d l s c o v e r | ),
[MEANING o r b i t 2 ,  SUBJECTSl (EVERY, range r c l _ o r b i t ) ,  
RELATION ro l  o r b i t l ) |
b e ) i c f v b  113t  =
[ ("know” , [MEANING know]) ,
("knows",  [MEANING know]),
( " b e l i e v e " ,  [MEANING b c l i e v e ] ) ,
( " b e l i e v e s " ,  (MEANING b e l i e v e ] ) |
b e l i c f r e l  con 
-• [ ( (A, s e t o f m e n ) , (hd.  f s t . l a s t )
( s c n t i n t  con (words "Bond i s  a famous d i s c o v e r e r . " ) ) ) ,
( (THE, [6' /]) , (hd.  f s t .  l a s t )
( s e n t _ i n t  con (words "someone d i s c o v e r e d  a r ed  m o on . " ) ) ) ,
( (A, s e t  of  men), ( hd . f s t . l a s t )
( s c n t i n t  con (words "Bernard d i s c o v e re d  a l l  red  mo on s . " ) ) ) ]
d e l  i n t  l i s t  -
[ ( " t h e " ,  [DET_VAL func t lon_dono tcd_by_a,  DET_STR "a" ,  NUMBER " a n y " ] ) ,
( " a " ,  [DET~VAL func t lon_dono t ed~by_a ,  DET~STR "a" ,  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] )
("an" ,  [DET_VAL func t l on_deno t cd_by_a ,  DET~STR "a" ,  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
( "any",  [DET_VAL func t i on_deno t ed_by_a,  DET_STR "a" ,  NUMBER " a n y " ] ) ,
("no" ,  (DET VAL func t ion_dcnot ed_by_none,  DET_STR "0" ,  NUMBER " a n y " ] ) ,
( " eve ry" ,  [DET_VAL fun c t i on_deno t cd_by_eve ry ,  D£T_STR " a l l " ,  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ]
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( " a l l " ,  IDET VAl. f unc t i on_deno t ed_by  ev e ry ,  DKT STR " a l l " ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ! )
(“one" ,  [DET~VAL ( f u n c t i o n d c n o t e d b y  1) ,  DKT STR ” 1", NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
(" two",  [DET_VAL ( f u n c t i o n  d e n o t c d b y  2 ) ,  DKT STR NUMBER "p i l i ra  1" 1) ,
( " t h r e e " ,  [BET_VAL ( f u n c t 1on“denotod_by 3) ,  DKT~STH "3" ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ! ) ,
( " fo u r " ,  (DET_VAI. ( f u nc t l on^ de no t ed  by -1), DKT STR "4" ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l ” ] ) ,
( " f i v e " ,  (DET_VAI. ( f unc t  1 o n d c n o t e d b y  b) , DKT'STR "b" ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
( " s i x " ,  (DET_VAI. ( f unc t  i o n d c n o t e d  by 6) ,  DKT STU "6" ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] } ,
( " s even" ,  (DETVAl. ( f u n c t 1on_dcnoted“ by 7) ,  DKT STR "7" ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
( " e i g h t ” , [DETJ/AL ( f u n c t i o n d c n o t e d  by 8 ) ,  DKT STR "H", NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
("most" ,  [DET_VAI. f u n c t i o n  d e n o t e d b y m a n y , DKT STU "many",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
("some",  (DET_VAI. f u n c t i o n d c n o t e d  b y n ,  DKT STR "a" ,  NUMBER "any" ] ) ,
("none" ,  [DET_VAL fu n c t i o n  d e n o t e d b y n o n o ,  DKTSTR "0" ,  NUMBER “an y " ] ) ,
("many", [DET VAL fu n c t i o n  deno t ed  by most ,  DET STR "mos t” , NUMBER "piur . t  1 "1) |
numb _of _ l i s t  «■
[ ("one",
(" two",
( " t h r e e " ,
( " fo u r " ,
( " f i v e " ,
( " s i x " ,
( " s even” ,
( " e i g h t " ,
i n d o f p r o n _ in t _ l  1s t  -
I ( " anyone" ,  ( t r a n s l a t e  Inde fPron  As Detph "a p e r s o n . " )
t+ (SORT "anim" ,  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
( " an y t h i n g" ,  ( t r a n s l a t e  I nde fP ron  As Detph "a t h i n g . " )
++ (SORT "inanim",NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
("anybody",  ( t r a n s l a t e  I ndefP ron  As Detph "a p e r s o n . " )
++ (SORT "anim",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
("someone",  ( t r a n s l a t e  I nde fP ron  As Detph "a p e r s o n . " )
++ (SORT "anlm",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
( " some th ing" ,  ( t r a n s l a t e  I nd e fP ron  A3 Detph "a t h i n g . " )
t+ (SORT "inanim",NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
("somebody",  ( t r a n s l a t e  I nde fP ron  As Detph "a p e r s o n . " )
[SORT "anim",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
( " everyone" ,  ( t r a n s l a t e  I nde fPron  As Detph " every  p e r s on . " )
++ [SORT "anlm",  NUMBER " s i n q l r " ] ) ,
( " e v e r y t h i n g " , ( t r a n s l a t e  I nd e fP ron  As Detph " eve ry  t h i n g . " )
++ [SORT "inanim",NUMBER " s i n g l r " ) ) ,
( " everybody",  ( t r a n s l a t e  I nd e fP ron  As Detph " eve ry  pe r s o n . " )
+f [SORT "anim",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ]
p r o n o u n _ i n t _ l i s t  =
[ ( " h o ” , [SORT "anlm",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
( " she " ,  [SORT "anim",  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,  
( " i t " ,  [SORT " inan im",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) ,
( " t he y" ,  [SORT "any" ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l " ] ) ,
(" them",  (SORT "any" ,  NUMBER " p l u r a l ” ] ) ,
("him",  [SORT "anlm",  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ) I
v e r b p h j o l n _ i n t _ l i s t  *>
( ( " a n d" ,  [VBPHJOIN_VAL i n t e r s e c t ) ) ,
( " o r " ,  [VBPHJOIN_VAL u n i o n ] ) |
r e l p r o n  i n t  l i s t  =
[ { " t h a t " ,  ”  (RELPRON_VAL i n t e r s e c t ] ) ,
("who",  [R£LPRON_VAL i n t o r s e c t l ) ,
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( " w h i c h " . [HKLPRONVAI.  i n t e r s e c t ] ) )
noun jo in i n t  l i s t  *
[ ("and"!  (NOCJNJOIN_VAL i n t e r s e c t ) ) ,
( " o r " ,  [NOUNJOIN_VAL union]  ) 1
.sent joi n_ i nt  1 i s t
I (". ind” , [SKNTJOIN_VAL sand] ) ]
Lermphjoin i n t  l i s t  ■
[ ("and",  [TKRMPHJOIN VAL t crmph_and ] ),
( " o r ” , |TERMPI!JOIN_VAL t e rm pb ~o r ] ) J
p r e p l n t l 1s t  - 
( ( " b y ”, [PRKPVAL id ] ) J
prep_of_ I n t_  I ! s t  "
( { " o f ,  (OK VAL {->151
th e  i n t l l s t  ■
I ( " t h e" ,  I NULL ( ] ] ) ]
t han  w o r d l i s t  >■
1 ( " t h a n " , INULL [11)1
a p o 3 t _ ) n t _ l i s t  >
[ ( " ’ s ” . [NULL [ ] ) ) ]
1i n k i n q v b i n t _ l i s t  - 
I ( " i s " ,  [LINKINGVB_VAL i d ] ) ,
("was" ,  [LINKINGVB_VAL i d ] ) ,
( " a r e " ,  [ LINKINGVB_VAL i d ] ) ,
( "were" ,  [LINK!NGVB VAL i d ] ) ]
quan t  i n t l i s t  -*
I ( "more" ,  [QUANT^VAL func t i on_dcno t ed_by_more ] ) ,
( " l e s s " ,  [QUANT_VAL f u n c t i o n _ d c n o t e d _ b y _ lo s s ) ) ,
("more t h a n " ,  [QUANT_VAL func t l on_deno t cd_by_more ] ) ,
( " l o s s  t ha n" ,  [QUANTVAL f u n c t i o n _ d c n o t o d _ b y _ l e s s ] ) ,
( " as  much a s ” , [QUANT VAL func t ion_deno t ed_by_same) ))
func t  ion dc no t ed  by more xs y s  *■ 1x3 > Kys
f u nc t i o n  den o t ed_by_ l e s3  xs y s  » #X3 < t y s
f u n c t ! on_dcnoLed_by_same xs ys  = flxs ■= Kys
II 2 .  BASIC INTERPRETERS
cnoun_!n t  ■- make_inte rpre te r__f rom c n o u n _ i n t _ l i s t  
a d j l n t  •* m a k e l n t e r p r c t c r ^ f r o m  a d j e c t l v c _ i n t _ l i s t  
pnoun_ ln t  “ m ak e _ i n t e r p r c t c r _ f r o m  p n o u n _ i n t _ l i s t
i n t r a n s v b _ i n t  = ma k e_ in t e r p r e t o r _ f r o m  i n t r a n s v b _ i n t _ l i s t  
t r a n s v b  i n t  ** m a ko _ i n t c r p r c t e r _ f ro m  t r a n 3 V b _ i n t _ l i a t  
d e t _ i n t  =■ ma ko _ i n t c r p r e t c r _ f ro m  d e t _ i n t _ l i s t  
v e r b p h j o i n i n t  » ma k e_ in t c r p r e t e r _ f r o m  v e r b p h j o i n _ i n t _ l i s t  
r e l p r o n _ i n t  - ma k e_ in to rp ro t e r _ f ro m r c l p r o n _ i n t _ l l s t  
3 e n t j o i n _ i n t  -- ma k c_ in t c rp r e to r_ f ro m  s e n t j o i n _ i n t _ l i s t  
i n d e f p r o n _ ln t  « m a ke _ i n t c r p r e t e r _ f ro m  i n d e f p r o n _ i n t _ l i s t  
n o u n j o i n i n t  - m ak c_ i n t c r p r e t e r _ f r o m  n o u n j o i n _ i n t _ l i s t
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t c r m p h j o in _ i n t  «■ m a k c _ i n t e r p r e t c r _ f  rom tcrmph j o i  n_l n t_ l  I ol
p ronoun_ in t  “ ma k o_ ln to rp r c t c r _ f ro m pronoun_Lnt_l  i s l  
l i n k i n g v b _ i n t  «> mak o_ i n to r p ro to r_ f ro m H n k i n g v b _ l n t _ l l  s t  
p r e p _ i n t  » mako_ i n to rp ro t e r _ f r om p r e p _ i n t _ l 1st
p a s s t r v b _ i n t  = make i n t e r p r o t o r _ f r o m  p a s s t r v b _ i n t _ l i s t
q u a n t _ i n t  -  makc_ ln to r p ro to r _ f r om q u a n t _ l n t _ l  i u t
p r c p _ o f _ i n t  «■ ma ko _ i n t c rp r c t c r_ f ro m  p rc p _ o f _ in t  l i 3 t  
t h c _ i n t  « m ak c _ i n t c r p r c t e r _ f r o m  t h e _ i n t _ l i s t  
a p o s t ^ i n t  » m a kc _ i n t e r p r c t c r _ f r o m  ap os t _ ln t_ lS3 L
b o l i c f _ v b  = make_ in t c r p r e t ev _ f rom  b e l i c [ _ v b _ l i s t
i lmore_ than = m ak e _ i n t e r p r c t c r _ f r o m  m o r e _ th a n _ l i s t  
than_word = m ak o_ i n to rp r e t e r _ f r om  th a n_ w o rd _ l i s t
I I A KIND OF MEANING OF
t r a n s l a t e  t o  As from inp
-  do_ con vc r s ion s  from to  ( ( f s t . h d )  ( ( g c t i n t e r p  from)
(c on t e x t_ o f  from) (words I n p ) ))
do _c on ve r s i ons  Detph IndefP ron  (MEANING (DETPK_STRUCT s
(DETPH_VAL V) t  p gl  q ? ) : SUBJECTS1 ( q , s e t ) : x )
-  [MEANING (INDEFPRON_STRUCT s (INDEFPRON_VAL V) t  p ql g 2 ) , SUBJECTSl (q,3oL>|
do co n v e r s io n s  NounCla Cnoun (MEANING (NOUNCLA STRUCT s (NOUNCI.A_VAI. v) L p <j) q 2 ) ;x )
- “ [MEANING (CNOUN_STRUCT s (CNOUNJ/AL v) t  p g l  g2) 1
c a n t e x t _ o f  NounCla -  [DET_5TR "a " ,  CONTEXT EMPTY 1 
c o n t c x t _ o f  Detph ° [)
g e t i n t e r p  Detph -  d o t p h _ i n t  
g e t i n t c r p  Nouncla = n o un c l a _ i n t
| I  R e l a t i o n s  a s  p r e d i c a t e s ,  f o r  t h e  ' o f _ s t r u c t '
d i s c o v e re d p  x y = member r c l _ d i s c o v c r  (y,x) 
o r b i t p  x y -  member r o l _ o r b i t  (x,y)
i n v e r s e _ m a t c h _ d e t _ s t r  s t r  = func t i on_dcno t ed_by  (numval s t r ) ,  d i g i t  (hd s t r )
-  f unc t i on_dono tod_by_a ,  ( s t r  = "a " )  \ /  ( s t r  •= " t h e ” )
» func t i on_ den o t c d_ by_ cv e ry ,  s t r  = " a l l "
-  f unc t i on_dono tcd_by_many , s t r  = "many"
-  funct ion_dono tod_by_most ,  o th e r w i s e
match. do t . , s t r "a" V a (A,V)
match. d e t . s t r " t h e" V a {THE,v)
match. , dc t . _ s t r " a l l " V a (EVERY,V)
match dot ._s t r "many" V a {MANY,v)
match. do t . , s t r "most" V a (MOST,v)
match. d e t s t r «0" V a (NONE,v)
match. d e t . , s t r M ̂  H V a (NUM l , v )
match de t . , 3 t r "2“ V - (NUM 2 , vj
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match del. s t r  "3" 
match do t  s t r  M"
(NUM 3, V) 
(NUM fl.V)
now v.il (A, ne t )  funct ion_dcnotod_by_a  s e t
new val  (THE, (o ]) t e s L w r t  e
new va i  (EVERY, s e t )  : f unc t  1 on_dcnoted_by_cvory s o t
new va) (MANY, s e t )  •• funct ion_dcnotcd_by_many s e t
new v.il (MOST, s e t )  f unc t ion_dcnot ed_by_most  s e t
new val  (NONE, ne t )  funct ion_dcno tcd_by_none  s e t
now v.il (NUM n, s e t )  • f unc t l on _dc na t cd  by n s e t










' ( x 














o v a  1 
-  v; 
o v a  )
• v; 
o v a I
• w ; 
o v a I
■ v;  
o v a I
■ v;
O V A  1
■ v;
"moon" " 
o r  (map 
"moon" 1 
o r  (map 
"moon" ’ 
o r  (map 
"moon" 1 





man” v (A, se t )
(d i s cove rcdp  x) s e t ) )  
man" v (THE,sot)
(d i s covercdp  x) ne t )  ) 
human" v (A, se t )  
( d i s covercdp  x! s e t )  1 
human" v (THE,sot) 
( d i s cove rcdp  x) s e t ! ]  
man" v (EVERY,set)
(d i s covercdp  x) s e t ) ]  
human" v (EVERY,sot)
(d i scove rcdp  x) s e t ) ]
check re _ and_oval  "moon” "p l a n e t " V (A, s e t )
f X x <- v; o r  (map ( o r b i t p x) s e t )  ]
check re and ova l  "moon” "p l a n e t " V (THE,sot)
- f X x <- v;  o r  (map ( o r b i t p x) s e t )  ]
check re a n d c v a )  "moon" " Inanim" •• (A, se t )
• f X x <- v;  o r  (map ( o r b i t p x) s e t )  ]
check re _and_eval  "moon" " inanim" V (THE,set)
= f X x <- v;  o r  (map ( o r b i t p x) s e t ) ]
check re and eva l  "moon" *p l a n e t " V (EVERY,sot)
- r X x <- v;  and (map ( o r b i t p x) s e t ) ]
check re and eva l  "moon" 1inanim" V (EVERY,set)
- 1 X x < -  v; and (map ( o r b i t p x) s e t )  ]
q e t _ l e a s t u p p e r  ( t l : t l s )  ( t 2 : t 2 s )  = ( l c a s t _ u p p e r  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  t l )  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  t 2 ) )
l i l t e r !  (EVERY, 3 c t . l )
f i  I t e r l  
f i l t e r l  
f ! 1 t c r l  
f U t e r i  
f i l t e r l  
f i I t e r l  
f t  i t e r l
(A, s o i l )  (q2, 
(EVERY, SOLI )  
(THE, s e e l ) 
(MANY, s e t l ) 
(NONE, s e t l )  
(MOST, s e t l )  
(NUM n,  s e t l )
(A, se t2)  
se t2)  r c l
r c l (A, i x I x <- s e t 2 ;  e x i s t s  s e t l  x r o l l )
(q2, [ x 1 x <- s e t 2; e x i s t s  s e t l  x r e l ] )
(q2, so t2)  r c l  p (q2, I x I x <-  s e t 2 ;  eve ry  s e t l  x r e l ] )  
(q2, s e t2 )  r c l  (q2, ( x I x <-  s c t 2 ;  i n d i v i d  s e t l  x r o l l )  
(q2, s e t2 )  ro l  “ (q2, [ x I x <-  s e t 2 ;  mmany s e t l  x r o l ] )
(q?,  s e t 2) r c l  “ (q2, [ x I x <-  s e t 2 ;  nonec s e t l  x r e l ] )
(q2, s e t2 )  r e l  (q2, ( x ! x <-  s c t 2 ;  mmost s e t l  x r e l ) )
(q2, s c t 2 )  r e l  =» (q2, [ x I x <-  s c t2?
(numb o f  r e l a t e d  s e t l  x r e l )  ” n 1)
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£ i l t c r 2  (q l ,  s e t ! )  
f i l t c r 2  !q l ,  s e t l )  
f i l t c r 2  (q l ,  s e t l )  
f i l t e r 2  (q l ,  s e t l !  
f l l t e r 2  (q l ,  s e t l )  
f i l t c r 2  (q l ,  s e t l )  
f i l t e r Z  (q l ,  s e t l )
(A, s e t2 )  r e l  • ( q l ,  I x I X <- s e t  1; ex i s t : :  s e t ?  x r o l ] )  
(EVERY, s c t 2 )  r c l  -  ( q l , I X 1 x <- s c l I ;  eve ry  s e t ?  x  r e l ) )  
(THE, s e t ? )  r e l  - (q l ,  [ x I x <- s e t l ;  I nd i v id  s e t ?
(MANY, s e t ? )  r o l  - (ql ,  [ x I
(NONE, s c t2 )  r e l  = (ql ,  [ x I 
(MOST, s e t2 )  r c l  - (ql ,  ( x I 
(NUM n, so t2)  r e l  -  (ql ,  ( X
(numb o f  r e l a t e d  s c t 2  x ro l )  u n))
x r e l ) )
x <- s e t l ;  mmnny s e t ?  x r e l ] )
x <- s e t l ;  nonce 3c t ?  x re ' . ] )
x <- s e t l ;  mmost s e t ?  x r e l ] )
x <- so t  1 ;
e x i s t s  (] x r o l  = F a l s e
e x i s t s  ( e : c s )  x r e l  True,  member r c l  (e,x)
» e x i s t s  os x r e l ,  o t h e r w i se
eve ry  [) x r o l  - True
eve r y  ( c : c s )  x r c l  ° (member r e l  (o ,x) J  t  (every e s  x r e l )
i n d i v i d  ( c : e s )  x r o l  = member r e l  (e , x)
mmany os x r c l  = (numb_of_rc l a tcd  c s  x r e l )  > 2 
mmost c s  x r e l  = (numb_of r e l a t e d  e s  x r o l )  > (Kes/2)
nonoe s e t  x r o l  = (numb_of_ rc l a t ed  s e t  x r e l  - 0)
numb_of_ ro la t cd  [] x r e l  = 0 
numb_of_rol a t cd  ( c : c s )  x r o l  
-  1 + (numb_of_rol a t cd  c s  x r e l ) ,  member r e l  (e , x)
■ numb_of_rc l a t ed  e s  x r e l ,  o t he r w i se
d i s ag rc c_ o n  (SENT STRUCT (SENTl s i  (SUHJS1 ( q l , s e t l ) )
(SENTjVAL v l )  (OFTYPEl t l )  (PROPl p i )  (GTRll q l ) (GTRl ? g ? ) I )
(SENT_STRUCT (SENTl s2 (SUBJSl ( q 2 , s c t 2 ) )  (SENT VAI, v?)
(OFTYPEl t 2 )  (PROPl p2) (GTRll r l )  (GTRl2 r 2 ) ))
-  compa r c_ fca tu r e s  (TFEATURE1 (OFTYPEl t l ) )  (TFEATURE1 (OFTYPEl t ? ) )  M
com par e_ fea tu ro s  (PFEATURE1 (PROPl p i ) )  (PFEATURE1 (PROPl p 2 ) ) **
compar o_ foa tu r e s  (G1FEATURE1 (GTRll g l ) )  (G1FEATURE1 (GTRll r l ) )  m
comparo _ fe a t u r c s  (G2FEATURE1 (GTRl? g ? ) ) (G2FEATURE1 (GTRl? r ? ) )
com pa r e_ f ea t u r e s  f l  f2 = makc_d i s ag r ce_ tup l c  f l  f ? ,  f l  f?
«■ [ ) ,  o t he r w i se
mak c_d l s ag roc_ tup lo  (PFEATURE1 (PROPl p i ) )  (PFEATUREl (PROPl p?)> lUl'HROPl ( p ] , p ? ) ]
j o i nv bp h_ in t  *= ( c o n s i s t s _ o f  [vorbph_in t ]
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c s
( ( " m e a n i n g " , " i s " , c o n v e r t  t o _ j o i n v e r b p h , ( ("moanIng",  f f s t  p a r t ) | ) ] )
w i t h _ n o _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l c s
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r e _ r u l e s )
S o ro l s e
( c o n s i s t s _ o f  [v e r b p h _ l n t , v e r b p h jo in _  i n t ,  j o i n vb p h _ in t |
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<wi th_.UL syn r u l e s
[ {"mean!ng” , ” 1s " , c o n n e c t  s t r u c t u r e s , 1 ("meaning",  £ f s t _ p a r t ) ,  
( "vo rbphjo in  vo l " ,  s n d p a r t ) ,
("meaning",  t h r d _ p a r t ) ])1)
wi t h _ n c _ i n h _ a t t _ c a i c _ r u l e s  
w i th  no f a i  I u r c r u l o s )
where
c o n v e r t_ to _ j o l n vo rb p h  [MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT s) ]
- MEANING (VKRBP)!_STRUCT (chock v b _ s t r u c t  s ) ) 
connec t  s t r u c t u r e s  [MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT s i ) , VBPUJOIN_VAL £,
MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT s2) 1 
■ MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT ( a p p l y v b p h j o i n  s i  s2 f ) )
chock v b _ u t r u c t  (STRUCTl s J ( INTRANSVB_VAL v) t  p gl  g2)
(STRUCT! s J ( INTRANSVUVAL v) t  p gl  g2) 
check_v b_ 3 t ru c t  (STRUCT? s j (TRANSVBPH_VAL v) t  p gl  g2)
. (STRUCT? r. j (TRANSVBPII_VAL v) t  p g l  g2)
opply_vbph jo i  n (STRUCT1 s t  j l  (INTRANSVB_VAL v l )  (OFTYPEl t l )
(PROPl p i )  (GTRll r l )  (GTRl2 r 2 ) )
(STRUCTl s?  J2 (INTRANSVB_VAL v2) (OFTYPEl t2)  (PROPl p2) (GTRll g l )  (GTRl2 g2))
(STRUCTl SO j l  (INTRANSVB_VAL vO) (OFTYPEl tO) (PROPl pO) (GTRll y l ) (GTRl2 y 2 ) )
whore
sO ■- s i  I I " " i i  s2 
vO - f v l  v2
tO -  g c t _ l o a 3 t_ u p p c r  t l  t 2  
pO ~ mkset (pi t» p2)
yl mkset  ( r l  11 g l )
y? » mkset  (r2 i i  g2)
app ly  vbp h jo in  (STRUCTl s i  j l  <INTRANSVB_VAL v l )  t l  p i  g l  g2)
(STRUCT? s? j2 (TRANSVBPH_VAL v2) t 2  p2 r l  r2) f
- STRUCT? s? j ?  (TRANSVBPH_VAL ( f  v l  v2) 1 t 2  p2 r l  r2
ap p1y vbph j o i n  (STRUCT? s2 j l  (TRANSVBPH_VAL v2) t 2  p2 r l  r2)
(STRUCTl s! J2 (INTRANSVB VAL v l )  t l  p i  g l  g2) £
- STRUCT? s2 j l  (TRANSVBPH^VAL ( f  v l  v 2 ) ) t 2  p2 r l  r2
app )y_vbph jo in  (STRUCT? s i  j l  (TRANSVBPH_VAL v l )  t l  p i  g l  g2)
(STRUCT? s? J2 (TRANSVBPil_VAL v2) t 2  p2 r l  r2) f
- STRUCT2 3? j l  (TRANSVBPHVAL <f v l  v 2 ) ) t 2  p2 r l  r2
| | *  D i f f e r e n t  t ypo s  o f  ( s amo-ca togory)  s t r u c t u r e s
t y p e o f  torraph (TERMPIi_STRUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT 1 S v t  p g l  g2) ) = 1  
lype_o f~t crmph (TERMPH_STRUCT (TERMP1I_STRUCT2 x ) ) -  2
t y p e o f  j o i n t e rmph  (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCTl s v t  p g l  g 2 ) ) -  1
t y p e o f " j o l n t o r m p h  (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (J0INTERMPH_STRUCT2 c o n t e x t t ) )  -  2
ty p c_ o f ~ jo in t e rm ph  (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (J0INTERMPH_STRUCT3 s e n t ) )  -  3
t y p o o f c o n t e x t  (CONTEXT (SENTl s s u b j s  v t l  p i  g l l  g l 2 ) )  “ 1 
t y p o o f c o n t e x t  (CONTEXT (SENT? s sub j 3  v t 2  p2 g21 g22))  “ 2 
t y p o o f c o n t e x t  (CONTEXT (SENT3 s  v (AND s c n t l  s c n t 2 ) ) )  -  3
n o l c f l _ p r o n o u n  mlhs - ( t ypo_ o f_ jo in t e r mph  mlhs » 1) 
n o _ r i g h t  pronoun m2 = ( t ypc_of_tormph m2 = 1)
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I 3 .  NON-BASIC INTERPRETERS
a d j s _ i n t  ■= ( c on s i s t s _D f  [ a d j _ i n t l  
(w i th_aLt_syn_ ru)c s
[ ("moaning",  " i s " ,  convslO,  ( ("meaning",  ffai._p.irt . ) 1), 
( " s o r t " ,  " i s " ,  same, [ ( " s o r t " ,  f  f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) I ) 
w i th _ no _ l nh _a tL _c a l c_ ru Ic s  
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r c r u l e s )
S o r c l s e
( c o n s i s t s _ o f  [ a d j _ i n t , a d ] s _ i n t ]
(w i t h_ a t t  s y n r u l e s
[ ( " m ea n i ng " , " i s " , c o m b i n c_ ad j s ,  [ ("meaning",  ( f s t  p a r t ) ,  
("meaning",  s n d p a r t ) 1),
( " s o r t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t ” , f f s t p a r t ) 1)] )  
w i t h _ n o _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c r u l c s  
( w i t h _ f a i l u r o _ r u l e s
[ ( c h c c k _ f o r_ so r t s ,  ( ("meaning",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ,
( " m e a n i n g " , s n d _ p a r t ) 1)1))
sn o u n c l a _ i n t  ” ( c o n s i s t s a f  [ n o u n _ s t r u c t )
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
[ ("meaning",  " i s " ,  same, [ ("meani ng",  f fst. p a r t ) ! ) ,
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t p a r t ) 1),
( "number" , " i s " , s a m e , [ ("number",  f f s t _ p a r l ) 11))
(w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
( [ ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " , l h s ) 1)11) 
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r e _ r u l o s )
S o rc l s e
( c o n s i s t s _ o f  [ a d j s i n t ]
(wi! .h_at t  syn r u l e s
[ ("meaning",  " i s " , m ak e _s n _s t r uc Q ,  [ ("meaning",  f f s t p a r t )  ] ) , 
( " s o r t " ,  " i s ” , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t  p a r t ) 1),
("number” , " i s " , s i n g l c _ n u m b , [ ) ) J )
wi t h_no_i  nh_at  t _ c a I c _ r u ) o 3 
with_no_ f a i  l u r e _ r u l e s )
S o rc l s e
( c o n s i s t s  o f  [ a d j s _ i n t , n o u n _ s t r u c t 1 
(w i t h _ a t t _ sy n _ ru l o s
[ ("meaning",  " i s " ,m _sn ou nc I a ,  [ ("meaning",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ,  
("meaning",  s n d _ p a r t ) [ ) ,
( " s o r t " , " i s ” , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) 1),
( " n u m b e r " , " i s ” , s a m e , [ ("number",  s n d _ p a r t ) 1) ] )
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
I [ I , 1 ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s ”, s a m e , ( ( “c o n t e x t " , l h s ) J ) J ))
(wi t h _ f a i  l u r c _ r u l c s
[ ( c h e c k _ f o r _ s o r t s , [ ( " m o a n i n g " , f f s t p a r t ) ,
( " m e a n i n g " , s n d _ p a r t ) 1)1))
where
s ing le_numb [] » NUMBER " s i n g l r "
o f _ s t r u c t  “ ( c o n s i s t s _ o f  [ c n o u r . _ in t , p r c p _ o f _ i n t , t c r m p h _ i n t  1 
(w i t h _a t t _ sy n  r u l e s
[ ("meaning",  " i s " , d i s a m b i g u a t e , [ ("meaning” , f f s t  p a r t ) ,  
("meaning” , t h r d p a r t ) ,
( " 3 j b j e c t s l " ,  t h r d _ p a r t )1 ) ,
( " s u b j c c t 3 l " , " i s ” , s a m e , [ ( " s u b j e c t s l ",  t h r d _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
( " 3 o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) 1),
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( w l t h l n h a t L c a l c r u l o s  
1(1, (1,1 ("ccntciKL", " i s " ,  same, I ( " c o n t e x t ", l h s )  )) J 1) 
wi t h n o f a  i 1 u r c _ r u l  es) 
SoreJ so
( c o n s i s t s  o f  (cnoun 1n t , p r e p _ o f ^ i n t , t c r m p h _ i n t , a p o s t _ i n t |  
( w l t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
I ("meaning",  " I s ” , d i s am b ig u a t e ,  ( ("moaning",  f f s t _ p a r t )  , 
("moaning",  t h r d _ p a r t ) ,
( " s u b j o c t s l ",  t h r d _ p a r t ) ) ) ,
( "sub jtjct.nl ",  "i  s " ,  same, I ( "sub j e c t s l " ,  t h r d _ p a r t )  ) ) ,
( " s o r t " , " i  s " ,3ame,  ( ( " s o r t ” , f f s t _ p a r t ) )1,
( " n um b er " , " i s " , s a m e , I ( " n um b er " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ))1)  
wi t h_no_ inh_a11_ca1c _ r u l o s  
w i th _ n o _ f a l l u ro _ ru l o 3 )
where
d i s amb igua t e  (MEANING (CNOUN STRUCT si  (CNOUN_VAL v l )  t l  p i  gl  g 2 ) , 
MEANING (TERMP1 INSTRUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT1 s2 v
(OFTYPEl ( t l )  p2 r l  r 2 ) ) ,  SUBJECTSl ( q , s c t ) |  
- MEANING (SNOUNCI,A_STRUCT s i  (SNOUNCLA_VAE
( c h e c k _ r e l - and_eval  s i  t  v l  ( q , s e t ) ) )  t l  p2 g l  g2)
noun s t r u c t  =• ( cons i s t s_oC  | cnoun_ in t )
(wi t b _ a t t _ s y n _ ru J  e s
( ( " m o a n i n g " , " l s " , m a k c _ sn _ s t ru c l ,  I ( "mean ing" ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) 1), 
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , I ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) j ),
("number",  " i s " ,  same, ( ("number",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ) ) ) )  
w i t  h_no_1nh_a 11 _c a1c _ ru 1c s 
w i th^ no _ fa i  l u r c _ r u l e s )
Sore 1 so
( c o n s i s t s o f  ( o f _ s t r u c t )
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
( ("moaning” , " i s " ,  same, ( ("moaning",  f  f s t _ p a r t )  ) ) ,
( " s o r t " , " S s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
("number",  " i s " ,  same, I ( "number " ,  f  f s t _ p a r t ) ) ) ] )
(wi t h _ l n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l c s
| I ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e ,  [ ( " c o n t e x t " , l h s ) 1)11)
‘- i t h  no f a i  l u r e _ r u l c s )
d o t p h Z i n t  •• ( c o n s i s t s _ o f  ( q u a n t _ i n t , r c l n o u n c l a _ i n t ,  t h a n _ w o r d , t c r m p h _ in t ) 
( w i t h _ a t t  sy n _ r u i c s
( ("meaning” , " i s " , s a m e ,  ( ( " qua n t_ va l " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ,
("meaning",  s n d _ p a r t ) ,
("meaning",  t h r d _ p a r t ) | ) ) )
w i t h _ n o _ l n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l c s  
wi t h_no _ f a i  l u r c _ r u l e 3 )
Sore 1 so
(eonr.i s t s o f  [ q u a n t _ in t ,  than_word,  t ormph_ in t )
(wi t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c 3
[ ( " m ea n i ng " , " i s " , s am e ,  ( ("moaning",  f f s t _ p a r t ) 1)1) 
wi t h _ n o _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l c s  
wi t h^no ^ fa  i l u r c ^ r u l e s )
S o rc l s e
( c o n s i s t s  o f  l q u a n t _ l n t , t c r m p h ^ i n t ]
(wi th_at t_syn__ r u l e s
1 ("meaning” , " i s " , s a m e , [ ("meaning",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ) ) ) )
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with_no_inh_att_calc_rules 
with no failure rules)
d c t p h _ i n t  " ( c o n s i s t s _ o f  I i n d c f p r o n _ i n t |
(wi t  h_.it  t _ sy n _ ru l  os
( ("meani n g " , " i s " , c o n v c r t t o d e t p h , 1 ("meani ng",  11 a t  p a r t ) 1 ) ,
( " s u b j e c t s l ",  " i s " ,  same, ( ( " s u b j e c t s l  ",  f  f s t__part )  1 ) ,
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t p a r t ) ) ) ,
( " n u m b e r " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ("number" , f f s t p a r t ) ] ) ] )  
w i t h _ n o _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r c _ r u l e s )
S o r c l s e
( c o n s i s t s _ o f  [ d o t _ i n t , p r o p _ o £ _ i n t , t h c _ ! n t , nouncla  i n t I  
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l o s
[ ( " m e a n i n g " , " i 3 " , a p p l y _ d e t l , I ( " d e t v a 1", f f a t  p a r t ) ,
("meaning",  f r t h _ p a r t ) 1) ,
( " s u b j e c t s l " , " i s " , p a i r _ s u b j s _ a n d _ q u a n t , ( ("dot  s t r " ,  f f s t  p a r t ),
("meaning",  f r t h _ p a r t ) 1),
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , I ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t p a r t ) 1),
( " nu mb er " , " i s " ,  s a m e , 1 ("number",  f f s t  p a r t ) ) ) ] )
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
[ ! ! , [ ] , [ ] , [  ( " d c t _ s t r " ,  " i s " ,  same, ( ( " d c t _ s t r " ,  f f s t _ p a r t )  | ) ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) l ) | | )  
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r c _ r u l e s )
So rc l s o
( c o n s i s t s _ o f  [ d c t _ i n t , n o u n c l a _ i n t ]
(w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c s
( ("meaning",  " i s " , a p p l y  _ d c t 2 , | ( " d e t _ v a l ", f  f s t  p a r t ) ,
("meaning",  snd p a r t ) ) ) ,
( " s u b j e c t s l " , " i s " , p a i r _ s u b j s _ a n d _ q u a n t ,  [ ( " d e t s t r " ,  f f s t  p a r t ) ,
("meaning",  s n d _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  s n d _ p a r t ) I ) ,
( " n u m b e r " , " i s " , 3 a m e , [ ("number",  s n d p a r t ) ) ) ) )
( w l t h _ l n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l o s
t (1,  I ( " d c t _ s t r " ,  " i s " , s a m e , ( ( "de t  s t r " ,  f f s t  p a r t ) ) ) ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ) ) ) ) )  
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r c _ r u l e s )
whe re
p a i r _ su b j s _ an d _q ua n t  [DET_STR s t r ,  MEANING (NOUNCI.A__STRUCT s (NOUNCI,AVAl. x) t  p gl  g2) | 
= SUBJECTSl (m a tc h_ d c t _ s t r  3 t r  x) 
c o n v e r t _ t o  de tp h  [MEANING (INDEFPRON_STRUCT s  (I NDEFPRON_VAI, v) t  p gl  g2) 1 
= MEANING (DETPH STRUCT s (DETPH_VAL v) t  p  g l  g2) 
a p p ly _ d o t l  [DET_VAL f ,  MEANING (NOUNCLA_STRUCT s (NOUNCl.A J/Al.  x) L p gl  <)2) I
= MEANING (DETPH STRUCT s (DETPH_VAL ( f  x) ) t  p g l  g2)
app ly  dc t 2  [DET_VAL f,MEANING <NOUNCLA_STRUCT s (NOUNCLA_VAI, x) t  p gl  g2) I
« MEANING (DETPH_STRUCT 3 (DET’HJ/AL ( f  x))  t  p  gl  g2)
r e l n o u n c l a  i n t  “ ( c o n s i s t s _ o f  ( s n o u n c l a i n t , r e l p r o n i n t , v e r b p h i n t ) 
(w l t h _ a t t _ 3 y n _ ru l e s
[("meaning","is",meaning_of_a_rnouncla, [("meaning", ffst part),
("rclpron_val", 3nd_part),
("moaning",  t h r d _ p a r t ) 1) ,
(“ s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ) ) ,
("number",  " i s " , s a m e , [ ("number" ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) I ) ) )
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l c s  
[[ ( " co n t e x t " ,  " i s " ,  same, [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l hs )  ! ) ] , [ ] ,
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[ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  " l a " ,  same, [ ( "context . " ,  Ibs)  I I ,
{"subject ,  s i  ",  ” 1s" ,  pai  r s u b j3_and_quanl2,  ( ( " d e t s t r " , l h s ) ,  ("meaning",  f  f s t p a r t )  1) ,  
("meaning",  " i  3" ,makc_ jo in tormph ,  [ ( "det  s t r ” , i h s ) , ("meaning" ,  f f s t  p a r t )  1) ,
( " s o r t ” , " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) 1),
("number",  " i s " , s a m e , [ ("number",  f f s t p a r t ) 1 ) I ))
w l t h n o  f a i l u r e _ r u l c s )
Sore I s e  
( c o n s i3 t s _ o f  ( s n o u n c l a i n t )
( w i t h _a t t _ sy n _ r u l e 3
( ( " m o an i n g " , " i s ” , c o n v e r t _ to _ r n o u n c l a ,  [ ("meaning",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
( " s o r t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) I ) ,
( "number",  " i s " ,  same, I ("number",  f f s t _ p u r t )  ] ) ])
(wi t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
[ [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i n " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ) ) ] I )
wi t h_no _ f a i  l u r e _ r u l c s )
where
c o n v e r t _ to _ r n o u n c l a  (MEANING (SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s v t  p g l  g 2 ) 1 
-  MEANING (RELNOUNCLA_STRUCT s ( c o n v c r t v a l  v) t  p g l  g2) 
where
co n v e r t  v,il (SNOUNCLA_VAL v) « RELNOUNCLA_VAL v 
meaniug_of_a_ rnouncl a  (MEANING ml, (RELPRON_VAL v ) ,  MEANING m2]
•- MEANING (app ly_ rc lp ronoun  ml m2 v)
pa! r s u b j s _ a n d _ q u a n t 2  (DET STR s t r ,  MEANING (SNOUNCLASTRUCT s (SNOUNCLA_VAL x) t  p g l  g2) ] 
■= SUBJECTSl (ma tch_ dc t _ s t r  s t r  x)
make_join t ermph (DET_STR s t r ,  MEANING (SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s (SNOUNCLA_VAL x) t  p g l  g 2 ) ]
“ MEANING (J0INTERMP1!_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCTl s (JOINTERMPH_VAL 
{ ( in v e r s c _ m a tc h _ d e t _ s t r  s t r )  x ) ) t  p g l  g 2 ) )
app ly _ r c I  pronoun (SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s i  (SNOUNCLA_VAL v l )  t l  p i  g l l  g l2)
(VKRBPNSTRUCT (STRUCTl s2 j  (INTRANSVB_VAL v2) t 2  p2 g21 g2 2 ) ) f  
RE1.N0UNCLASTRUCT s i  (RELNOUNCLA_VAL (f  v l  v2) )
(OFTYPEl [ s i l l  (nowpl pi  p2) (nowgl s2 g l l  g21) (newg2 g l2  g22) 
app l y  r e l  pronoun (SNOUNCI.A_STRUCT s i  (SNOUNCLAJfAL v l )  t l  p i  g l l  g l2)
(VERBP1! STRUCT (STRUCT2 s2 s u b j s  (TRANSVBPHJ/AL v2) t 2  p2 g21 g22) } £
RELNOUNCLASTRUCT s i  (RELNOUNCLAJfAL ( f  v l  v2) )  (OFTYPEl [ s i ] )  p i  g l l  g l2  
ap p ly _ re lp ro no un  (SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s i  (SNOUNCLA_VAL v l )  t l  p i  g l l  g l2)
(VERBPIISTRUCT (STRUCTl s2 s u b j s  (TRANSVBPH_VAL v2) t2  p2 g21 g22) ) f
-  RE1,N0UNCI.A_STRUCT s i  (RELNOUNCLA VAL ( f  v l  v2) ) (OFTYPEl [ s i ] )  p i  g l l  g l2
newtl  (OFTYPEl t l )  (OFTYPEl t2)  -  OFTYPEl (mk3Ct ( t l  ++ t 2 })
newpl (PROPl p i )  (PROPl p2) -  PROPl (mkset (pi ++ p2))
newgl si (GTRll g l )  (GTRll g2) » GTRll (mk30t ( s l : ( g l  ++ g2 ) J )
newg2 (GTRl2 gl ) (GTRl2 g2) - GTRl2 (mkset (gl  ++ g2})
n o u n c l a _ i n t  « ( c o n s i s t s _ o f  ( r e l n o u n c l a _ i n t , n o u n j o i n _ i n t ,  n o u n c l a _ i n t ]
(wi th a t t _ s y n _ r u l o 3
[ ( " m e a n i n g " , " i s " ,m e a n i n g _ n o u n c l a l , [ ( "meaning" ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ,
( " n o u n jo i n _ v a l " ,  s n d _ p a r t ) ,
("meaning",  t h r d _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
( " s o r t ” , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " 3 o r t ” , f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
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("number”, "i3", same, [ ("number”, ffst part)))])
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
[ [ ( " d e t _ s t r " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " d e t _ s t r " ,  l h s ) ] ) ,
("context", "is”,same,(("context", lhs)]!],(!,
(("dot_str", "is",same,[("dct_str", lhs))).
( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ) ] )
w i t h n o f a l  l u r e r u l e s )
5orelsc
(con3i3ts_of (rclnouncla_int, rclpron_int. 1 i nk ingvb_int, nouncl a int ] 
(with_att_3yn_rulos
[("meaning", "is",meaning nouncla?,[("meaning", ffst part), 
("rclpron_val", snd_part),
("meaning",  f r t h _ p a r t ) J ),
( " s o r t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
("number","is",same,[("number", ffst_part)])))
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l o s  
[ [ ( " d e t _ 3 t r " ,  " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " d c t _ s t r " ,  l h s ) ) ) ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s ” , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ) , [ ] , [ ] ,
[ ( " d e t _ s t r " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " d e t s t r " ,  l h s ) ] ) ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ) ) ] ] )
wlth_no_ f a i  1 u ro _ ru l e s )
Sorclse
(consists_of [rolnouncla int]
( w l t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c s
[("meaning",”13", rjnvcrt_to_nouncla, [("meaning", fist part))) 
("sort","is",same,[ ("sort", ffst_part)1),
("number",  " i s " ,  s a m e , [ ("number",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ) )
(with_lnh_att_calc_rulcs 
([("det_str", "is",same,(( " d etstr”, lhs)I),
( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ] ) )
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r e _ r u l c s )
where
convcrt_to_nouncla (MEANING (RELNOUNCI.A_STRUCT s (RELNOUNCI.A_VAI. v) t p ql 
= MEANING (NOUNCLAJSTRUCT s (NOUNCLA_VAL v) t p gl g2) 
meaning_nouncla2 [MEANING ml, (RELPRONJ/AL f) , MEANING m2)
» MEANING (cval_nouncla ml f m2) 
mcaning_nounclal [MEANING ml, (NOUNJOINVAL f), MEANING m2I 
= MEANING (eval nouncla ml f m2)
e va l_ nou nc la  (PELNOUNCLA_STRUCT s i (RF.LNOUNCLA_ VAL v l )
(OFTYPEl t l )  (PROPl p i )  (GTRll g l j  (GTR12 g 2 ) ) 
f  (NOUNCLA_STRUCT s2 (NOUNCLAVAL v2) (OFTYPEl t2 )  
(PROPl p2) (GTRll g l ' )  (GTR12 g 2 '))
-  (NOUNCLAJSTRUCT si (NOUNCLA_VAL ( f  v l  v 2 ) )
(OFTYPEl t l )
(PROPl (mkset (p i ++ p 2 ) ))
(G TR ll (mkset (g l ++ g l ' ) ) )
(GTR12 (mkset (g2 ++ g 2 ') ) ) )
te r m p h i n t  • (consi3ts_of [pnoun_int]
(with_att_syn_rules
[ ("meaning", "i3", makc_termph_l,[("meaning", f f s t p a r t ) ]), 
("subjectsl","is",make_one_subj,(("entity_val", ffst part)J),
("sort","is",same,[("sort", ffst_part)]),
("number","is",singlc_entity, [ ] ) ] )
with no inh att calc rules
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wi Lh_no_f.ii lure_rulea)
S o rc l s e  
(con o i3ts_oI [ de tp h_ l n t )
(wlth_att_3yn_rules
[ ("moaning",  " i s" ,makc_tormph_2,  [ {"moaning",  f f s t _ p a r t )  i ),  
( " a u b j e c t s l " , " l a " , s a m e , | ( " 3 u b j c c t 3 l " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ) ) ,
("sort", "is", aamo, [ {"sort", ffst_part) ]),
("number","is",name,[("number", ffst_part)|) |)
(wlth_lnh_att_calc_rulcs 
(I ("context", "is",same,|("context", lhs)])])) 
wlth_no_failure_rulcs)
5oro]ac









s i n g l o _ e n t i t y  II » NUMBER " s i n g l r "
pass context [CONTEXT sj * MEANING (TERMPH_STR(JCT (TERMPH_STRUCT2 s)) 
undetermined [] - SUBJECTSl {DC,|))
make ono_subj |ENTITY_VAL (e)| » SUBJECTSl (THE,[ej) 
mako~tormph_l [MEANING (CNOUN STRUCT s (PNOUN_VAL v)
(OFTYPEl t) (PROPl p) (GTRll gl) (GTR12 g2))] 
- MEANING (TERMPH_STRUCT {TERMPH_STRUCT1 (hd t)
[TERMPII_VAL v!
(OFTYPEl t )
{PROPl (mkset {p « + (newprops t))))
(CTR11 (mkset {gl +* (newgtrll t))))
(GTR12 (n e w g tr!2  t ) ) ) )  
m ake te rm ph 2 [MEANING (DETPH_STRUCT s {DETPH_VAL v) t  p g l  g 2 ) ]
*■ MEANING 7 t ERMPII_STRUCT (TERMPH STRUCTl 3 (TERMPH_VAL v) t p gl g2))
j o in te rmph  i n t  *= ( c o n a i s t s _ o f  [ t c r m p h _ i n t , t c r m p h j o l n _ i n t , j o i n t e r m p h _ i n t 1 
( w l t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
[ ( " m e a n i n g " , " i s " , j o i n _ t o r m p h r a s c s , [ ( " m e a n i n g " , f f s t ^ p a r t ) ,
( " t e r m p h j o i n _ v a l " , s n d _ p a r t ) , 
("meaning” , t h r d _ p a r t ) ] ) ,  
( " a u b j e c t s l " , " i s " , j o l n _ s u b j s ,  [ ( " s u b j e c t s l " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ,
{ " s u b j e c t s l " ,  t h r d _ p a r t ) ) ) ,
{ " s o r t " , " i n " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  £ C a t _ p a r t ) ) ) ,
("number",  " l a " , s a m e , [ ("number",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ) ) ] )
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
[ [ ( " con lexL" ,  " i 3",  same, [ ( " c o n t e x t ” , l h s )  ] ) ] , { ] ,
[ ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) j ]) 
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r c _ r u l e s )
S o r c l s e  
( c o n s l s t s _ o f  [ t o rmph_in t l
(w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
[ ( " m e a n i n g " , " l s " , c o n v o r t _ t o _ j o i n t c r m p h , [ ("meaning",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ,  
( " s u b j e c t s l ",  "1 s " , s a m e , | ( " s u b j e c t s l " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
( " s o r t " ,  " I s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t " ,  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) ,
("number",  " I s " , s a m e , [ ("number",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] ) 1)
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
[ [ ( " c o n L o x t " , " l a " , s a m e , ! ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ] ] )
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wi t h  no f a i l u r e  r u l e s )
j o in_ te rmphra3C3 [ ME,', NI KG ml, (TERMPHJOINJ/AL f ) ,  MEANING m2]
= MEANING (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT ( jo in_ t e r ms 2  ml f m2)),
( ( t ypo_o f  tcrmph ml) * 2) \ /  ( ( t y pc_ o f_ jo i n t e rm ph  m2) • 2) 
-  MEANING (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT ( j o i n^ to rm s l  ml f m2)) ,  o the r w i se
jo i n  s u b j s  (SUBJECTS1 ( q l . s o t l ) ,  SUBJECTS1 ( q 2 , s o t 2 ) |  
= SUBJECTS1 (EVERY,set l++set2)
I I ,  (ql  -= DC) S <q2 DC)
II = SUBJECTSl (D C , s e t l + + so t 2 ) , o th e r w i se
co nv o r t _ to _ j o in t e rm p h  [MEANING (TERMPH_STRUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT1 s (TERMPHVAI. v) t  pi ql  q 2 ) )] 
«= MEANING (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (J0INT£RMPH_STRUCT1 s (JOINTERMPH VAI. v) L pi ql  q2))  
c o n v e r t _ t o  j o i n t e rm ph  [MEANING (TERMPH STRUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT2 c o n t e x t ! ) ) |
-  MEANING"(JOINTERMPH STRUCT (JOINTERMPH 5TRUCT2 c o n t e x t ! ) )
j o i n  t o r m s l  (TERMPH_STRUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT1 ol (TERMPH_VAL v l )
(OFTYPEl t l )  (PROPl p i )  (GTRll g l ) (GTRl2 g 2 ) ) )  f 
(JOINT£RMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCTl s2 (JOINTKKMPHVAI. v2)
(OFTYPEl t2)  (PROPl p2) (GTRll g l ' )  (GTRl2 g 2 ' ) ) )
» .10INTERMPH_STRUCTl ( s l  + i "  "++s2) (JOINTERMPH_VAU (f vl  v2))
(OFTYPEl (gc t_ l c , i o t_uppe r  t l  t2)  )
(PROPl (mkset (p i  ++ p2) ) )
(GTRll (mkset (gl  ++ g l ’ ) ) )
(GTR12 (mkset (g2 ++ g 2 ' ) ) ) ,  g e t  l c a s t _ u p p e r  t l  t 2  [ " t h i n g " )
= J0INTERMPH_STRUCT1 (s l++" ’M+s2) {JOINTERMPH_VAL ( f  v l  v 2 ) ) (OFTYPEl [ " t h l n g " | )
(PROPl (1) (GTRll [ IJ (GTR12 [ ] ) ,  o t he rw i s e
jo in _ t e r m s2  (TERMPH_STRUCT ml) f (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT m2)
-  J0INTERMPH_STRUCT3 (JOIN ml '  f m2) 
who re
(JOINTERMPH_STRUCT m l ' ) » j o in tormph_of_ t e rmph  (TERMPH_STRUCT ml)
jo i n t e rm ph  of_ t c rmph (TERMPH STRUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT1 s (TERMPH_VAL v) t l  pi  g l l  g l2 ) )  
-  (JOINTERMPH STRUCT (J0INTERMPH_STRUCT1 s (JOINTERMPHVAL v) t l  pi g l l  q l 2 ) )  
j o i n t e rm ph  o f_ t crmph (TERMPH_STRUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT2 co n t ) )
= (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT2 co n t ) )
I 1 [ c h a r l - > a t t r i b u t c s - > o f t y p e l - > p r o p l - > g t r l l - > g t r l 2 - > t e r m p h _ s L r u c t  
I . - > ( ( [numj->bool ) - > ( (num)->boo l) - > ( num) ->boo l) - > j o i n t c r m p h s t r u c t  
| |  - > j o i n t c r m p h _ s t r u c t - > i n t e n s i o n - > a t t r i b u t e s
t r a n s v b p h _ i n t  = ( c o n s i s t s _ o f  [ t r a n s v b _ i n t , t e r m p h _ i n t )
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
( ("meaning",  " i s " ,  c o n v c r t _ t a _ t r a n s v b p h l , [ ("moaning",  l h s ) , 
( " s u b j e c t s l " ,  l h 3 ) ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ,
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11],1("context", " is",3ame,I("context", lhs)])]() 
w i t h n o f a i  lure_rules)
Sorelso















I I!,I 1,11,I("context", "is", same, I("context”, lhs)])])) 
wlLh no failure rules)
c o n v c r t _ to _ t r a n s v b p h l  (MEANING mO,3UbjO,con t , s t rO ,nO,MEANING m l , s u b j l , r e l ,
MEANING rn2, sub j2 ,  s t r 2 ,  n2]
-  c o n v e r t _ t o _ t r a n s v b p h l '  [MEANING ml,MEANING m2,MEANING m O ,3 u b j l , s u b j 2 , su b jO ,  r c l ] ,
( no _ l e f t _p ronoun  mO) t  (no_r igh t_pronoun  m2)
-  c o n v e r t _ t o _ t r a n s v b p h l '  [MEANING m l , MEANING tn2,roO', s u b j l ,  s u b j 2 ,  s u b j O ' , r e l ] ,
<no_r ight_pronoun m2)
 ̂ c anvu r t_Lo_Lransvbphl '  (MEANING ml ,m2 ' ,  MEANING m O , su b j l , s u b j 2 ' , s u b j O , r e l ] ,
( no_ l c f t _p ron oun  mO)
co n v e r t _ to  t r a n s v b p h l  ’ (MEANING m l , m2' ,  mO', s u b j l ,  s u b j 2 ' , s u b j O ' , r o l ] , o t h e r w i se  
where
(mO' ,3ubjO' l  -  (MEANING m, SUBJECTSl subj )  
where
(m, subj )  c r e s o l v o p r o n  1 cont  mO ml m2 subjO 
( m 2 ' , s u b j 2 ' ) -  (MEANING m, SUBJECTSl sub j )  
where
(m,subj )  “ r e s o l v c_ p r on  2 con t  mO ml m2 sub j2
r e s o lv e_p ron  s i d e  (CONTEXT cont )  mO ml m2 subj  
*= r e s o l v c _ s i d e  1 co n t  mO ml m2 su b j ,  s i d e  “ 1
“ r e s o l v e  s i d e  2 con t  mO ml m2 su b j ,  o th e r w i se
r e s o l v e _ s i d e  s i d e  co n t  mO ml m2 subjO
>- s e l c c t _ r e s o l v c n t  2 con t  ml,  s i d e  <s 2
■- r e s o lv e _ jo i n t e r m p h  con t  mO ml m2 subjO,  o th e r w i s e
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r c s o lv c _ jo i n t e r m p h  cont  mO ml m2 sunJO 
“ ( j o i n t c rmph_of  tcrmph [ f s t  r c s u l t l ) ,  snd r e s u l L l ) ,  t ype _ o f _ j o i n t e rm ph  mO ■ 2 
= t l f s t  r c s u l t 2 ) , snd r c s u l t 2 ) ,  o the rw i s e  
where
r c s u l t l  ■ s c l c c t _ r c s o l v e n t  1 con t  ml
r e s u l t 2  •> (o v a l ua t c _ j o i n t c r p m h  ( f s t  r e s u l t )  mO, s u b j s _ p a i r  
( j o in _ s u b j s  [SUBJECTS! (snd r e s u l t ) ,  subjO] ) )
where
result c select_resolvent 1 cont ml 
subjs_pair (SUBJECTSl (q.sctl) = (q,sot)
c v a lu a to _ jo i n t c r p m h  t c r m p h w i t h ^ p ro n o u n
(JOINTERMPHSTRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT3 (JOIN Ll f t ? ) )) 
» JOINTERMPH_5TRUCT ( j o ln _ t e r m s l  t c rm ph w i t h_ p ro no un  f 
(tcrmph_with_no_pronoun (JOINTERMPH STRUCT
(JOINTERMPH STRUCT3 (JOIN t l  f  t 2 ) ) ) ) )
tcrmph_wi th_no_pronoun (JOINl'ERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPHSTRUCT3
(JOIN (JOINTERMPH STRUCT2 cont )  f 
(JOINTERMPH STRUCTl s v t l  p l ' g l l  g l 2 ) ) ) )
= ,tOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCTl s v t l  pi  g l l  g l2)  
terr . iph_with_no_pronoun (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (J0INTERMP11_STRUCT3
(JOIN (JOINTERMPH STRUCTl 3 v t  pi gl  q2) f 
(JOINTERMPH_STRUCT2 c o n t ) ) ) )
= JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (J0INTERMP1I_STRUCT1 s v t  pi gl  g2)
I Is e le c t_ rc s o lv e n t  s id e  (SENT3 s v (AND s e n t l s e n t2 ) ) vb
sc le c t_ _ ro so lve n t s id e  (SENTl s (SUBJSl ( q ,s c t | )  v (OFTYPF.l ( t :L s ) )  p i g l l  g12)
(TRANSVB_STRUCT s2 v2 (OFTYPE2 ( v t l , v t 2 ) )  (PROP2 (v p l,v p 2 ) )
(GTR21 (vg211 ,vg212)) (GTR22 (vg221, vg222 )) I 
-  (TERMPH_STHUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT1 t  (TERMPH_VAL (n e v v a i ( q , s c t ) ) )
(OFTYPEl ( t : t s ) ) p i q l l  g l 2 ) , ( q ,s e t )) 
s e le c t_ rc s o lv c n t  s id e  (SENT2 3 (SUBJS2 { ( c q l, c s c t l ) , (c q 2 ,c s c t2 ) ) )  v (OFTYPE2 ( c t l , c t 2 ) )  
(PROP2 ( c p l , cp2) ) (GTR21 (c g 2 U , cg212)) (GTR22 (cg221, cg222) ) ) 
(TRANSVB_STRUCT s2 v2 (OFTVPE2 ( v t l , v t 2 | )  (PROP2 (v p l,v p 2 ) )
(GTR21 (vg2 11 ,vg 21 2 )) (GTR22 (vg221, vg222 )))
= (TERMPH_STRUCT (TERMPK_5TRUCT1 ( h d c t l )  (TERMPH_VAL (ncw_val ( c q l , cse t 1)) )
(OFTYPEl c t l )  (PROPl c p l)  (G TR ll c g 2 l l )  (GTR12 cg 2 2 1 )), ( c q l , c s c t l ) ) ,  cho ice  ■ 1
» (TERMPH_STRUCT (TERMPri_STRUCTl (hd c t2 ) (TERMPHVAL (n e w v a l (c q 2 ,c s e t2 ) ))
(OFTYPEl c t2 )  (PROPl cp2) (GTR ll cg212) (GTRl2 cg222)) ,  (c q 2 ,c s c t2 ) } ,  c h o ice  2
= e r r o r ” -> A pronoun can no t be re s o lv e d . R e -s ta r t  th e  s e 3 3 io n !" ,  o th e rw ise  
where
c h o ice  -  re s o lv e n t s id e  (SENT2 s (SUBJS2 ( ( c q l , c s c t l ) ,  <cq2, c s e t2 ) ) ) v (OFTYPK2 ( c t l , c t 2 ) )  
(PROP2 (c p l,  c p 2 )) (GTR21 (cg211 ,cg212)) (GTR22 (cg221, cg2 22 )))
(TRANSVBSTRUCT s2 v2 (OFTYPE2 ( v t l , v t2 ) >  (PROP2 (v p l,v p 2 ) )
(GTR21 (vg211 ,vg212)) (GTR22 (vg221 ,vg222)))
r e s o l v e n t  s i d e  c o n t e x t t  v o r b _ s t r u c t
“ c h o os e_ r e s o lv cn t  ( r e s o lv e _ b y _ f o a tu r e s  s i d e  c o n t e x t t  v e r b _ s t r u c t )
choose  r e s o l v e n t  [) <• 0 
c h o o se _ r e s o lv cn t  (n :ns )  -  n,  n "= 0 
-  ch o o se _ r e s o lv e n t  n s ,  o th e r w i s e
r e s o l v e _ b y _ f c a t u r e s  s i d e  c o n t e x t t  v e r b _ s t r u c t
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111, f2,  f 3, M I 
w h o re
f l  - rosolve_by_Lypc s i d e  c o n t e x t t  v e r b _ s t r u c t
(?. r e s o lve_by_p rop  s i d e  c o n t e x t t  v c r b _ s t r u c t
f3 -- r e s o l v e  b y _ g t r l  s i d e  c o n t o x t t  v c r b _ s t r u c t
f 4 r e s o lv e _b y _g t r 2  s i d e  c o n t e x t t  v c r b _ s t r u c t
reoo 1 v e b y l y p e  s i d e  (SENT2 c s  3 U b j s  cval  (OFTYPE2 ( c t l , c t 2 ) )  cp2 cg21 cg22)
(TRANSVDSTRUCT vs  vval  (0PTYPE2 ( v t l , v t 2 1 )  vp2 vg21 vg22) 
ass iqn_numbr  ( c t l '  $ i s a  tYPE, c t 2 '  $ i s a  tYPE) 
where
c t l ’ “ s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  (hd c t l )
ct2* -- s t r n c t o f i d  (hd c t2)
t.YPK - s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  (hd v e i l ,  s i d e  = 1
v- s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  (hd v t2)  , o t h e r w i se
r e s o l v e _ b y _ g t r l  s i d e  (SENT2 c s  cu b j s  cva l  c t 2  cp2 (GTR21 (cg211, cg212 ) ) cg22)
(TRANSVU_STRUCT vs  vval  v t2  vp2 (GTR21 (vg211, vg212) ) vg22)
« , iss!qn_nunibr ( subse t  vg211 cTR21, s u b s e t  vg212 cTR21) 
whore
cTR21 “ cg211,  s i d e  “ 1 
» cg212,  o th e r w i se
r e s o l ve _b y_ g t r 2  s i d e  (SENT2 c s  s u b j s  cva l  c t 2  cp2 cg22 (GTR22 ( cg221 , cg2 22 ) ))
(TRANSVBSTRUCT vs  vval  v t2  vp2 vg22 (GTR22 (vg221, vg222)11 
-  ass lgn_numbr  ( subse t  vq221 cTR22, subse t  vg222 CTR22) 
where
cTR22 “ cg 22 l ,  s i d e  >= I 
= cg222,  o th e r w i se
11 P r o p e r t i e s  a r e  no t  used a s  one o f  t h e  d e c id i n g  ( c on t e x tu a l )
II f e a t u r e s  i n  r e s o l v i n g  a p r o n o u n . . .
r e s o l v e b y  p rop  s i d e  c o n t e x t t  v e r b _ s t r u c t
su bs e t  11 ys  * True
s u b s e t  (x :xs )  ys  = (member ys x) 6 ( s ub se t  x s  ys)
a ss ign_numbr  ( F a l s a , F a l s e )  » 0
a s s i g n n u m b r  (Fa l s e , T ru e )  = 2
ar.sign_numbr (T r ue , Fa l s e )  ■= 1
a s s i g n  numbr (True ,True)  = 0
c o n v e r t _ t o _ t r a n s v b p h l '  [MEANING ml, MEANING m2, MEANING mlhs,  SUBJECTSl ( q l , s e t l ) ,  
SUBJECTSl ( q 2 , s c t 2 ) , SUBJECTSl ( l hsq , lhsse t ) .RELATION r e l ]
MEANING ( t  ransvb_moaning ml m2 mlhs ( l h sq ,  l h s s e t )  (q2, i n t e r s e c t  s o t 2  s e t l )  r e l )
t r a n s v b  mcaning (TRANSVB_STRUCT s i  (TRANSVB_VAL v l )  t 2  p2 g21 g22)
(TEUMPH_STRUCT (TERMPU_STRUCT1 s2 (TERMPH_VAL v2) t l  p i  g l l  g l2 ) )  
(JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (J0INTERMP)I_STRUCT1 l n h s  i n h v a l  i n h t l
i nhp l  inhg21 i n h g 2 2 ) ) i n h s u b j s  sub j2  r e l  
" TRANSVBPH 5TRUCT1 s i  (VBSUBJ2 ( i n h s u b j s , r e l , s u b j 2 ) )
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(TRANSVBPH_VAL. (vl  v2) ) t 2 '  p2 '  g21 '  q22< 
where
t 2 '  =• changc_ types  t l  c.2 s2
p2 '  » change_props  t l  p i  p2
g21'  ° changc_gt r21  t l  g l l  g21 
g22'  ■ change_g t r22  t l  g l 2  g22 s i  s2
changc_typcs (OFTYPEl t) (OFTYPE2 (pl,p2)) s2
-  0FTYPE2 t p l , [  s 2 ] )
chango_props  (OFTYPEl t )  (PROP1 p) (PROP2 ( p l , p 2 ) )
“ PROP2 (pi ,  mksct  (p2 ++ p ++ (newprops t l ! )
change_gt r21  (0FTYPE1 t )  (GTR11 p) (GTR21 ( p l , p 2 l )
-  GTR21 (p i ,  mk3ct (p2 ++ p ++ (n cw g t r l l  t ) ) )
changc_g t r22  (OFTYPE1 t )  (GTR12 p) (GTR22 ( p l , p 2 ! )  s i  s2
■■ GTR22 ( ( s i ,  [s2 ] ) : p l , mksct (p2 ++ p ++ (ncwgtr l2  t ) ) )
c o n vo rt_ to _ tra n svb p h 2  [MEANING m O ,sub jO ,cen t, strO,nO,MEANING m l, s u b j l , re 1,
MEANING m 2,s u b j2 ,s t r2 ,n 2 ]
= c o n v e rt_ to _ tra n s v b p h 2 ' [MEANING m l, MEANING m2, MEANING mO, s u b j l , s u b J 2 ,s u b jO ,re lI , 
(n o _ le ft_ p ro n o u n  mO) i  (no _ rig h t_p ron ou n  m2)
= c o n v e rt_ to _ tra n s v b p h 2 ' (MEANING ml,MEANING m2, mO', s u b j l , s u b j2 ,s u b jO ', r e l 1,
(no _ rig h t_p ron ou n  m2)
-  c o n v c rt_ to _ tra n s v b p h 2 ' [MEANING m l,m 2 '.MEANING mD, s u b j l , s u b j2 ' , s u b jO , re l),
(n o _ le ft_ p ro n o u n  mO)
» c o n v c r t _ t D _ t r a n s v b p h 2  ’ [MEANING m l, m 2'. U' , sub j l , sub j 2 ' , s u b jO ', re l 1, o th e rw is e  
who re
(m O ',su b jO ') ■= (MEANING m, SUBJECTSl s u b j) 
whore
(m, s u b j! “  re s o lv c _ p ro n  1 co n t mO (sw itch _ fo n L u ro o  ml) m2 subjO 
(m 2 ',s u b j2 ') = (MEANING m, SUBJECTSl su b j) 
where
(m ,sub j) -  re so lve _ p ro n  2 co n t mO (s w itc h _ fe a tu ro s  ml) m2 sub j2
s w i t c h _ f e a t u r o s  (TRANSVB STRUCT s i  vl  (OFTYPE2 ( t l , t 2 ) )  (PROP2 ( p l , p 2 ) )  
(GTR21 (g211 ,g212 )) (GTR22 (g221, g 222 ) ))
-  (TRANSVB_STRUCT s i  v l  (OFTYPE2 ( t 2 , t l ) )  (PROP2 (p 2 ,p l ) )
(GTR21 (g212,g211)) (GTR22 (g222,g221) ) )
c o nv e r t  t o _ t r a n s v b p h 2 '  [MEANING ml, MEANING m2, MEANING mlhs,
SUBJECTSl ( q l . s c t l ) ,
SUBJECTSl (q2,sct2) ,SUBJECTSl  ( l h 3 q , l h s s e t ) , RELATION r o l l  
= MEANING (pas s t rvb_moan ing  ml m2 mlhs ( l h sq .  I n t e r s e c t  l h s s e t  s e t l )  
( q 2 , s c t 2 )  r e l )
p a s s t r v b  moaning (TRANSVB_STRUCT s i  (PASSTRVH_VAI, v l )  t 2  p2 g21 q22) 
(TERMPH_STRUCT (TERMPH_STRUCT1 s2 (TERMPil_VAL v2) t l  p i  g l l  g l2 ) )
(JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (J0INTERMP1I_STRUCT1 inhs  i nhva l  i n h t l
i nhpl  inhg21 inhg22) )  i n h s u b j s  sub j2  re l  
-  TRANSVBPH STRUCT2 s i  (VBSUBJ2 ( s u b j 2 , r e l , i n h s u b j s ) )
(TRANSVBPH_VAL (vl  v 2 ) ) t 2 '  p2 '  g21 '  g22 '  
whore
t 2 '  » change _ ty pos '  t l  t 2  i n h s  i n h t l
p2 '  •* change_p rops '  t l  p i  p2 i nh p l
g21 '  -  chango_g t r21 '  t l  g l l  g21 inhg21
g22'  = change _g t r22 '  t l  g l 2  g22 inhg22 s i  i n h s
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change types' (OFTYPEl t) (OFTYPE? (pl,p?)J inhs (OFTYPEl inht)
OFTYPE? ( t ,  I In h s I )  
change p ro p s ' (OFTYPEl L) (PH0P1 p) (PROP? (p l ,p ? ) )  (PR0P1 inhp)
PROP? (m ksc t( p i (p it t (n e w p ro p s  t ) ) , m ksc t( in h p (+ p 2 )) 
change g t r ? l '  (OFTYPEl t )  (GTR11 p i (GTR21 !p l,p ? ) )  (GTR11 inhg21)
GTR21 ( m k s c t ( p ( ( p i ( t ( n e w g t r l l  t ) ) ,  mksct ( InhgZl ( +p?) 1 
change g t r ? ? '  (OFTYPEl t )  (GTR1 ? pi (GTR22 ( p l , p 2 ) i  (GTR12 Inhg22i  s i  s2
GTR22 ( ( s i , [ s ? | ) tmksct. (pi m p ( ( (new g t r l 2 t ) ) , m k s c t  (inhg22 *+  p2) )
vcrbph Int. ( c o n s i s t s o f  ( i n t r a n s v b _ l n t  J 
(wi th u t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
( ( " m ea n ! n g " , " i s " , c o n v o r t _ to _ v c r b p h l ,  I ("moaning”, f f s t p a r t ) ,
( J sub j c c t s l " ,  1 hs) ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ) ) ] )
w i th  n o _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
w! th_no_ fa i  l u r e r u l e s )
On re  1 se
( c o n s i s t s  of I t r a n s v b p h i n t )
( w i t h a t t  sy n _ r u l c s
I ( " m o a n i n g " , " i s " , c o n v c r t _ t o _ v c r b p h 2 , [ ("meaning",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ] J I } 
( w l t h _ i n h _ a t t ^ c a l c _ r u l o s  
[ [ ( " s u b j e c t s ! " , " i s " , s a m e , I ( " s u b j c c t s l ", l h s ) ) ) ,
( "nean lng" ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( “meaning",  l h s ) ]1,
( " s o r t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , I  ( " s o r t " ,  l h s ) ) ) ,
("number",  " I s " ,  same, ( ("nur b e r " ,  l h s )  IJ ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " , l h s ) ] ) ] ) )
w i th_ no_ fa i  l u r e _ r u l c s )
Oore ls e
( c o n s i s t s  of  [ 1 i n k i n g v b _ i n t , d e t _ i n t , n o u n c l a _ i n t ]
(vi t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
I ( "moaning" ,  " i s " , c o n v e r t_ t o _ v o r b p h 3 ,  I ( "mean ing" ,  t h r d _ p a r t ) ,  
( " s u b j c c t s l ",  l h s ) ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) | ) J )
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
I I ] , 11, I ( " d c t s t r " , " i s " , s a m e , I ( " d e t _ s t r " ,  s n d _ p a r t )1 ) ,
( " s u b j c c t s l " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s u b j e c t s ! ", l h s ) ] ) ,
("meaning",  " i s " , s a m e , [ ("meaning",  l h s ) ] ) ,
( " s o r t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " s o r t ” , l h s ) ] ) ,
("number",  " i s " , s a m e , ( ("number",  l h s ) ) ) ,
( " c o n t e x t ” , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] i | l )
w l t h _ n o _ f a i l u r e _ r u l e s )
where
c o n v e r t _ to  ve rbp h l  I MEANING (INTRANSVB STRUCT s i  v l  t l  pi
(GTR11 gl !  g 2 i , SUBJECTSl ‘( q , s c t ) ,  CONTEXT con t l  
MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT (STRUCTl s i  (VBSUBJ1 ( q . s e t l )  v l  t l  p i  
(GTR1I ( g i n  I s ! ) ) )  g2) ) ,  ( q . s e t )  (DC, [) )
• MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT (STRUCTl s i  (VBSUBJ1 ( q ' , s e t ' )) v l  t l  p i  
(GTR1T ( g l i i ( s l l ) )  g 2 l ) ,  o t h e r w i s e
where
( q ' . s e t ' l  snd ( s e l e c t _ r e s o l v e n t  1 cont  (make_vbs t ruc t2
(STRUCT! s i  (VBSUBJ1 ( q , s c t ) )  v l  t l  p i  (GTR11 g l )  g2 ) ) )
c o n v e r t t o  verbph?  [MEANING (TRANSVBPH_STRUCTl s i  s u b j s  vl  t l  p i  g l  g 2 ) ]
MEANING- (VERDP11 STRUCT (STRUCT2 s i  s u b j s  v l  t l  p i  g l  g2) )
convorl_to_verbph2~[MEANING (TRANSVBP)i_3TRUCT2 s i  s u b j s  v l  t l  p i  g l  g?) ]
- MEANING (VF.RBPH STRUCT (STRUCT3 s i  s u b j s  vl  t l  p i  g l  g2) )
c o n v e r t t o  vcrbph3 [MEANING (NOUNCLA_STRUCT s i  (NOUNCLA_VAL v l )  t l  p i  gl  g 2 ) .
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SUBJECTS! (q, set . ) ,  CONTEXT cun t]
 ̂ MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT (STRUCT! s i  (VBSUHJ1 ( q . s o t ) )  (1NTUANSVB VA1, v 1 ) 
t l  pi  gl  g 2 ) ) ,  ( q , ne t )  (DC, [ ] )
= MEANING (VERBPH_SrRUCT (STRUCTl s i  (VHSUHJ1 <q* , s o t ' 1 )
( INTRANSVB_VAL v l )  t l  pi  ql q2) ) , o t h e rw i s e
whore
( q ' , s o t ' l  = snd ( s e l e c t  r e s o lv e n t  1 cont  (make v b s t r u c t ?
(STRUCTl s i  (VBSUBJ1 T q . s c t ) )  ( I NTRAN5VB WU. V1 ) t l  p i  ql q?) ) )
scnt_int “ (conslst3_of [jointcrmph_lnt,verbph_lnt] 
(with_att_syn_rules





[("context”, "ls",same, [ ("context", lhs)l),
("subjcctsl", "is",same,[ ("subjectsl", ffst_part)I),
("moaning", "is", same,( ("meanlng",i 1st parti 1),
("sort", "is",same,(("sort", ffst_part)]),
("number", "is",same,(("number", f f s t p a r t ) ])1)) 
with_no_failure_rulos)
where
f_meaning [MEANING m, MEANING (VERBPHSTRUCT s) , CONTEXT mcon)
= MEANING (sont^meaningg m s meon)
sont^meaningg te rm_val  vc r b_v a l  cont
« sen t moaning te rm _va l v e rb _ v a ), type _o f_ jo lnLe rm ph  term  va)
■ s e n t  meaning r ea o l vc d _ t c r m  v e r b v a l ,  o the rw i s e  
where
r c so lvc d_ to r m  = r e s o l v e _ a g a i n s t _ s t r u c t  v e rb  val  cont
r c s o l v o _ a g a i n s t _ s t r u c t  vo rb_va l  con t  
■* ( j o in t e rm ph  o£_tcrmph . f s t )  ( s e l o c t _ r e s o l v e n t  1 cont
(v c r b _ s t r u c t_ o f  v e r b v a l ) )
where
v o r b _ s t r u c t _ o f  (STRUCTl s i  s u b j s l  v l  t l  p2 g21 g22)
» make v b s t r u c t 2  (STRUCTl s i  s u b j s l  vl  t l  p2 g21 g22) 
ve rb  s t r u c t _ o f  (STRUCT2 s2 aub j s2  v2 t 2  p2 g21 g22)
-  TRANSVB_STRUCT s2 v2 t 2  p2 g21 g22 
v e r b _ s t r u c t  o t  (STRUCT3 s2 s u b j s2  v2 t 2  p2 g21 g22)
= TRANSVU_STRUCT s2 v2 t 2  p2 g21 g22
make v b s t r u c t 2  (STRUCTl s i  (VBSUBJ1 (q, s e t ) )  (INTRANSVHVAI, v)
(OFTYPEl t )  (PR0P1 p) (GTRll g l )  (CTR12 q 2 ) )
= (TRANSVB_STRUCT s i  (TRANSVB_VA1, ( t r a n s  v e r b  r e l  di  scovo r)  )
(0FTYPE2 ( t ,  [ ] ) )  (PR0P2 (p. [ ] ))  (GTR21 ( g l , [ ] l )  (GT1.22 ( g 2 , [ ] ) ) )
sent_moaning (J01NTEPMP!I_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH STRUCTl s i  (JOINTERMPH VAr. () 
(OFTYPEl J t J )  (PR0P1 p)  (GTRl l ' g l )  (GTR12 g 2 ) ))
(STRUCTl s2 (VBSUBJ1 ( q , s c t ) )  ( INTRANSVB VAI. x) t 2  (PR0P1 p2) 
(GTRll r l )  (CTR12 r 2 ) )
-  SENT STRUCT (SENT1 s2
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(SUHJSl ( q , s o t ) )
(SENT VAL <f X))
(o f t yp k i  (t. | !
(PROP! (mkset (p t t  p? t t  (newprop3 [ t ] ) ) ) )
(CTI-111 (mkset t gl  M r l  t t  ( nowgt r l l  I t ] ) ) ) )
(GTR1? (newqt r l?  [ L ]) 1 >
sent. mean!ng fJOINTKRMPHSTRUCT (J0INTERMPHSTRUCT1 nl (JOINTERMPli_VAL f)
(OS- TYIMC1 L) (PR0P1 p) (GTRll g l '  ) (GTR12 g 2 ' ) ) )
(STRUCT? 3? (VBSUBJ2 ( ( q l , s o t l ) ,  r e l , ( q ? , s o t 2 ) ) ) (TRANSVBPII^VAL x)
(OFTYPE? (L l ,L? ) )  (PROP? ( p l , p 2 ) l  (GTR21 ( r l , r 2 ) )  (GTR22 ( g l , g 2 ) ) )  
CKNT STRUCT (SENT? =2 
(SUIiJS? ( a r r a n g c s u b j e c t s  ( q l , s e t l )  ( q 2 , s c t 2 )  r e l ) )
(SENTVAL (f x))
(OFTYPE? (L , t 2 ) )
(PROP? ((mkset  (p t t  (nowpropn L) t t  p l j ) ,  p 2 ) )
(GTR21 ({mkset ( q l '  t t  ( new q t r l l  t )  t t  r l ) ) .  r 2 ) )
(CTR22 (newgtr l  2 L ,  g? ) ) )
aent. miMninq <JOINTERKPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCTl 3l  (JOINTERMPU VAL f)
(OFTYPEl L) (PROP) p) (GTRll g l ' )  (G TR12g2 ' ) ) l  
(STRUCT3 3? (VBSUBJ? ( ( q l , s e t l ) ,  r e l , (q2. s c t 2 ) ))
(TRANSVBPU VAL X) (OFTYPE? ( L l . t ? ) )
(PROP? ( p l . p ? ) )  (GTR21 I r l . r ? ) )  (GTR22 ( g l , g 2 ) ) )
SENTSTRUCT (SENT? s?
[SUBJS? ( a r r a n g c s u b j e c t s  ( q l . s c t l )  (q?,scL2)  r o l ) )
(SENTVAL ( f x ) )  (OFTYPE? (Ll ,L2 ) l
(PROP? (p l , p ? J )  (GTR21 t r l . r ? ) )  (GTR22 ( g l , g 2 ) ) )
, i r r , i rwj«j!ub]ccl .5 ( q l , s e t l ) ( q 2 , s e t2 )  rol
■ ( f i l t e r ?  ( q l . s o L l )  (q?,3cL2) ( I n v e r t  r e l ) ,  f i l t c r l  ( q l . s o t l )  <q2 ,sot2)  r o l )
two sent. I n t  ( c o n s l s t s _ o f  ( s e n L _ l n t , s e n t j o i n i n t , s e n t i n t ]
(w i Lh_a tL_3yn_rul cs
J ( "m can ing" , “ i s " , m e a n l n g t w o s c n t , [ ( "meaning",  f f s t _ p a r t ) ,
( " 3 o n t j o i n _ v a l " , s n d _ p a r t ) , 
("meaning” , t h r d _ p a r t ) ) ) ) )
(wi t h  i n h _ a l t _ c a l c  r u l c s
[ 1 ( " c o n t e x t " , " I s " , s a m e , ( ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ) ,
[ 1 , ( ("contex t . " ,  “ 1 s " ,  p a s s m e a n i  ng,  ( ("meaning",  I  f s t  p a r t )  ) ) ) ]) 
w i th  no f a i  i t i re  r u l c s )
where
p a s s  meanlnq (MEANING (SENT STRUCT s ) 1 = CONTEXT s
meaning_two s e n t  (MEANING (UENT_STRUCT s i ) ,  SENTJOIN_VAL f ,  MEANING 
(SENTSTRUCT s 2 ) )
MEANING (SENTSTRUCT (mcanlnq_of_two_scnts  s i  f  s2) )
meaning o f  two s e n t s  (SENT1 s i  j l  (SENT_VAL v l )  t l  pi  g l l  q l 2 )  f  
(SENT1 s?  j? (SENT_VAL v2) t l '  p i '  g l l ’ g l ? ' )
SKNT3 ( s i t  I"  " I ' s ? )  (SENTVAL (f  vl  v21) (AND (SENT1 s i  j l  (SENT^VAL v l )  t l  p i  g l l  g l2)
(SKNT1 a? j? (SKNT_VAL v2) t l '  p i '  g l l '  g l 2 ' } )  
meaning of t w o s e n t s  (SENT1 s i  j l  (SENT_VAL v l )  t l  pi  g l l  g l 2 )  f
(SENT? s? J? (SENTVAL v2) t l '  p i '  g l l '  g l 2 ' )
SKNT3 ( s l i t "  " 11 s2) (SENT_VAL ( f  vl  v2) l  (AND (SENT1 s i  j l  (SENT_VAL v l )  t l  p i  g l l  g l2)
(SENT? s? j ?  (SENTVAL v?) t l '  p i '  g l l '  g l 2 ' ) l  
meaning o f  two s e n t s  (SENT? s i  j l  (SENTJ/AL v l )  t l  pi  g l l  g l ? )  f
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(SENT1 sZ j ?  (SENTVAL vZ) t l '  p i '  g l l '  g l ? ' )
-  SENT3 ( s H  + " "»+s2) (SENT VAL (f  v l  vZ)l  (AND (SENT? si  j l  (SENT VAL v l )  (.1 |>1 g l l  g l ? )
(SENT1 32 j2 (SENT_VAL v?) t l '  p i '  g l l '  g l ? ' )) 
mcaning_o f_ two_sen ts  (SENT? s i  j l  (SENTVAL v l )  Ll pi g l l  q l ? )  f 
(SENT2 s2 jZ (SENT VAL v2) L l '  p i '  g l l '  g l ? ' )
-  SENT3 (s l++" ’ H  + S2) (SENT VAL ( f  v l  V ? ) )  (AND (SENTZ s i  Jl  (SENT VAI. v l )  Ll p i  g l l  q l7)
(SENT2 s ?  j ?  (SENTVAL v2) L l '  p i ’  g l l '  g l ? ' ) )
b e l_ s o n t  ■* (ccr .si  s t s _ o f  [ t e rm ph _ i n t ,  bcl  l e£_vb,  r e l  p r o n i n t ,  s e n t i n t  |
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
[ ("meaning",  " I s " ,  LcsL_bcl  i e f , [ ("sub jecLsl  " ,  f [ s l p a r t ) , 
("meaning" ,  f r t h _ p a r t ) ,
( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ])1)
(w i t h _ ln h _ a t t  c a l c _ r u l c s  
( ( ( " c o n t e x t " , " i  s " , s a m e , ( ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ) , 11,11,
[ ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e ,  ( ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ) ) | ]) 
wi t h_no_fa i 1 u r c r u l  os)
where
t c s t _ b e l i e f  (SUBJECTS1 ( q , s e t ) , m?,con]
■= MEANING (BELSENTSTRUCT " b e l i e f "
!SENT_VAL (member ( b e l i e f  r e l  ( con] )  ( ( q , s e t ) , m ? ) )) )
q u e s t i o n _ i n t  ° ( c o n s i s t s o f  | s e n t i n t , t e r m i n a t o r ]
(wi L h _ a t t _ sy n _ r u l e s
[ ("meaning",  " i s " ,  same, ( ( " m e a n i n q " , f f s t p a r t )  1), 
( " a n s " , " i s " , t r u e _ o r _ f a l s e _ a n s , [ ( " mean ing" , f  f s t p a r t ) ] ) I )
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
[ [ ( " c o n t e x t " , " i  s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) l , [ ] ] )  
w i t h n o _ f a i l u r e _ r u l e s )
S o r c l s e
( c o n s i s t s o f  ( t w o _ s c n t _ i n t , t e r m ! n a t o r I  
(w i t h _a t t _ sy n _ r t i l c s
] ( " m e a n i n g " , " i s " , s a m e , 1 ( " m e a n ! n g " , f f s t  p a r t ) ] ) ] )  
( w i t h i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
{ ( ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ] ,  ] | ]) 
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r e _ r u l e s )
S o rc l s e
( c o n s l s t 3 _ o f  [ b e l _ s o n t , t e r m i n a t o r  1 
(w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
( ( " m e a n i n g " , " i s ” , s a m e , ( ( " m e a n i n g " , f f s t p a r t ) ] ) ] )  
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
[ [ ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) 1 ) ) ,  [ 1 I ) 
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r c _  ru l e s )
S o r c l s e
( c o n s i s t s o f  ( q u o 3 t l , s e n t i n t , t e r m i n a t o r ]  
( w i t h _a t t _ sy n _ r u l  os
( ( " m e a n i n g " , " i s " , a a n o , ] ("meaning” , s n d p a r t ) ] ) ,  
( " a n s " , " i s " , y e s _ o r _ n o a n s , I ( " m e a n i n g " , 3 n d _ p a r t ) 1 ) | )  
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
( 11,1 ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e ,  [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) 1 ) ] , ( 1 ] )  
w i t h _ n o _ f a i l u r e r u l e s )
S o rc l s e
( c o n s i s t s _ o f  ( g u e s t ? , v e r b p h  i n t , t e r m i n a t o r ] 
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l e s
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I ("mean! ng",  " l3" ,mako_sont_meaning,  [ ("meaning" ,  snd_pa r t )  1),  
(" . ins",  "i o",  who_whaL_ans, [ ("meaning",  snd_pa r t )  ]) ] )
(wi t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l  c_ ru l e s  
111,11"conLexL"," i  3 " , s a m e , ( ( " co n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ,
( " s u b j c c t s l " , " i s " , s u b j s  a l  1 t h i n g s ,  [ 1) ,
( "mean ing" , " i s " , any_ jo in t e rmph_mean ing ,  [ I ),
( " s o r t " , " i s " , a n y _ s o r t , ( 1) ,
( "number" , " i s " , a n y  number,I  I ) ) , I ] 11 
w i t h n o f a i l u r e r u l e s )
5 o r e 1se
(cons t  s t s  o f  | q u e s t ! , n o u n c l a i  n t , v c r b p h i n t , t e r m i n a t o r |  
( w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c s
[ ( " mean ing" , " i s " ,make  scnt_mcaning2,  ( ( "mean ing",  s n d _ p a r t ) ,  
("meaning",  t h r d p a r t ) | ) ,
( " a n s " , " i s " , w h l c h a n s ,  ( ( " m ea n i ng " , sn d _p a r t ) ,
("meaning",  t h r d  p a r t ) | ) ] )
(wi t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l o s  
( 11, I ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " c on t e x t " ,  l h s ) | ) ,
("dot  s L r " , " i s " , p a s s _ d e L _ a , [ I )1,
[ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  " i s " , s a m e , I ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ,
( " s o r t " , "1s " , a n y _ s o r t , ( ) ) ,
( " n u m be r " , " i s " , an y_ nu m b cr , ( | ) ,
( " s u b j e c t s l " , " I s " , su b j s_ f r om _ no u n c l a ,  ) ("meaning",  s n d _ p a r t ) j ) ,
( " m ea n ! ng " , " i s " , t e r m p h  f rom_nouncla,  | ( "mcan ing" ,  s n d _ p a r t ) ] ) ] , [ ! ) )  
w i L h n o f a i  l u r e_ ru l e 3 )
S o r c l s e
( c o n s i s t s  of  [ q u e s t s , n o u n c l a _ i n t , v c r b p h _ i n t , t e r m i n a t o r  I 
(wi t h _ a t t _ r y n _ r u l c s
( ( "mean ing" ," i s" ,mako_sent_mcan ing2 ,  ( ( "meaning" ,  s n d _ p a r t ) ,  
("meaning",  t h r d p a r t ) ) ) ,
C a n s " ,  " 1 s",howmany_ans,  [ ("meaning",  3 n d _ p a r t ) ,
( " m e a n i n g " , t h r d _ p a r t ) ) ) ] )
( w i t h _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l e s  
I I I , f (“c o n t e x t ” , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " c o n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ) ) ,
( " d e t _ s t r " , " i s " , p a s s _ d o t _ a , (1 ) ] ,
( ( " c o n t e x t " , " i s " , s a m e , [ ( " co n t e x t " ,  l h s ) ] ) ,
( " s o r t " ,  " i  3 ",  a n y _ so r t ,  [ ( ) ,
("number",  " i s " ,  any_numbor, I ] ) ,
( " s u b j e c t s l " , " i s " , su b j s  f rom_nouncla ,  ( ( "meaning" ,  s n d _ p a r t ) ] ) ,  
("meaning",  " I s " , t o rm ph _f rom  no un c l a , [ ("moaning",  s n d _ p a r t ) 1 ) I , [ I ]) 
w i th  no f a i l u r e  r u l e s )
Lermph from nounc la  [MEANING (NOUNCLA_STRUCT 3 (NOUNCLA_VAL v) t 2  p g l  g2) 1 
MEANING (J01NTERMPM_STRUCT (JOI NTERMPH_STRUCT1 3
(JO)NTERMPH_VAL {funct ion_denot cd_by_a v ) ) t 2  p g l  g 2 ) )
makc_sent  menning2 (MEANING |NOUNCLA_STRUCT 3 (NOUNCLAVAL v) t 2  p g l  g2 ) ,  
MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT m))
; MEANING ( sen t  meaning (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (J0INTERMPH_STRUCT1 s
(JO) NTERMPH VAl, [ func t i on_dcno ted_by_a  v ) ) t 2  p g l  g 2 ) ) m)
p n s s d e l n  I ] DETSTR "a"
su b j s  a l l  t h i n g s  (I - SUDJECTS1 (A , sc t _o f _ th in g )
s u b j s ' f r o m  nouncla  [MEANING (NOUNCLASTRUCT s v t  p g l  g 2 ! )
SUBJECTS 1 (A,get  e x t e n s l a n  of  s)
any sort. [1 SORT "any"
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any^num ber  [] =■ NUMBER " s i n q l r "
g c t _ c x t e n s i o n _ o f  s = go t_ soL_va luc_o f  ( s t r u c t  o f  Id s) 
whcro
g c t_ s e t _ v a l u e _ o f  (CNOUN_STRUCT 3 (CN0UNVA1. v) L p gl  gZ) v
a n y _ j o i n t C ! m p h _ m e a n i n g  [ ]
-  MEANING (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH STRUCTl " t h in g"  
<JOINTERMPH_VAL ( f u n c t i o n d e n o t e d b y a  s e t o f  t h in g ) )
(OFTYPEl ( " t h i n g " ) ) (PROP1 ( | )  (GTRll ( I )  (GTR12 [ ) ) ) !
make_scnt_meaning (MEANING (VERBP1!_STRUCT m) 1 
= MEANING (scnt_mcaning ( m o d i f y t y p o  m? m) m) 
who rc
(MEANING m2) «= any_jointe rmph_moaning U
modi fy_typo (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH^STRUCTl s v L p gl  g 2 ) ) 
(STRUCTl s2  s u b j s  v2 t 2  p2 r l  r2) «
JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCTl s  v L2 p gl  g2) 
modi fy_typo (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH STRUCT1 s v t  p gl  g 2 ) ) 
(STRUCT2 s2 s u b j s  v2 (0FTYPE2 ( t l , t 2 ) )  p2 r l  r2) - 
JOINTEHMPHSTRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCTl s v (OFTYPEl Ll) p gl  g2) 
mod i fy_ type  (JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPH_STRUCTl o v t  p gl  g 2 ) ) 
(STRUCT3 s2 s u b j s  v2 (OFTYPE2 ( t l , L 2 J )  p2 r l  rZ)
JOINTERMPH_STRUCT (JOINTERMPHSTRUCT1 s v (OFTYPEl Ll) p r  gZ)
t r u c _ o r _ f a  1 so_ans  [MEANING (SENT STRUCT (SENT1 s (SUBJS1 (g, s e t )  ) (SENT VAI. v) 
(OFTYPEl t ) (PR0P1 p)(GTRll  gl)(GTR12 g 2 ) ) ) I 
•> ANS ( t r u c _ £ a l s o  v)
t r u e _ o r _ f a l s c _ a n s  [MEANING (SENT_STRUCT (SENT2s (SUBJS2 ( ( q l , s o t l ) ,  (q2,  sut.2) )) 
(SENT_VAL v) (0FTYPE2 t )  (PROPZ p) (GTR21 g l ) (GTR22 gZ)}))
■» ANS ( t r u o _ f a l s e  v)
yos_o r  no_ans (MEANING (SENT^STRUCT (SENT1 s (SUBJS1 (q, so t  I ) (SENT VAI. v) 
(OFTYPEl t )  (PROP1 p) (GTRll g l ) (GTR12 gZ ) ) ) )
= ANS (yes_no v)
yos_or_no_ans  (MEANING (SENT_STRUCT (SENT2 s (SUBJS2 ( ( q l , s e t  1 ) ,  (qZ, se tZ)  )) 
(SENTVAL v)(OFTYPE2 L)(PROPZ p)(GTR21 gl)(GTR2Z g Z ) ) l ]
” ANS (yo3_no v)
who_what_ans [MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT m))
-  ANS ( conca t  (got_namos ( c h c c k _ a c t i v c o r p a s s i v o  (VERBPHSTRUCT ml) 
(makc_sont_meaning [MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT m)! ) ) )
which_ans  (MEANING (NOUNCLA_STRUCT s  (NOUNCLA_VAI. v) tZ p gl  gZ) ,  MEANING (VERHPH STRUCT m) ]
°  ANS ( concat  (get_names ( c h c c k _ a c t i v c  o r_passLvc (VERBPHSTRUCT m))
(mako_sont_moaning2 [MEANING (NOUNCLA_STRUCT s (NOUNCI.A VAL v) LZ p gl  gZ) ,
MEANING (VERBPH_STRUCT m l ] ) ) )
howmany_an3 [MEANING (NOUNCLASTRUCT s (NOUNCLAVAI. v) LZ p gl  gZ) , MEANING (VERHPH STRUCT mil 
” ANS ( concat  (got_numbs ( c h o ck _a c t i v o _o r _p as s i vc  (VERBPHSTRUCT ml)
(make_scn t jncan ing2  [MEANING (NOUNCLA_STRUCT s (NOUNCI.A VAI. v) tZ p gl q?) ,
MEANING (VERBPH STRUCT ro)) ) ) )
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ge t  names 0 (MEANING (SENT_STHUCT (SENTl s (SUBJS1 ( q , s o t ) )  v t  p q l  g2 ) ) )
( c h e c k ) f  onc_or_nono sou) : (map name_of sot )  
g e t n a m o s  s i d e  (MEANING (SENT_STRUCT (SENT2 3 (SUBJS2 ( ( q l , s o t l ) , ( q 2 , s c t 2 >)) V t  p g l  g2 ) l )  
( c h o c k l f  onc_or_nonc s o t l )  ; (map namc_of s o t l ) ,  s i d e  " 1 
(check_ l l  ono_or_none so t2)  : (map name_af s o t 2 ) , o the r w i se
I I g o t  names s i d e  (MEANING (SENT_STRUCT (SENT2 s (SUBJS2 ( ( q l , s o t l ) , ( q 2 , S 0 t 2 ) )) V t  p g l  g 2 ) ))
II » ( c h oc k l f_ a n c _ o r_ n o n c  s e t l )  : (map namo_of s o t l ) ,  s i d e  » 1 
| |  ( c h ec k ! f_ on c_ o r_ n on c  so t2)  : (map namc_of s c t 2 ) ,  o t h e r w i se
g o t n u m b s  0 (MEANING (SENTSTRUCT (SENTl s (SUBJS1 (q, s e t ) ) V t  p g l  g 2 ) ))
(number (R s e t | |
g e t  numbs s i d e  (MEANING <SENT_STRUCT (SENT2 s (SUBJS2 ( ( q l , s e t l ) ,  ( q 2 , s o t 2 ) )) V t  p g l  g 2 ) ))
- [number (R s o t l ) ] ,  s i d e  - 1 
•- (number (R s o t 2 ) ] ,  o t h e r w i se
I I g e t  numbs s i d e  (MEANING (SENT_STRUCT (SENT2 s (SUBJS2 ( ( q l , s o t  1 ) ,  (q2, s c t 2 )  ) ) V t  p g l  g2 ) ) )  
| |  •- Jnumber (R s e t l ) ] ,  s i d e  » 1
II Inumbor (R s e t2)  | , o t he r w i se
c h e c k ! f _ o n e  or_none s e t  “ "none . " ,  Rsct  ■> 0 
» " " ,  Rsct - 1 
. " ", o t h e r w i se
c h e c k a c t  i ve_o r  p a s s iv e  (VERBPII_STRUCT (STRUCTl s su b j s  v l  t  p g l  g2) ) ■> 0
check ac t  i v e_ o r~pas s ive  (VERBPH STRUCT (STRUCT2 s  su b j s  v l  t  p g l  g2) )  -  1
chec k~ nc t l v e_ o r_ pn s s l vc  (VERBPH_STRUCT (STRUCT3 s su b j s  v l  t  p g l  g 2 ) ) - 2
t r u o _ f a l s e  True -■ " t r u e .  " 
t r i i o f a l s c  F a l s e  “ " f a l s e .  "
yes  no True " y e s . "  
y e s n o  F a l s e  “ "no . "
I f  t o  nl (THE, (e( )  “ namo_of e 
1f L o n l  (A , s e t )  ^ " a " ,  Rsct  * 1 
"some",  ( s e t  > 1 
"some unkown", o t he r w i s e  
I f  l o_n l  (EVERY, s e t )  » "every"  
i f  t o n )  (MANY,set) - "many"
1 r \ i )  nl  (MOST, s e t )  " "most" 
i f l o n l  (NONE,set) * "none"
I I 1 f' Lo nl (NUM n . s e t )  “
1 1 4 .  ATTRIBUTE EVA1.UATI0N FUNCTIONS
combine a d j s  [MEANING ml, MEANING m2| - MEANING (combine_ad j s_ in t  ml m2)
make sn s t rucO (MEANING m] ■> MEANING (make_snouncl a_f rom_adjs  m)
make sn s l r u c l  [MEANING m] - MEANING (makc_snouncla_from_cnoun m)
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m _ s n o u n c l a  [MEANING ml ,  MEANING m2) -  MEANING ( c o m p u t e  m e a n i n g  : ; nounc ! . i  ml m2)
II S. FAILURE RULES
ch cck_ fo r  s o r t s  (MEANING (ADJS_STRUCT s i  v l  L l  o i l ,  MEANING 
~(SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s2 v2 (OFTYPEl t )  p ql  q 2 ) 1 
-  c h e c k _ f o r _ s o r t s  [MEANING (ADJSTRUCT s i  vl Ll o i l ,
MEANING (ADJS_STRUCT s2 v2 t l  (OBJSl t > )1 
chcck__for_sor t s  [MEANING (ADJSTRUCT si  v l  L l  o i l ,  MEANING (A1)JS_ STRUCT s2 v? t ?  o2) I 
« t e s t  ol  o2 
where
t o s t  (OQJS1 [o l ] )  (OBJSl [ o2 )) >- g i b  (a t r u c t _ o f _ Id ol )  ( n t r u c t o l  Id o2) "TOP"
II 6.  FUNCTIONS ON INTENSIONAL FEATURES
com b in c_ ad j s _ in t  (ADJ_STRUCT s i  vl t l  o l ) (ADJS_STRUCT s2 v2 L2 o2)
» ADJS_S1'RUCT (combino_st r  3 l  s2) ( a d j s v a l  vl  v2) ( a d j s o f t y p e l  t l  L2) (. idja o b ) s  ol o2) 
where
ad j s _ v a l  (ADJ_VAL v l )  (ADJSVAL v2)
■> ADJS_VAL ( i n t e r s e c t  vl  v2) 
a d j s _ o f t y p e l  {OFTYPEl [ t l ] )  (OFTYPEl ( t 2 | )
-  OFTYPEl [ d u b  ( s t r uc t _o C_ id  t l )  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  L 2)) ] 
a d j s _ o b j s  (OBJS1 | o l ) )  (OBJSl [o2))
= OBJSl [ ( g i b  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  o l )  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ l d  o 2 ) )]
make_snouncla_f rom_adj3 (ADJS_STRUCT s 
-  SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s <SNOUNCLA_VAL v) 
{OFTYPEl [ol )
(PROPl {mkset (newprDps [ o I >)) 
(GTRll (mksct ( n cw g t r l l  [ o ] ) ) )  
(GTR12 (mk3Ct (ncwgt r !2  [ o ) ) ) |
(ADJS VAL V) L (OBJSl | e ] ))
INHERTING INTENSIONAL FEATURES
newprops (0 : 0 s) ^ p r o p l _ o f  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  o)
n c w g t r l l  (0 : 0 s) = g t r l l _ o f  ( s t r u c t o f i d  o)
new g t r l 2  ( o :o s)  « g t r l 2 _ o f  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  o)
p l u s p l  ( t : t s )  (PROPl p) ■= PROPl {mksct (p ♦ • (newprops [L] ) ) )
p l u s g l  ( t : t s )  (GTRll g) -  GTRll (mkset (g + t ( ncw g t r l l  [L] ) ) )
p lu s g2  ( t : t s )  {GTR12 g) = GTR12 (mksct (g +t ( ncw g t r l ?  ( t | ) ) )
make_snouncla_f rom_cnoun (CNOUN_STRUCT s (CNOUN_VAL v) (OFTYPEl l l  p g l  q2) 
-  SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s <SNOUNCLA_VAL v) (OFTYPEl t )  (p lusp l  L p)
(p l u sg l  t  g l )  (p lusg2  t  g2j
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compute mean I ng snouncl a (ADJS STRUCT s i  vl t l  o i l  (SNOUNCLA_STRUCT s2 v2 
(OFTYPEl t7)  p2 (GTRll q l )  (GTR12 q?.) )
SNOUHC'.A STRUCT a?  ( s n v a l  vl  v2) (OFTYPEl t21 ( sn_props  t 2 )  ( s n _ g t r l l  t 2 )  
( s n _g t r ! 2  t2)
whore
sn_v.i l  (ADJSVAL v l )  (SNOUNCLA_VAL v2) «• SNOUNCLA_VAL ( i n t e r s e c t  v l  v2)
sn props (0 : 0 3 ) “ PROPl ((propl__of ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  o)F ++ (p r o p _ f r o m j i d j s  s i ) )
where
p r o p _ f r o m a d j s  3 = (words (3 ++" . " ) )  — [ l a s t  (words (s++” . ” ) ) )  
s n _ q t r l l  (0 : 0 3 ) « GTRll (mksct (ql »*• g t r l l _ o f  ( s t r u c t _ o f _ i d  o ) ))
sn q t r l ?  (0 : 0 3 ) ~ GTR12 (mkset (q2 i *  q t r ! 2 ~ o f  ( s t r u c t ”of_ i d  o ) ) )
combine s t r  s i  s2 >■ conca t  [ s i , "  " , s 2 )
II V. FUNTIONS TO CONVERT TYPFS OF INTESIONS (MEANING)
convr.tO I MEAN I NG (AIM STRUCT 3  (ADJ VAl v) t o ) )  * MEANING (ADJS_STRUCT s (ADJS_VAL v) t  o)
1 ink Ingvb _ l ! s t  
I ( " I s " ,
("was",
( " a r e " ,
("were" .
I !,!NKINGV8_VALi i d ) ) ,  
(1.INKINGVB VAL i d | ) ,  
[ I,INKINGVB~VAL i d ) ) ,  
[LINKINGVB VAL i d ) ))
I ] R e l a t i v e  pronouns  and c o n j o i n e r s  o f  vo rb p h r a s os  and nounc l au se s  
II deno t e  a p p r o p r i a t e  f u n c t i o n s  from s o t  t h e o r y .  Fo r  example,  t h e  v c rp h r a s e  
) |  con j o i n e r  "and" i n  DMSG de n o t e s  t h e  f u n c t i o n  o f  s e t  i n t e r s e c t i o n .
r e l p r o n l 1st  
I ( " t h a t " ,  
("who", 
("which",
[KELPRON_VAL i n t e r s e c t ) ) ,  
[Ri'.LPRON_VAL i n t e r s e c t ) ) ,  
[RELPRON VAL i n t e r s e c t ) ))
vcrbph joi  n 1i s t  
I ("and",
( " o r " ,
[VBPHJOIN_VAL i n t e r s e c t ) ) ,  
1VBPHJOIN VAL u n i o n ) ) |
noun j o in  ) 1s t  - 
I ( " and" ,
( "o r " .
[NOUNJOIN_VAL i n t e r s e c t )  
I NOUNJOIN_VAL u n i o n l ) )
p r e p  l i s t  " 
l ” (“by", [PREP VAL i d ) )
I I Con j o i n e r s  of  t e rm p hr a s c s  den o t e  f u n c t i o n s  t h a t  a r e
II d e f i n e d  in  t h e  ' s e m a n t i c s '  p a r t  o f  t h e  s p e c i f i c a t i o n .
te r mph jn in  1i s t  
) ( "and",
( " o r " .
[ TERMPUJOI N_V Al, tc rmph_and ]) ,  
ITERMP1IJ0IN_VAL to r mp h_o r ) ) )
t e r m i n a t o r  l i s t  -
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[ I " . " ,  
<"?n.
[DOT VAL [) ] ) ,  
[QMJ/AL ( I ) )  1
p r o n o u n _ l i s t  -■
[ ( ' ' h o1' ,  [SORT "anim",  NUMBER " s in g  1 r "  I ) ,
( " I t " ,  [SORT " inan im",  NUMBER " s in g  1 r"  I ) I
s e n t j o i n  l i s t  ■
[ ( "and" ,  [SENTJOIN_VAI> sand! ) )
q u e s t i o n _ t y p c l  -
[ ( "docs " ,  [QUEST1_VAL yc sn o l ) ,
( " d id " ,  (QUEST1_VAL y c s n o l ) ,
( "do" ,  [QIJEST1_VAL ycsno l )  1
q u e s t i o n _ t y p e 2  »
( ("what ",  [QUEST2 VAL
("who",  [0UEST2~VAL
q u e s t i o n  t y p e 3 °
[ ("which" ,  [QUEST3_VAL
q u e s t i o n  t ypc4a  "■
[ ("how", [QUEST4_VAL
q u e s t i o n _ t y p e 4 b  »
[ ("many",  [QUEST4J/AL
whowhatq, SORT " a n y " ) ) ,  
whowhatq, SORT "anim"])
whichq))  1 
hnwmanyql) 1
howmanyql)
l i n k i n g v b  = m a k c _ i n t c r p r e t c r _ f r o m  l i n k i n g v b _ l 1 s t
r e l p r o n  *■ m a k c _ i n t c r p r c t e r _ f r o m  r e l p r o n _ l l s t
t e r m p h j o i n  = r a a k c _ i n t o r p r o t o r _ _ f  rcm t o r mp h j o i n _ l  i  s t
v c r b p h j o i n  * m a k e _ i n t e r p r e t o r _ f r o m  v c r b p h j o i n ^ l 1 s t
n o u n j o i n  * m a k e _ i n t c r p r o t c r _ f r o m  noun j o t n _ l 1s t
p r o p  ” m a k e _ i n t e r p r c t e r _ f r o m  p r o " _ i i s t
t e r m i n a t o r  “ m a k o _ l n t e r p r o t e r _ f r o m  t e r m i n a t o r _ l l s t
p r o n o u n  « m a k o _ i n t o r p r o t c r _ f r o m  p r o n o u n _ l l s t
s e n t j o i n  “ m a k e _ i n t e r p r c t e r _ f r o m  s e n t j o i n _ l i s t
q u o s t l  « m a k e _ i n t e r p r e t c r _ f r o m  q u e s t i o n _ t y p e l
q u e s t 2  = m a k o _ l n t e r p r o t e r _ f r o m  quos t i on __ t ypo 2
q u c s t 3  = m a k o _ i n t o r p r o t c r _ f r o m  q u e s t i o n _ t y p c 3
q u o s t 4 a  = m a k e _ i n t c r p r o t o r _ f r o m  q u o s t i a n _ t y p e 4 a  
q u e s t 4 b  = m a k c _ i n t o r p r c < . o r _ f  rom q u o s t i o n _ t y p e 4 b
quos t4  «■ ( c o n s i s t s _ o f  t q uo s t4 a , q uc s l 4 b ]
(w i t h _ a t t _ s y n _ r u l c s
[ ( " q u o s t 4 _ v a l " , " i s " , s a m e , ( ( " q u e s t 4 _ v a l ",  f f s t  p a r t )  1)1) 
wi t h _ n o _ i n h _ a t t _ c a l c _ r u l c s  
w i th  no f a i l u r e  r u l e s )
I | ......................................................... .............. .
I |  THE SEMANTICS -  PART I : The a t t r i b u t e  e v a l u a t i o n  and co nv e r s ion  fu n c t i o n s  I i**************************************.....................................
I ; ATTRIBUTE EVALUATION FUNCTIONS
II Each a t t r i b u t e  e v a l u a t i o n  fu n c t i o n  i s  a f u n c t i o n  from a l i s t
11 o f  a t t r i b u t e s  t o  a s i n g l e  a t t r i b u t e .  For  example,  t h e  f u nc t i o n
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II M n t r s c t l '  which i s  used in  t h e  *3nouncla '  i n t e r p r e t e r ,  t a k e s  
II a l i s t  c o n t a i n i n g  an ’a d j s _v . i l '  and a ' c n o u n v a l '  a t t r i b u t e ,
II and r e t u r n s  a s i n g l e  ’snounc l a  v a l '  a t t r i b u t e .
same 1xI 
i nl. r s c t l  
i n t r s c t ?  
app lydc t  
a p p ly t  ransvb 
applyvbph 
app joi nl
» SNOUNCLA_VAL ( i n t e r s e c t  x y) 
* ADJS_VAL ( i n t e r s e c t  x y) 
DETPH VAL (x y)
VERBPH_VAL z 
JOINTERMPH_VAL (y X z) 
JOINVBPH_VAL (y x z) 
RELNOUNCLA VAL (y x z)
1 (ADJS_VA1. X) , (CNOUN_VAI. y) ]
( (ADJVAL x ) , (ADJS_VAL y ) ) 
t(DKT_VAL x ) , (NOUNCLAVAL y ) ]
I (TRANSVB VAL x ) , (JOINTERMPH_VAL y) ] - TRANSVBPH_VAL (x y)
[ (NOUNCLA_VAL z) ]
(TERMPH VAL x ) , (TERMPHJOIN_VAL y ) ,
(JOINTERHPH_VAL z)
app j o in ?  1 (VERBPII VAL X) ,
(VBP!IJOIN_VAL y! , (JOINVBPH_VAL z) 
r e o r d e r l  I (SNOUNCLA_VAI. X), (RELPRON_VAL y) ,
(JOI NVBPH_VAL z) 
r e o r d e r ?  1 (RELNOUNCLAVAL x ) , (NOUNJOIN_VAL y l ,
(NOUNCLA_VAL z ) ) -  NOUNCLA_VAL (y X zl
r eo r de r 3  t (RELNOUNCLA VAL x ) , (RELPRON_VAL y ) ,
(NOUNCLA_VAL z)J  -  NOUNCLA_VAL (y X z)
d rop3 rd  ( (LINKINGVB_VAL w) , (PASSTRVB_VAL x ! ,
(PREP VAL y ) , (JOINTERHPH_VAL z ) ] -  TRANSVBPH_VAL (x z)
r en o l ve  ( (JOINTERMPH_VAL x ) , tJOINVBPH_VAL y) ) » SENT_VAL (x y)
p l c k s u b j e c t  IPOSS_SUBJS ps ,  SORT s ,  NUMBER n]
PRONOUN_VAL pv
where (PNOUNVAL pv) = f f s t  Ix I | X , y , z J  <- ps ;  y = SORT s ;  z = NUMBER n]
i t iake_subjs | ]  “ POSS_SUBJS (]
m a k c s u b j s  [PNOUN_VAL X, SORT yl  »
POSS SUBJS ( (PNOUN_VAL x, SORT y,  NUMBER " s i n g l r " ] ]
ap p _ su b j ec t s  IPOSS_SU(3JS x, POSSSUBJS y] *> POSS SUBJS (x ++ y)
s e n t  val  camp 1 SENT_VAL s i ,  SENTJOIN_VAI, f ,  SENT_VAL s2] -  
SENT_VAL ( f  s i  s2)
I I ATTRIUUTE 'TYPE' CONVERSION FUNCTIONS
II Some o f  t he  a t t r i b u t e  e v a l u a t i o n  fu n c t i o n s  s imp ly  con ve r t
II t he s i n g l e  a t t r i b u t e  in a l i s t  t o  be o f  an o th e r  t y p e .
convO 1VERBPH_VAL x) JOINVBPH VAL x
convl [CNOUN VAL x ] ■ SNOUNCLA VAL x
conv2 [ADJ VAL x] ADJS VAL x
conv3 (SNOUNCLA VAL x 1 RELNOUNCLA_VAL X
convfl IRELNOUNCLA VAL xl NOUNCLA VAL X
convS IINDEFPRON_VAL X] DETPH VAL x
conv6 ITRANSVBP1IVAL X] VERBPH_VAL X
convl (PNOUN V AL x) TERMPH_VAL x
convS (1)ETPH_VAI. X ] TERMPH_VAL x
conv9 ITERMPU VAL x] JOINTERMPH VAL x
c o n v l 0 (NOUNCLA VAL xl * CN0UN_VAL X
c o n v l 1 (VERBP1I_VAL X] INTRANSVB_VAL X
c o n v l2 1DETPH_VAL x] - INDEFPRON~VAL x
c o n v l 3 [INTRANSVB VAL Xl VERBPH_VAL x
c o n v l 4 (PRONOUN_VAL x) -a JOINTERMPH VAL X
c o n v l i |ADJS_VAL xl - SNOUNCLA_VAL X
1 1 The r u nc t l o n  ' conv_ func '  i s used  in  t h e  d i c t i o n a r y  t o g e t h e r
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II w i th  t he  ' m c a n i n g o l ' f u n c t i o n .  I t  makes t he  d i c t i o n a r y  more 
I I l e g i b l e .
conv_func  » I t ( " c n o u n v a l " , " n o u n c l a v a l " ) , convlO) ,
( ( " i n t r a n s v b _ v n l " ,  " v e r b p h v a l " ) ,  convl  1) ,
( ( " i n d c fp r o n _ v a l “ , ”d e t p h_ va 1 " ) , conv l2)]
I I FAILURE RULE FUNCTIONS
c h c c k _ fo r _ c l a sh  (SORT x, SORT y) » F a l s e ,  x -  "any"
*> F a l s e ,  y " any”
- F a l s e ,  x  ̂ y
j True ,  o the r w i se
I I QUESTION ATTRIBUTE EVALUATION FUNCTIONS
II Most of  t h e  a t t r i b u t e  e v a l u a t i o n  fu n c t i o n s  in  t h e  ’q u e s t i o n ’
II i n t e r p r e t e r  a r e  used t o  co n ve r t  r e s u l t s  t o  s t r i n g s  t h a t  a r e
I I a p p r o p r i a t e  f o r  ou t p u t  t o  t h e  u s e r .
t r u e f a l s e  [SENT_VAI. x) = QUKST_VA1. { " t r u e . " ) ,  x
= QUEST VAL {"fa 1s e . " ) ,  o the rw i se
ycsno x = " y e s . " ,  x
■= " n o . " ,  o th e r w i s e
a n s i  [QUEST1_VAL x,SENT_VAL yl *■ QUIIST_VAL
ans2 [QUEST2_VAL x,JOINVBPH_VAL y,SORT z] » QUKST_VAL
a n s 3 (QUEST3_VAL X,  NOUNCLA_VAL y, JOINVBPH_VAL z] = QUESTVAL
arisfl {QUEST4_VAL x,  NOUNCLAJ/AL y, JOINVBPHJ/AL z 1 « QUEST VAL
whowhatq x y ° whoq y, x = "anlm” 
c whatq y, o th e rw i s e
whoq xs ■= check "nobody . "  [ n a m c o f  e l  e <- s |
where s - i n t e r s e c t  ( s e t  of_men tt  s e t  ofwoman)  xs
whatq xs  ~ check " n o t h i n g . "  [name_of e I e <- xs]
whichq xs  ys  = check "none . "  [ n a m c o f  c  I c <- i n t e r s e c t  xs ys]
howmanyq xs y s  = number (» ( i n t e r s e c t  xs ysl  )
check s t r  wds * s t r ,  wds = []
= unwords wds, o th e r w i s e
name_of (-1) » "some t h i n g s  in  t he  s o l a r  sys tem : men, p l a n e t s ,  moons and t he  sun" 
namc_of e -  hd ({name ++ ",  ” ) I (name,[MEANINC (CNOUN_STUUCT s
(PNOUN_VAL f) t  p g l  g 2 ) , y l )  <- pnoun In t  1 1 s t ;  f | e | ]
number n = [" n o n e . " , " o n e . " , " t w o . " , " t h r e e . " , " f o u r f i v e . " , " s i x . " , " s e v e n . ",  
" e i g h t . " n i n e . " , " t e n . " , " e l e v e n . ” , " t w e l v e . " , " r h i r t e e n " ,  
" f o u r t e e n " ,  " f i f t c c n " , " s i x t e e n " , " s e v e n t e e n "  ]! n
I I THE SEMANTICS -  PART I I  : F un c t i o n s  used t o  o b t a i n  o b j e c t s  deno t ed  by
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I I p rope r  nouns,  v e r b s ,  e t c .
U ................................... ....................
I I [■'UNCTION USED TO DEFINE OBJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH PROPER NOUNS 
LesLwrL e s offmombor s e
II FUNCTION USED TO DEFINE MEANING OF VERBS IN TERMS OF RELATIONS
t r a n s  ve rb  re!  p - lx 1 [x, image_x) <- c o l l e c t  r e l ;  p imago^x]
range r e l  mkset  I y I (x,y) <- ro l  ) 
domain r e l  ■- mkset  [ x I (x,y)  <- r e l ]
p a s s t r v c r b  r e l  ™ t r ,m s_ v e r b  ( i n v e r t  r e l )
I 1 FUNCTIONS DENOTED BY TERMPHRASE CONJOINERS
termph and p q -■ g where q x = (p x) 6 (q X)
t e r m p h o r  p q - q where g x = (p x) \ /  (q x)
I I FUNCTIONS DENOTED BY SENTENCE CONJOINERS
and True True  « True 
sand any any '  F a l s e
II FUNCTIONS DENOTED BY DETERMINERS
func t Ion_deno tcd_by_a  xs  ys 
f unc t l on_deno t cd_by_cvc ry  xs  ys  
f unc t l on_dcnot cd_by_nonc xs ys  
f u n c t 1 on deno t ed  by one xs ys  
f unc t  I on_denar.cd_by_two xs ys  
f unc t  1 on_c -;noted_by n xs ys - H I  
I 1 *■ (map ! 1” ) (*( i n t e r s e c t  x s  y s  ))
funct ion_dcnatod_by_many xs ys  
f u n c t l o n d e n o t e d b y  most xs  ys
| |  THE SEMANTICS -  PART I I I  : The ’d a t a b a s e '
| |  The d a t a b a s e  compr i s e s  a number o f  una ry  and b i n a r y  r e l a t i o n s
| |  ove r  t h e  s e t  o f  e n t i t i e s  t h a t  c o n s t i t u t e  t h e  u n i v e r s e  o f  d i s c o u r s e .
I |  THE UNIVERSE OF DISCOURSE
s o l a r  e n t i t y s e t  -  [ 8 . . 7 0 ]
1] Because t h e  u n i v e r s e  o f  d i s c o u r s e  i s  a z e ro  e l ement  f o r  
I I I n t e r s e c t i o n  and an i d e n t i t y  e l ement  r un ion ,  we
I I can r e p r e s e n t  t h e  s e t  by a un ique  s i n g r e t o n  and
II modify i n t e r s e c t ,  union ,  member e t c .  a c o rd i n g ly
I I s o la r  e n t l t y s c t  “ 1-1]
>I SETS DENOTED BY COMMON NOUNS
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-  #< i n t e r s e c t XS ys ) > 0
“ i n c l u d e s  xs ys
-  M i n t e r s e c t xs ys ) 0
« * 1 i n t e r s e c t xs ys ) - 1
r t  ( i n t e r s e c t xs ys ) 2
i n t e r s e c t xs  y s  ) - n
) 11 . . } )  1 fn-rl)
-  *( i n t e r s e c t xs ys ) > 2
» t 1 I n t e r s e c t xs ys ) > (I
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3 C t _ o f _ s u n  "  [ 8 ]
3 C t _ o f _ p l a n o t  = [ 9 . . 1 7 1
3 o t _ o f _ m o o n  = [18 . . 53]
sc t_of_mcn “ [ 5 1 . . 7 0 ]
s c t _ o f _ w o m a n  "  [ ]
s e t _ o f _ t h i n g  = 3 o l a r _ c n t ! t y s c t
I I SETS DENOTED BY ADJECTIVES
30 t_o f_ rcd  = [12, 13, 11, 22]
so t _ o f _b lu o  ■ [11, 11, 15, 161
s c t _ o f_ d e p re s s c d  (51]
s e t _ o f_ g rc cn  = [11, 15, 16)
sc t_of_b rown  = [9, 10, 17]
3 c t _ o f _ r i n g c d  = (13,  11, 15, 161
sc t_ o f _g as co us  = [13, 11, 15, 16|
s c t _ o f _ s o l i d  ~ (union so t_o f_pl ano l .
set_of_moon) -- sot_of_gasoous 
3ot_of_atmosphoric = [ 10, 11, 12, 22, 12 ] 
sct_o£_vacuumous = (union sot_of_planoL
s o t _ o f  moon) — 3ot_of_at .mo3pher(c
I I SETS DENOTED BY INTRANSITIVE VERBS
s c t _ o f _ e x i s t  = s o l a r _ o n t l t y s c l  
s e t _ o f_ 5 p in  = [ 8 . . 5 3 |
I |  BINARY RELATIONS
r o l _ o r b i t  -  [ (9, 8 ) ,  ( 1 0 , 8 ) , ( 1 1 , 8 ) ,  (12, 8 ) ,  ( 13 ,8 ) ,
( 1 1 ,8 ) ,  ( 15 ,8 ) ,  ( 16 ,8 ) ,  ( 1 7 , 8 ) ,  ( 18 ,11 ) ,  
( 19 ,12 ) ,  ( 20 ,12 ) ,  (21, 13) ,  ( 22 ,13 ) ,  (23 ,13) ,
(21, 13) ,  ( 25 ,1 3 ) ,  (26, 13) ,  (27, 13) , (28, 13) ,
(29, 13) ,  ( 30 ,13 ) ,  (31, 13) , (32, 13) , (33, 13) ,
(31, 13) ,  (35, 11) , (36, 11) ,  (37, 11) ,  (38, 11) ,
( 39 .11 ) ,  ( 10 ,11 ) ,  ( 11 ,11 ) ,  ( 12 ,11 ) ,  ( 13 ,11 ) .
( 11 .11 ) ,  (15,11.  , (16, 15),  (17,15)  , ( 18 ,15 ) ,  
( 19 ,15 ) ,  ( 50 ,15 ) ,  (51, 16),  ( 52 , 16 ) ,  (53,17) ]
r e l _ d i s c o v o c  » [ ( 7 , 1 8 ) , ( 5 1 . 1 5 ) ,  ( 5 1 , 2 0 ) , ( 5 5 , 2 1 ) ,  ( 56 ,22 ) ,
(56, 23) , (56, 21) , (56, 25 ) , (57, 26) , (57, 31) ,
(58, 27) , (58, 29) , (59, 28) , (59, 30) , <59, 31) ,
(59, 33) , (60, 32) , (61, 35 ) , (62, 35) , (63, 36) ,
(61, 37) , (61, 38) , (61, 19), (61, 50) , (65, 39) ,
(65, 1C), (65, ■' l l , (65, 11) . (66, 12) , (67, 13) ,
(68, 15), (69, 16) , (69, 52) , (70, 17) , (70, 18 ) ,
(70,-6 1 ] , (71, 22) , (71, 23) , (71, 21) , (71, 25 ) ,
(72, 12) , (73, 11), (71, 11 ) , (75, 39) , (75, 10) ,
(76,,19) , (76, 50) , (77, 37) , (77, 38) , (78, 51) ,
(79,,13) , ( do , 17), (80, 18) , (81, 19) , <81, 20) ,
(82,,21) , (83, 15) , (81, 27) , (85, 29) , (86, 32) ,
(87,, 33) , (88, 28) , (88, 31) , (B9, 16), (90, 52) ,
(91,, 30) , (92, 36) , (93, 26) , (91, 31) , (95, 35) ]
I I LIBRARY FUNCTIONS 
I 1 * * * * * ...............
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i i  get a hd i. i gt  operators
c n  1 1 n e t  1 ) | 1
c o l l e c t .  ( (x,  y ) : t )  (x ,  y:  ( e?  1 ( e l ,  e ? )  <- t ;  e l  x l )  :
c o l l e c t  I to  I , e?)  I ( e l ,  e?)  <-  t ;  e l  ' =  xl
i n v e r t  n.ifj swop wh er e  swop (x,  y) (y,  x)
i n t e r s e c t .  I —1 1 bn bs
1 nl.cr :n.‘<:t o s  1-11 os
I n t e r s e c t  o s  b s  o s  — (os  - -  bs)
u n 1 on i -1 I b s  1-11
un i on . is 1-11 I -1 1
u n i o n  o s  b s  o s  * * (bs  — os)
i n c l u d e s  1-1 I b s  - i n c l u d e s  [ 8 . . VO) bs
i n c l u d e s  o s  [ - 1 ]  Tr ue
I n c l u d e s  os  b s  - (on - -  b s )  • 11
e l (m em be r  | -1 1  x ■ Tr ue
e l f me mb e r  x y ■ member x y
1 I 1NTERACTIVE SESSION
It *• NKW SK5SI ON
h e l l o  s e s s io n ?  [CONTEXT EMPTY) 
s e s s io n ?  con i n t r o d u c t i o n
t t  u n l i n e s  ( i n t e r p r e t ?  con ( l i n e s  ( rood " / d e v / t t y " ) ) )  
t t c o n c l u s io n
i n t e r p r e t ?  con (1 ■ [)
I n t e r p r e t ?  con (1 :1s )  “ (shew ( i n t e r p  con 1)1 t t  ( i n t e r p r e t ?  con '  I s )  
where
con '  moke c o n t e x t  ( i n t e r p  con 1) 
where
moke c on t e x t  11 con
moke context .  (((SENT STRUCT s ) , o n s ) : x )  - ch t c k _ f o r_e m pty _ex t cn s i on  con s
check l o r  empty e x t e n s i o n  con (SENTl s (SUBJS! ( q , s e t ) )  v t  p g l  g?) 
con,  s e t  | 1
[CONTEXT (SENTl s (SUHJSl ( q , s e t ) )  V t  p q l  g 2 ) 1, o t he r w i se
check for empty e x t e n s i o n  con (SENT? s (SUBJS? { ( q l , s o t l ) , ( q 2 , s c t 2 ) )) v t  p g l  g2)
con,  (set. 1 11) \ /  ( s e t 2 » [))
(CONTEXT (SENT? s (SUBJS? ( ( q l , s e t l ) , ( q ? , s e t ? ) )) v t  p gl  g 2 ) ) ,  o th e r w i s e
i n t e r p  con 1 i n t e r p r e t a t i o n ! . ?  ( q u e s t i o n  i n t  c on  (words  ( I * - * " . " ) ) )
i n t e r p r e t . a t i o n s ?  (1 []
i n t e r p t e t . i t  i o n s ?  | ((MEANING x,ANS o n s l . y ) )  - l ( x , o n s ) )
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s ! '  (((MEANING x,ANS o n s ] , y ) : z )  ( (x,  ons)  1 ( i n t e r p r e t o t i o n s 2  z)
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  " \ n "  •*
"Ho l lo .  1 can answer some q u e s t i o n s  posed in a l imi ledXn" 
" s u bs e t  o f  E ng l i sh .  My knowledge? cove r s  t h e  p l a n e '  r.( i h e i r k n "
♦ • "moons and d i s e n v o r o r s .  I’ l e a s e  end a l l  quest  ions  w i th  e \ n "
H  "q u e s t i o n  mark.  Use <Control-D> to  f i n i s h . \ n \ n "
c o n c lu s io n  * " \ n \ n G o o d b y e . . . \ n \ n "
u n l l n e s  [] - " \ n "
u n l i n o s  (1 :1s )  1 -* * “ \ n ” a  u n l i n e s  Is
unwords [x] - x ** " . "
unwords [x ,y l  - x t > " ,  and ” *> y *<
unwords <x:xs) x * *  ",  " t* unwords xs
d i s am b i gua t e  [] -- "I  do not  und e r s t an d"  
d i s am b i gu a t e  (ans]  - ans
d i s am b i gu a t e  answers  "The q u e s t i o n  i s  ambiguous.  The p o s s i b l e  answers  . i re"
t* conca t  (map newans answers)  
where
newans a ” \ n  * " •* a
I I FUNCTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTING PARSERS
(pi  S o r c l s e  p?) inh i np < pi inh inp •• p? i nil inp
h a s p a r t s  [1 x y i np  1(11,  i n p l l
h a s p a r t s  ( l n t : i n t s )  ( i n h r : i n h r s i  i n h a t t s  inp -
[ (vl  : v2,  r e s t )  I ( v l , i n p l l  <- i n t  ( ap p r u l e s  inhr inh a i t s )  inp ;
( v 2 , r c 3 t )  <- h a s p a r t s  i n t s  i n h r s  ( i nh  a l t s  *> | v l | )  i np l l
f a i l  i nh  i np  - [1
succeed  v inh  inp  - I ( v , i n p ) )
word (wd, va l )  inh (u:us )  =■ [ ( v a l , u s ) ] ,  u wd
(1,  o the rw i s e  
word x inh (I • [ I
m a k c i n t c r p r c t e r f r o m  ' p tp s )  (word p) S o re l s e  (make i n t e r p r e t e r  from ps)
r r , ake_ in t e rp r e to r_ f rom [) ■- f a l l
words inp = words2 ( ( t a k e w h i l e  ( ' - " ' )  inp) •• “ ” •• ( dropwhi l e  ( ‘ ' ' ' )  i n p ) ) ,  m.-mber 
« words2 inp,  o th e r w i se  
word32 I ) = [ 1
words2 (c : cs )  - 11 : words2 cs  , c • ' '
words2 (c : cs )  (1 : [cl  : words? c s  , tc ' . ' )  \ /  (c ' 1
words2 (c : cs)  = (c : i n)  : Ins , o t h e rw i s e
where (In : Ins )  words? cs
ap p ly  I f  ■ [ f  xl (x ,y)  <- 11
I 1 FUNCTIONS FOR HANDLING ATTRIHUTE RULES
c o n s i s t s o f  i n t e r p s  s y n r u l e s  inh r u l e s  f a i l  r u l e s  inh a l l s  inp
[ ( a p p r u l e s  s y n _ r u l c s  ( inh a i i s t v ) ,  r e s t )  I
(v, r e s t )  < -  h a s p a r t s  i n t e r p s  inh r u l e s  1 i f;n a l l s ]  inp;
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not  meets ( i nh a t . t s rv )  ( o i l  r u l e s ]  
a p p r u l e s  roll ' : ;  v.i 1 I app ru l e  r val  I r <- r u in s )
ap p ru l e  r v.il (t hrd o! l our  r) ( t j e t va l s  t f o u r t h  of  four  r) val  )
iji*i.v*i 1 s .it.t 1 1 :u. v [ p ick a t t name  ( Index v) 1 ( a t tname,  index) <- a t t l . s t ]
p ick  l i s t  1 v I V <- l i s t  ; name v .it tn.ime 1 !0
wi th  .it t syn r u l e s  Id
wit h inh .H t  c a l c  ruler,  id
wi t h  no Inh at . t  c . i l c  r u l e s  1| : wl t h n a  1 n h a t t c a  1 c r u l c :
11 FUNCTIONS J-0» HANOI. I NG KAII.URK CONDITIONS
no t  meets  v l o l l  r u l e s  ' ( o r l i s t  I comp v r 1 r <- fn i  l ^ r u l c s ] )
0 r 1 I s t  f o I d r ( \ t ) F a l s e
comp v  t ( l i s t  of two r) ( g e t v a l s  (snd_a(_two r)  v)
With (ill l u r e  r u l e s  id 
w i th  no ( n i l  o r e  r ul os  ( ]
1 I I-’IJNCT I ONS i-OK 'MF.ANINO Of'
u s s oc  (v l . v? )  [1 e r ro r "No  such c o n v e r s i o n . . . "
a s s o c  (v l . v ? )  ( ( ( a l , a ? ) , 1) :x) ■ f ,  ( v l , v ? )  » ( a ! , a ? )
a s s o c  (v ! ,v2)  x, o th e r w i se
meaning of i n t  inp a t t r r .  convs - c on ve r t  a t t r s  convs
( ( f f s t . f f s t o f t w o . 1a3 t)  ( i n t e r p  [1 (words i n p ) ) )  
where i n t e r p  •> h a s p a r t s  [ i n t ,  t e r m i n a t o r ]
( ( I .  [I I
conver t  a t t r s  1) hr, .ns a t t r s
conver t  a t t r s  ( ( v l , v ? ) : x )  t r a n s  ( conver t  one (v l ,v2 )  t r a n s )  *< co nv e r t  a t t r s  x t r a n s
conver t  one (v ] , v? )  [1 e r r o r " I n  meaning_of ,  a t t r i b u t e  m i s s i n g . . . "
conver t  one (v l . v ? )  ( a t a s )  conv a t r  ( v l , v ? )  [ a ] ,  (name a) » v2
conve r t  one (v l , v ? )  a s ,  o th e r w i se
wi t h  no e x t r a  u t t s  | )
conv a t r  ( v l . v? )  a t t r i b  I ( (a ssoc  (v l . v ? )  c o n v f u n c )  a t t r i b ) ]
w i th  e x t r a  a t t s  id 
w i t h  conv id
l i  SF.I.FCTtON FUNCTIONS
! i s t  o! two (o,b)  a 
snd ol two (a , b)  b
l i s t  ol lour  (a,  b, c,ri)  a
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snd_o f f ou r  ( a , b , c , d )  b 
t h r d _ o f  f our  ( n , b , c , d )  c 
f o u r th  o f  four  ( a , b , c , d )  d
f f s t  1 1 !l
l h s  1 1 ! 0
f f s t p a r t  1 1 !
snd p a r t  1 1' .?
t h r d p a r t  1 ■ 1 ! 3
f r t h _ p a r t  1 1 ! 4
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